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1.1 Defining Heritage

Heritage is defined in many different ways.

pride in and facilitate the appreciation and

The Herirage Act (1995) designates national

enjoyment of the national heritage".

herirage as including both natural and cultural

As part of its educational role the Heritage

elements. Michael Starrett, Chief Executive of

Council is forging links with educational bodies

the Heritage Council, gave the following

such as the City of Dublin VEC Curriculum

definition recently:

Development Unit (CDU). These initiatives allow
the Heritage Council to benefit from the

"Heritage is about people and the things they

experience of pioneers in the field of curriculum

have in common, the things they share, the

development at second level. Such initiatives

places in which they live, the languages they

usually involve an analysis of the curriculum co

speak."

identify suitable entry points for heritage
education. A strategy is then devised to introduce

This statement includes all the main physical

heritage to the target curriculum. In this case the

elements of heritage such as the landscape and

strategy is to produce materials that will

the built environment, but it also stresses the

encourage geography teachers implementing the

cultural dimension, a dimension which is often

revised Leaving Certificate Syllabus in September

forgotten or overlooked.

2004 to include aspects of heritage in the

The Heritage Act of 1995 set up the Heritage

investigations they carry out with their students.

Council, an independent body with a statutory

For physical and human geography the teacher

responsibility to propose policy and to provide

can easily read natural and cultural heritage.

advice on issues relating to the protection,
preservation and enhancement of the national

The exemplar investigations include elements of
fieldwork which is often the most enjoyable and

heritage. The Heritage Council is also required

memorable aspect of geography courses.

"to promote interest, education, knowledge and

This fieldwork will allow students to associate

Photo I. Coa,tal srudy
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1.1 Defining Heritage

"Geography is concerned with the study of
people and their environment. A study of
geography will help students develop an
understanding of their physical and human
surroundings. lt examines the inter-relationships
between the physical and human worlds.
Through their swdy of geography, students will
develop geographical skills that will help them
make informed judgements about issues at local,
national and international level".
Photo 2. Urban ,rudy

enjoyable learning experiences with heritage
topics and thereby encourage them to develop
positive attitudes ro our heritage.

The importance of heritage in the curriculum
The second level curriculum aims to develop the
physical, intellectual, emotional, and cultural
attributes of our young people so that they can
become confident, participating members of
society. Essential to this confidence building
process is developing an awareness of one's own
identity and a sense of belonging. This is co ward
off the forces which may alienate young people
from society and prevent them playing their full
part as citizens and productive individuals.
Heritage education can help by giving students
the opportunity as citizens of Ireland to
experience at first hand the wealth of our
physical and cultural heritage.

Heritage and the Revised Geography
Leaving Certificate Syllabus
Geography is a fertile subject area ro introduce
heritage education as shown by even a cursory
examination of the revised syllabus. Geography
as a scientific discipline has a key role to inform
environmental and heritage planning.
The Revised Geography Syllabus contains the

B

rationale for geography as a subject:

This shows chat the content of geography is
largely co-terminus with heritage education as
both study the physical and human
environments. They both aim to empower
students ro make informed judgements about
local and national issues. Central ro this
decision-making is forming positive attitudes to
the physical and cultural environments.
"Students should be encouraged ro develop
positive attitudes cowards themselves, others,
and their environment. Such attitudes include:
sensitivity to the aesthetic quality of the narural
and cultural environment, leading to a desire to
maintain and enhance its quality"
(Revised Leaving Certificate Syllabus,
NCCA, 2003, p.3)
Geographical investigation is a compulsory part
of the revised syllabus with the subject matter
outlined in an annual list. Most investigations
will be fieldwork based and going on pasr
experience the two most popular ropics are likely
co be physical and urban geography which allow
students to study their heritage in an interesting
way. This publication aims co assist the process
of tackling fieldwork by outlining a variety of
approaches which can be adopted.

1.2 Introduction to Fieldstudies

Our landscape, our character

All of these exercises encourage students to

We all live within a landscape, urban or rural,

consider what makes up our landscape, develop

made up of our cultural and natural heritage.

an appreciation of its aesthetics and describe its

Cultural heritage inclL1des houses where we live

unique character.

and churches where we pray and natural heritage
includes rivers and mountains. Our cultural and

There are further details to consider linking the

natural heritage are inextricably linked.

cultural and natural aspects of heritage: Why is

This mixture of culture and nature provides

the settlement located where it is? Building age

great variety and character. Simple

can be traced through discussion about how the

methodologies to describe that character allow

existing character might change: more woodland,

us to appreciate aesthetic quality and understand

more housing, motorway construction or

our desire to maintain and enhance its quality

expanding the settlement. It is possible to

through land use, management and planning.

physically map these elements or where resources

This can help us shape the landscapes of our

allow to create computer models. Digital and

future, showing just how dynamic and changing

phone cameras allow much to be recorded in the

our landscapes really are.

field for modelling later in school. Investigations
can determine which changes are desirable or

It makes sense, before embarking on a major

not, possible or not possible. We can plan for

specialised heritage investigation, to introduce

our future.

students to the concept of landscape though a

Ideally a second location should illustrate a

short practical activity in the local area. Such an

totally different landscape.

approach can set the context for more in depth
studies and act as a motivating force for

Landscapes in Geography

students. A simple field exercise is "Look at a

According to the Revised Leaving Certificate

landscape", choosing a suitable rural or urban

Geography Syllabus: "Geography is concerned

location. The investigation can then break the

with the study of people and their environ

landscape down into its component pares,

ment" (p.2)

including all the elements which give it character.

Geography is often divided into two sections:

In a rural example these might be a hill,

human and physical. As with our natural and

woodland, hedgerows, a settlement, a river, an

cultural heritage these are inextricably linked.

isolated farm, new housing or a lake. Students

Human geography deals with social topics such

could describe the landscape character in general

as population, culture, settlement and economic

terms with further investigation on the

topics such as primary, secondary and tertiary

component parts. Part of the hill may be

industries. Physical geography deals with the

wooded (deciduous or coniferous), part may be

processes which help shape rhe surface of rhe

grazed (moorland or grassland). Is the settlement

earth such as recronics, erosion, deposirion etc.

large or small, old or new, does it have a church?

Regional geography unifies these diverse topics.

Is it near the river? Is there a bridge? ls an

A region is an area of rhe earth wirh

isolated farm exposed or sheltered? Are there

characteristics which disringuish it from

trees nearby?

surrounding areas. The distinctive nature of

1.2 Introduction to Fieldstudies

a region develops over time through the
interaction of physical and human processes.
For example, the Wicklow Mountains with their
outcropping granite rock, high altitudes, steep
glaciated valleys and harsh climate created an
environment hostile to human settlement.
Human penetration was limited to the valleys
where there was some potential for agriculture.
When valuable lead and silver resources were
discovered in the 18th and 19th centuries,
isolated mining settlements developed at the
head of valleys such as Glendalough (Photo 3)
and Glendassan. The need to secure the area

Photo I. (,lcndalouµh

after the 1798 Rebellion led to the building of

uniqueness which is its defining characteristic as

the Military Road which is the only road to

a region or place. Wicklow people and visitors

snake its way across the Wicklow Mountains

are very aware of that uniqueness. The "sense of

from north to south. Later in the nineteenth

place" is made up not only of the physical

century, the expanding city of Dublin had an

landscape but the culture of the people, reflected

increasing demand for clean, fresh water.

in a distinctive local accent and knowledge

The impermeable granite, high rainfall and high

which only the inhabitants have.

plateaus made the Wicklow Mountains an ideal
location for building water reservoirs.

Urban regions are just as distinctive as rural

The Wicklow Mountains became the main

ones. Irish town and cityscapes have developed

source of Dublin's water supply and in the

their unique characters since the Vikings set up

process, reservoirs replaced valleys.

the first urbc1n settlements. Many Irish towns still

After independence Wicklow was one of the

have the remains of medieval walls, castles and

counties deemed most suitable for developing

churches within their limits. The political

a native forestry industry so it was extensively

stability and relative prosperity of the eighteenth

planted with coniferous forests especially Sitka

century led to the rapid development of many

Spruce. Today, the mountains also have an

Irish towns. Limerick, Dublin and Cork all have

important recreational function serving the needs

important Georgian quarters dating from this

of Dublin's population for picnic sites, forest

era. The coming of the railwa)' in the Victorian

walks, wilderness trekking routes and a variety

era also encouraged the growth and expansion of

of water sports, including fishing, canoeing,

distinctive suburbs which often retain their

swimming and windsurfing.

Vicrorian character roday. The first half of the
twentieth century saw the development of large

Over the years the interaction of physical and

public authority housing estates in many of our

human forces shaped and continues to shape the

towns replacing old tenement areas.

physical and cultural landscape we have today.

A close inspection of most Irish towns usually

One could say that over time it developed a

reveals a tapestry of different architectural styles

1.2 Introduction to Fieldstudies

that reflect rheir hisrorical developmenr.

Understanding the physical process at work in an

This process is not static but is continuous and

area and the likely impact of our actions is

will conrinue into the future. It is essential we do

essential if we are to attain sustainable

not allow inappropriate development to destroy

development, i.e. development which does not

our unique rural and urban environments.

destroy rhe environmenr where it is ser, nor

The physical environment and people are

diminish our abiliry to produce in the furure.

interdependent. People depend on the

It is important we plan sustainable development

environment for water, food, building materials

to secure our future.

etc. and the landscape depends on people tO use
it wisely, that is tO conserve it. We can destroy

Regional planning is an essential part of

the natural environment by using it thoughtlessly

conserving the environmenrs but it can be a

or by being unaware of our impact on it.

difficult task. Regions vary in scale from rhe

For example, people trekking on the Wicklow

local tO the national, European and global and

Way wilderness path (Photo 4) have eroded

in the new Geography Syllabus students study

the vegetation and caused gullies to form,

Irish, European and global regions. The larger

requiring protective measures. Pathways were

the scale of regions the more difficult they are to

constructed from railway sleepers to protect the

plan. It is easier to plan an individual Irish

sensitive vegetation.

region than a global one because there is no one
authority responsible for global planning.

The planting of acidic coniferous trees in an
already acidic environment has led to the

The acidification of Wicklow rivers and lakes is

acidification of many Wicklow rivers with

not only due to planting coniferous trees but also

subsequent effects on wildlife. Some people

increased carbon dioxide emissions into the

question the wisdom of continuing to plant

atmosphere from western European industrial

extensive areas with coniferous trees and

and domestic sources.

there are now more deciduous trees which are

environmental planning in Ireland is, external

less damaging.

facrors may destroy our good work without

o matter how successful

international efforts co cackle world·wide
environmenral issues such as global warming.
We are advised to think globally bur act locally.
The aims of rhis resource is to get students
involved with their local environments, both
rural and urban, so rhey can berrer understand
their workings and intrinsic value. Such
meaningful interacrion with various herirage
environments will fosrer an understanding and
appreciarion of the local heritage which
surrounds us.
Photo 4. The Wicklow Wa)'
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1.3 Geographical Investigations

The Geography Syllabus outlines the following stages in a geographical investigation:
Introduction

Posing the problem and devising a strategy
• Selecting a topic for investigation
• A clear statement of hypothesis or aim
• An outline of objectives
• Idenrificying the types of information required

Planning
Preparing the work
• Selecting the methods for collecting and gathering information
• Designing questionnaires or recording sheets as appropriate
• Deciding on locations for the investigation
Collecting data

• Using instruments to make measurements
• Records of observation in the field
• Using questionnaires and surveys as appropriate
• Using a variety of secondary sources, e.g. maps, photographs, documents etc.
• Discussing problems encountered
Preparing the written report

• Organising data
• Using illustrations, graphs, maps, cables etc.
• Using ICT where appropriate to prepare and present results and conclusions

Conclusions and Evaluation
• Analysis and interpretation of results
• Drawing valid conclusions
• Comparing findings with established theory
•

Evaluating hypotheses
• Examining the validity of the investigation and suggestions for improvements.

B

1.4 Student Handout

This handout explains the terms used in

• What equipment do I/we need to gather

geographical investigations. It also suggests a
series of steps to cackle an investigation.

the information?
•

How will I/we record the information
we gather?

Title
The title names the subject of your investigation

Research or fieldwork

and usually gives the location and time of your

• Gather relevant information on your topic by

study. For example: "The Processes at Work on

research in school, the local library, searching

Inch Serand, Co. Kerry, October 2004".

the internet, contacting government
departments, interviewing people and

Aims
The aims state what you are setting out to do.
They must be very clear and specific and you can
draw them up in a number of ways as follows:
• As a statement of what you are going to do.
For example, "My aim is to identify the
boundary of the Central Business District
(CBD) in Thurles and to plot it on the 1:1000
map of the town".
• Draw up a theory or hypothesis that you

carrying out surveys using questionnaires.
• Fieldwork to observe, measure and record
phenomena in the field.

Processing information and presenting results
• You process gathered information to get
results. For example, totalling answers from
a questionnaire give an overall picture.
• You can present the results on maps, graphs,
diagrams, rabies etc. Photographs and

intend to rest to see whether it is true, false or

sketches can support and illustrate

partly so. For example, "Intensive farming

these results.

practices affect water quality".
• Draw up questions that you intend to answer.
For example, "How has our town developed

Conclusions

• Drawing conclusions is like a doctor making

since the first Ordnance Survey map of the

a diagnosis. The doctor studies the results of

town was published in 1837?"

the tests she did on her patient and then
makes a diagnosis. Students study the results

Preparation

of their investigations and draw conclusions

Once you have set the aim you can decide how

from them. You might conclude the

to achieve it by asking a series of questions.
• What information do I need co achieve

hypothesis you drew up was true or you

my aims?
• Would it be better to do the investigation in

yourself ar rhc beginning of your

might be able to answer the questions you set
investigation.

a group or by myself?
• How will we divide the work if it is a
group project?
• How will I/we gather the information
we need?

B

1.4 Student Handout

Evaluation

The final stage is to evaluate the whole process.
Evaluation highlights what was done well and
what needed improvement. It is an important
way of learning from the activity you have
completed. You can tackle evaluation by asking
a series of questions about the whole process
from beginning to end. Sample questions are
given below.
• Was the topic of the investigation
appropriate?
• Was your aim too broad or narrow?
• Did you neglect anything in your planning?
• What were the benefits of the planning
you did?
• Which pans of the work in the field
went very well?
• How could the work in the field
be improved?
• Was the processing of information successful?
• Was there enough information to complete
the investigation fully?
• Was there anything surprising in your results?
• How would you change your method of
investigating, if doing a similar investigation
in the future?

B

1.5 Using Secondary Sources

School based preparation is a key stage in any

Although students study maps of varying

geographical investigation. Often this will

scales the emphasis in teaching and in state

involve examining a variety of secondary sources

examinations is on the 1:50,000 OS Discovery

either as a stimulus co drawing up hypotheses or

Series maps. This scale of map appears in all

a supplement to fieldwork. Geography being a

the textbooks and state examinations.

spatial subject key visual sources such as maps

These are topographical maps showing the

and photographs will play an imponant pare in

physical and cultural landscape and are often

this stage of the work. Other secondary sources,

the initial map consulted when planning a

including census returns and directories such as

geographical investigation.

Thom's, are also useful .
Map 1 is an extract from sheet 50 of the

Maps and photographs

Discovery Series, showing pare of south-ease

Maps and photographs require a degree of skill

County Dublin. There is upland in the west of

to make the best use of them. Students need map

the map and the land slopes eastwards towards

reading and interpretation skills during Junior

the coastal plain and the sea. There is evidence

Certificate years and these skills are a basic pare

that river processes are shaping the landscape as

of the Junior Certificate Examination. We can

the Loughlinstown River is eroding a v-shaped

safely assume Leaving Certificate Geography

valley on its way co the sea in Killiney Bay. There

students have basic mapping skills of location,

is a glacial spillway channel at Glenamuck which

drawing sketch maps, identifying landscape

shows that glacio-fluvial processes acted on this

features etc. They will need co hone these skills

area in the past. The presence of a bay at

for Leaving Certificate and fieldstudies provide

Killiney indicates coastal erosion. This map is a

an ideal context for this.

good source to choose possible fieldscudy

K,lhney
Bay

M,1p I. Shank,11

Discovery Series Maps I :50,000

1.5 Using Secondary Sources

locations to investigate river, glacial

�

or coastal features. Students can trace the

development of settlement from the antiquities

present; the Megalithic tombs indicate a human

presence since Neolithic times about 5,000 years
ago. The barrow near Kiltiernan indicates

�,

number of other churches, holy wells and

Map 2. Shankill village

from the Iron Age. Rathmichael Church

represents the early Christian period as do a

crosses. Norman settlement is indicated by the

presence of castles and Martello towers date

from the Napoleonic era at the beginning
of the 19th century.

This wealth of historical settlement is proof this

area has had human settlement for a very long

time. It continues to be attractive for settlement,

especially the coastal plain. Here one can see the
growing suburbs of Dublin in the Ballybrack,

Shankill and Loughlinstown areas. The major

routes both road and rail take advantage of this

B
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Bronze Age settlement and the ring forts date

Map 3. Shankill 1837

(\'Aarlello
\',rower

r

I

low-lying corridor increasing its accessibility
and suitability for modern car-based living.

This map is a useful source for studying the
development of modern and historical

human settlement.

Shankill from maps and photographs

The enlarged extract (Map 2) shows Shankill
village and its environs. We can tell from

1.5 Using Secondary Sources

.\lap 4. Shank,11 18"' I

the map the village has a nllmber of services SLICh

is 1:10,560 and ir is a black and white map so

as a school, a post office, a Garda sration and a

students may find it difficult co differentiate

camping and caravan park. The Mll motorway

between all the black lines. A useful exercise co

bypasses Shankill and seems to limit its

help students understand old maps and observe

expansion co the west. To the east of the village

them carefully is to do some coloL1ring work.

are modern hOLISing estates with nL1111erOL1S CLll

For example, ask students to colour in the roads

de-sacs served by a railway link with a sration

and rhe sea on the map as shown above. It will

just north-east of the village. There are two

help a !or if the teacher has a demonstration map

disused railway lines in the area, one rnnning

on acerate to project on a screen. Observing the

close tO the coast near the Martello tower and

students as they coloL1r, the teacher will be able

the other inland throL1gh the village.

ro identify any difficulties.

The Stlldy of this map extract coL1ld raise fL1rther
study issues such as why the town developed

After this activity students can begin ro describe

here, the traffic implications of the motmway

what Shankill was like in 1837 when it was

bypass, possible problems of increasing

completely rural. There was no village, no

suburbanisation and the reasons for closing the

church and no railway, just some large houses

railway lines. Examining old maps will help co

such as Clifton by rhe coast and Shanganagh

answer these questions.

House, surrounded by fields. The main economic
activity in rhe area was probably agriculture.

Map 3 is rhe first Ordnance Survey map of
Shankill. It is a six-inch map, i.e. its scale ratio

Map 4 shows Shankill in 1871.

B
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\lip,. <;h nk,

19,

To compare the 1837 and 1871 maps, copy

to conclude that Shankill, like many other

them onto acetate. Place the 1837 map on the

Dublin suburbs, developed after the railway.

overhead projector and then superimpose the

One can see why this location was attractive: it

1871 map onto it. The teacher or the students

was a quite rural area with very good access by

can highlight the differences with an overhead

road and rail and close to the coast by way of

pen directly onto the acetate sheer.

Corbawn Lane.

Notice that the field pattern in J 87 l remained

The 1871 map raises a number of issues for

more or less the same as it was in J 837 and a

further study. Why were there two railway lines

number of large houses such as Clonrra and

so close to one another? What is the origin of

Eaton Brae were built in the intervening years.

the name "Chantilly" or "Tilly's Town"?

The biggest change is in the construction of the

Examining the 1937 edition of the 6 inch map

railway lines, one along the coast and the other

shows further developments in the Shankill area.

iiiland. There is a railway statio,, at Shank ill a,,d

B

also the first sign of a village which is named on

Map 5 shows Shankill continued to develop by

the map as "Chantilly" or "Tilly's Town". It is

1937, particularly to the west where there is a

likely the village grew up close to the sration as

low density housing estate with semi-derached

the railway made it easily accessible from Dublin

houses, some with very large gardens. There is

city for those who could afford to commute.

a church, two schools, a dispensary and a hotel,

From a study of these two maps it is reasonable

indicating the service function of the

1.5 Using Secondary Sources

result of coastal erosion. This is another topic co
study from maps and photographs as well as
in the field.
The 1910 twenty-five inch map (Map 6) shows
the coast in detail and is useful co srudy coastal
erosion. This map shows the area where
Corbawn Lane reaches the coast. "Clifton" is
one of the oldest houses in the area and it is
evident the field boundaries around it have nor
changed much since 1837. Easily identifiable
features, such as the corners of a fields or a
building, can act as reference points to calculate
the distance the cliffs have retreated over a given
time. The field corner marked with a red arrow
\lap 6. Coast near Shank,11, 19 IO

village was growing. The other noticeable change
is in the railway lines. You will notice that the
railway line which ran along the coast in 1871
was moved inland. This raises the question: why
was it moved? Close observation of the
coastline shows there are cliffs fifty feet high
(over 15 metres) and these are likely ro be the

Photo .5. Old pho1ogr,1ph of Sh.rnkill

on Map 6 appears on the 1837 map (Map 3)
and on all subsequent OS maps and still exists
today. By calculating the distance of rhe corner
from rhe edge of the cliff at different times we
can calculate how much erosion has taken place.
By doing this for a series of dares we can
calculate the rate of erosion and whether it is
increasing or decreasing.

1.5 Using Secondary Sources

✓

Photo 6. Sh.rnk,11 h,·ach rod,n

One can also see how a cutting allows Corbawn

lane ro go under a railway bridge to reach the

onro the beach. There is a large wall along the

beach. The bridge is shown by a blue arrow

base of the cliffs to protect them from the

Photographs

wall survive.

elements of the landscape as they were in the

The bridge stood where the steps and building

on Map 6.

Photographs are another important source of

information. Old phorographs help reconstrnct
past. The black and white photograph above

onslaught of the waves. There is little trace of

the bridge today and only small remnants of the
Photo 6 shows the end of Corbawn Lane today.

arc in the cenrre foreground. This is the present

(Photo 5) dates from after the railvvay was

access ro the beach, protected with rock armour.

the photographer and the direction the

well away from the base of the cliff clue ro

moved inland in J 912. The yellow arrow on
Map 6 shows the approximate position of
camera was facing.

The disused railway bridge over Corbawn Lane

B

shows the line of Corbawn Lane as it emerged

is in the left middleground of the phorograph. In
the centre foreground a segment of curved wall
is visible. This appears on the earlier maps and

Photo 7 shows a small part of rhe wall once

protecting the cliffs from erosion. It is now

continued cliff erosion. These photographs are

examples of using a camera ro record elements

of the landscape.

The cliffs ar Shank ill are eroding fast wirh ample
evidence of the processes involved.

1.5 Using Secondary Sources

Phoro -. Remain, of an old ,c,1 wall. Shank,11

Aerial photographs

Photos 8 and 9 show the formation of a notch
and the collapse of a section of the cliff. They

Aerial phorographs are another irnporranr source

also show the cliffs are composed of weak glacial
deposits which have little resistance t0 the

of information. The vertical aerial photograph of
Shankill raken in 1973 (Phoro 10) shows the

erosive power of the waves.

field patterns have changed little since 1937.
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1.5 Using Secondary Sources

Photo 10. Vcnical aerial phoro, 197,

The hedgerows which surrounded the fields

material on the beach next to the end of

and the different land uses of the individual

Corbawn lane is rock armour. It was put there ro

fields are evident and there is some residential

protect the ramp which gives access co the beach.

development at the eastern end of Corbawn

Individual houses, gardens and roads are easy to

Lane. These photographs can be enlarged up

identify. Vertical aerial photographs give the

to the same scale as the six-inch map and

same view of the landscape as a map and so

then compared directly with these maps.

are ideal for using with maps co see how areas

The Geological Survey of Ireland took this

have changed.

photograph in 1973 as part of a complete aerial
survey of Ireland, so similar photographs are

Vertical aerial photographs are objective

available for all parts of Ireland.

resources, i.e. they show everything in the
landscape when the photograph was taken.

Colour aerial photography is often easier to

Maps on the other hand are very subjective

read and interpret than black and white because

and only show what the cartographer wanted

the colours are real. The colour vertical aerial

to show.

photograph (Photo 11) shows the coast where

B

Corbawn Lane meets the sea just east of

Vertical aerial photographs show land use and

Shankill. The colours help to distinguish the

patterns very clearly. The photograph of the

land from the sea and the different land uses.

Ballybunion area (Photo 12) shows urban and

The cliffs are easily recognisable and the brighter

rural settlement patterns. It also shows historical

1.5 Using Secondary Sources

Phoro I I. \ crri,,1I ,1n1;1I photograph, C.orhawn L,11w ;irca

Ph t, I 0• I�.

The field pattern, rhe uses of the fields and

they arc known, give a range of socio-economic

coastal features such as beaches, cliffs, and

statistics for small administrative regions such as

stacks are also clear.

wards and district electoral divisions (DEDS).

This type of photograph is very useful in the

These local statistics arc valuable for tracing the

study of modern and historical agriculture and

socio-economic development of small local areas

settlement as well as the coast.

over rime. They are available for all parts of the

settlement, in particular, a number of ring forts.

I1

The Small Area Population Sraristics or SAPS, as

country from the Central Statistics Office.

Newspapers
lewspapers are another valuable resource when

Finding secondary sources

investigating local issues. Local libraries often

Local libraries arc a good place to find

keep files of articles on local issues. "Cliff

secondary sources with a variety of secondary

erosion a danger to homes" is an article about

sources related to the area they serve built up

coastal erosion in Shankill from 1985, with an

carefully over a number of years. They usually

interesting insight into the issue.

include maps, photographs, local history and
geography books, census material, newspaper

The Census

articles ere. Sometimes the materials are sorred

The census of population, which is usually taken

into categories.

on the first and sixth year of each decade, is a
major source of socio-economic information. lt

The librarian will be aware of these sources and

includes information on many aspects of the

will guide you in your search.

population such as its age-sex structure, level of
education, employment status, journey to work

The counry library usually has the best collection

etc. This information is organised geographically

of local materials for rhe county so it may well

and it is possible ro get a variety of information

be worrh a visit. lr is usually located in the

for your local area.

county town.

1.5 Using Secondary Sources

Cliff

.a danger
to h,o,tnes

A SECTION of Sout;h County
Dublin's coastline Is falling into the
sea al the rate of seven inches a
year.
And hundreds of new Local
Authority and privately owned
houses are less than 30 metres away
from:the collapsing cliff tops.
Following an on the sp� study
of coastal erosion from Killiney to
Bray a local councillor is now
demanding urgent protection meas
ures.
C o u n c i 11 o r Ed
McDonald said that
By seAIMUS COUNIHAN
up to five years ago
people could walk
has ·built over 500 houses Nr<Ollioc -ve -breakwaters"
-along the cliff paths
lo areas facing the erosion t,o be er'e<lted out at sea.
of Shankill, Shang
"I am· told to protect
and given planning �r
anagh and Killiney
the Quinn's Ro.id to
mission for as many mora
areas which front on
S h an g an a g h seafront
in the private sector and
to Dublin Bay.
ag,1inst further erosion It
this week the F�nna Fail
·would cost an estimated
"This is no longer
Councillor was glven an
£1.2S million. And troll\
possible. Not alone
assurance that the County
there to Bray a further
Manager wiil take action
have the cliffs been
£1.7 million.
·on t)i� p-roblt,m,
but
e aten• away,
"So I have asked the
county manager and the
A SIIO initial step, Counroads and old bridges
of Public Works to
Office
\Va.ntt
McDonald
cillor
which were brouiht
back inland years ago
hav
"There used to � �ca
walls - large concrete
structures - along t::e
shoreline but they b·1Ye
been eaten away or aro
ineffective.
"Gradually the erosion
Is . going to eat further
into the 30 metres or so
that is now between the
beach and the houses," h• ,
added.
The Office of Public
Works estimates that the
area is eroding at the rate
of seven inche, annually.
Many older ,people cau
recall when ihe railway
line ran along the. cliff-top
but now · none ol that is
Councillor
said
left,
McDonald.
Dublin County .C ouncil
.

I .... I
w

'·-

now prepare a major
coastal protection plan."
Councillor
McDon:i!d
said that the EEC now
provides £20 million a
year to other countries
for anti-erosion worka.
He felt the area shoa!d
receive some support from
the European :Regional
Development Fund.
And parents of young
children in the Shankill
area are worried about
the dangers facing their
children becaus& ot the
sea
proper
ot
lack
defences.

exempla r fieldstudies
The

Phy sic al Landsc ape

EJ

2.1 Introduction to Exemplar Fieldstudies

Parr 2 of this resource includes exemplar field

and along our coastline students can develop an

studies. These have been grouped together under

understanding of how they work and how we

the following headings:
• The Physical Environment

can conserve them.

•

Human activities in rural areas

Human Activities in Rural Areas

• The Development of Human Settlement

The second group of fieldstudies deals with

- historical settlement

human interaction with the physical landscape

- urban settlements

through agriculture , forestry, pear harvesting

- the built environment

and hill walking. These are copies for study in
Core Unit 2 of the Revised Geography Syllabus,

The physical environment

"Regional Geography", where the student

Core Unit 1 of the Revised Leaving Certificate

studies two contrasting Irish regions. Elective

Geography Syllabus is: "Patterns and Processes

Unit 4, "Patterns and Processes in Economic

in the Physical Environment". By setting physical

Activities" examines the effects the EU's

geography in the core of the revised syllabus the

Common Agricultural Policy on the Irish

syllabus committee indicated the importance it

economy. Also, Optional Unit 7,

attached to it .. Most of those involved in

"Geoecology", requires study of one Irish soil

geography and heritage education would agree

and the impact of intensive agricultural practices

with this emphasis. Many people think the

on the environment.

landscape is unchanging, a dangerous

B

misconception which may lead co the idea that

Most would agree that modern intensive farming

we do not have to care for it as we do not affect

methods, reafforestation with non-native

it in any way. An understanding of the physical

coniferous species and peat harvesting in upland

landscape processes is important co develop an

areas have affected the physical environment in

appreciation of how landscapes are continuously

various ways. The intensification of agriculture

changing and how our actions affect these

has been blamed for increased nitrates in our

changes for good or bad. It can also help develop

water supply and rhe destruction of hedgerows.

an awareness of the importance of the physical

The planting of coniferous trees has increased

world and the need to ensure its survival by

acidification of some of our rivers and peat

planning our use of it so it continues to be a key

harvesting has led co rhe desrrucrion of some

resource for us and for people in the future.

unique bogland habitats. We need co rethink

For the above reasons there are exemplars co

these activities before the damage to the

investigate processes at work in rivers and along

environmenr is irreparable. The Rural

the coast. Rivers provide water, power, transport,

Environment Protection Schemes (REPS) are

food and recreation for the people who live near

good examples of changing farming practices

them. They are also the most important shapers

with rhe co-operation of farmers by ensuring

of the physical landscape at present and our

they are well compensated and do not have to

coastline is a major resource for recreation,

bear the cost of such changes by themselves.

tourism and fishing. By understanding the
physical and human processes at work in rivers

2.1 Introduction to Exemplar Fieldstudies

The development of human settlement

Georgian style houses based on the classical

The final group of exemplar fieldsrudies

archirecture of Greece and Rome. Many of these

concerns various aspecrs of human serrlemenr.

areas still survive today and are as important

Core Unir 2 of rhe Syllabus focuses on rural and

parts of our architectural heritage. This period

urban settlemenrs in two conrrasting Irish

was followed by the Victorian, with an equally

regions. Elective Unir 5, "Patterns and Processes

disrinctive architectural style. We include a study

in rhe Human Environment", srudies rhe

of house types so that studenrs can learn about

developmenr of pre-historic and historic

their architectural heritage and develop an

setrlemenr in Ireland, land use patterns and

appreciation of these fine buildings.

urban heritage issues.

Landed estates developed during the 18th and
19th centuries and played a major role in

Ireland has a wealth of pre-hisroric and historic

shaping the physical and cultural landscapes.

remains which are an important part of our

A study of one such estate is included to help

cultural heritage, but may be under threat from

develop an awareness of the role these estates

road construction, urban expansion, or certain

played in the life of an area and how that role

agricultural practices such as field enlargement.

has changed today.

Ring forts are examined on the basis that there is
evidence for the existence of 30,000 of them all

Urban settlements are often seen as organic

over the country and many are still easily

structures which develop in a methodical rather

recognisable. Many have given their names to

than a haphazard way. A number of models of

their locality, with the place names containing

urban growth attempt ro explain how the

rath, lios, dun, cathair which are derived from

process occurs. A land use survey can be

various Irish words for ringforts. Ring forts also

undertaken to see if this is the case with an Irish

have played an important role in mythology and

town.

superstition often being referred to as "fairy
forts". There is also a study of a monastic

Ireland's industrial heritage is often overlooked

settlement as the monastic period was an

because the country, with the exception of the

important one in our history. Monasteries are

north east, didn't experience an industrial

often important tourist attractions, e.g.

revolution until the middle of the twentieth

Glendalough and Clonmacnoise with

century. Despite the lack of an earlier industrial

interpretative centres and qualified rour guides.

revolution, many Irish towns did have indusrries

The 18th century was a period of development

such as milling and brewing. Studenrs can

for many Irish towns. Security improved after

examine old mills and breweries compared with

the plantations of the 17th century, allowing

modem firms ro see how industry has changed

towns to expand beyond the old medieval walls.

and developed over rhe years.

Trade also improved as the Industrial Revolution
in England led to a demand for the food and raw

If the srudenr lives in a small communiry, ir may

materials Ireland could produce. The new
merchant class created fashionable suburbs

not be possible ro complete some of rhe urban
fieldstudies. To overcome this and ro show rhar

outside the old medieval quarters, building

valid topics for geographical and heritage srudies

2.1 Introduction to Exemplar Fieldstudies

are often on our doorstep, we have included a

The exemplar investigations are presented in a

number of studies which can be carried out in

variet)' of styles and we feel this gives the

most communities, regardless of size. These

resource a richness it otherwise would not have

include the building age and condition survey

but the exemplars all follow the headings laid

and studies of a street, a church and a graveyard.

down in the Syllabus document.

AIi the fieldsrudies entail developing skills

I �. ,. I

required by the Syllabus. Parr 3 describes and

lr must be stated that the exemplars are not

explains a variety of fieldwork techniques and

sample answers. They are simply intended to act

skills. Consult this section before doing your

as guides to both teachers and students

fieldwork if you are unsure how to carry out a

undertaking geographical investigations in the

parricular activity.

heritage field.

2.2 Administrative Issues

Working in the field is one of the most enjoyable

Again if you want to administer questionnaires

and effective methods of learning. Unfortunately

or interview people you must obtain their

it is nor without its problems.

permission first.

Access to the countryside has become a

The above issues highlight the central role of

controversial issue. If you plan to visit a study

planning in organising fieldwork.

sire on private land, make sure you have the
owner's permission well in advance. The owner

Safety is also crucial so sites and activities must

might be a development company if you are

be checked and all precautions taken so chat no

working in an urban area or a farmer if you are

one is endangered by the process.

working in the countryside. Often you can carry
our fieldsrudies on public lands or open farms
which provide educational tours for students.

B

2.3 River Investigation

INTRODUCTION
We selected two sections from the classification of watercourses in A Guide to Habitats in Ireland
published by the Heritage Council:
a. Eroding/upland rivers (FW 1) and
b. Depositing/lowland rivers (FW 2).
We extracted certain key characteristics from the descriptions of each category and decided to examine
these in the field.
Descriptions extracted from the above guide:
FW1: "actively eroding....little or no deposition of fine sediment... typically associated with upland
parts of river systems... water flow is fast... rocky channels".

FW2: "fine sediments are deposited on the river bed....gradients are low and water flow is
slow....usually larger and deeper than those above [Fw1]..... ".
Using these descriptions we extracted three characteristics to contrast:
1. Channel profile

2. Discharge
3. Bedload size

Planning
Choosing Locations
Using the local OS map 1:50,000 we selected an upland area for the FWl stream, youthful stage.
There was a "P" sign and picnic area symbol at grid reference___. This means it is accessible.
The FW2 river we selected is in a park area. This is a mature river and again accessible.
It is located at grid reference___

Methods

At both sites we needed the following information :
Channel profiles - average width and depth at 1/2 metre intervals
Discharge - average width, average depth, average speed and the formula for discharge
Bedload - average size of sediment/deposit samples; we agreed to take ten samples at specific intervals.

Collection of data

Profiles: At site 1, torrent stage, we stretched the tape across the stream and noted the width. One
person held one end of a builder's line, marked at 1 metre intervals, we secured the other end with a
spike and another member of the team used a metre stick to get the depth at each mark.
We noted each depth.

1-•U
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2.3 River Investigation

FW1:

width: 8 metres
depths: O (dry), 0.15rn, 0.3rn, 0.19rn. 0.05rn, 0.15rn, Orn dry bed, Orn, Orn, Orn

FW2:

width: 15 metres
depths: 0.4rn, 0.2rn, 0.3rn, 0.33rn, 0.26rn, 0.19rn, 0.28rn, 0.25rn, 0.25rn, boulder Orn.

We repeared rhis ar rhe marure sire (Figure l ).

Figt1rc I. River profile

Discharge: Ar Site l (FW 1) I measured a 20 merre stretch along rhe bank and we marked ir with

ranging poles.

One student placed a float in the stream at the start poinr. I srood at the end and noted the time
(with a stop watch) it took ro travel rhe stretch. I called ir out and a third member recorded it.
We repeated this 3 rimes and got the average.

The distance travelled in a second was calculated by dividing 20m by the average time it rook ro travel
this distance. We recorded the figures on the sheer and repeated the process at the marure sire.
Sample for speed in seconds
Run 1

Run 2

Run 3

Average

Distance travelled in a second

FW1:

65

90

55

70

0.29rn

FW2:-

33

37

32

34

0.59rn

Bedload contrast

We stretched the marked line across the stream and I measured the long axis of the srone ar rhe first

mark using large callipers. This was repeated across the width. \Xie passed smaller deposits ro the

bank and placed rhem in marked sampling bags. J measured these later using a Vernier callipers

(micrometer screw). \Xie measured 10 samples in all at each sire and I recorded rhe findings on ,1

special recording sheer.

I-VI
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Sample:
2

3

4

5

6

7

.03

.34

.4

.01

.3

.4

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

.2

.02

.01

.04

.03

.1

04

.04

.08

FW1:.25
FW2:.01

8

9

10

Secondary sources
• Theory of river erosion in the physical geography text book Landscapes of the World by Patrick
E.F. O'Dwyer.
• Encyclopaedia Britannica video Running Water ro identify stages and processes in action. le also deals
with sediments.
• A Guide to Habitats in Ireland, Heritage Council for classification and descriptions of rivers
• OS Discovery Series maps for the area helped identify sites which are accessible, safe and have the
two classifications we needed.

Problems encountered
Measuring the speed was very difficult in the FWl/scream category. The bed was very rocky and floats
jammed frequently. We used 6 floats ro get 3 readings. The sticks we used either stuck behind rocks or
stopped in srill pools. A better float might be an orange.

PREPARATION OF REPORT

Channel Profiles

We gathered all the information and decided on scales for drawing profiles. lr is best ro rake the largest
values for width and depth to ensure rhe diagrams will fit. Graph paper is best for this exercise.

Formula

width X

av. depth X

Distance in a

.6

= answer

second X
FW1

8

0.06

0.29

0.6

0.08 cumecs

FW2

15

0.24

0.59

0.6

1.2 cumecs

Figure 2. Discharge formula

Discharge
Cumecs = cubic metres per second
We calculated the average depth by adding our 10 readings and dividing by 10 to give a figure of 0.06

1-., I

metres for the youthful and 0.24 for the mature section.

2.3 River Investigation

We added the 3 runs for speed tests and divided by 3 to get the average number of seconds taken to
travel 20m. We then divided this average into 20m to find the distance travelled in a second.
We did this for both sites.
Each is multiplied by 0.6, a figure known as the roughness co-efficient. The roughness coefficient is an
attempt to cake into account the friction effect on the water of the bed and bank which reduces the speed
at the bed and banks. The speed calculated for mid-channel is higher than the average speed for the river.
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Discharge
1.4
1.2
1.0
08
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

Site 1

Site2

Figure 3. Site comparison graph

Bedload
I added all the diameters of the bedload samples from the youthful stream and divided by the number of samples.
FW1 = 31.36cms
FW2 = 5.5cms

-

E

0

.5

0

Q)

0
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0

0

0

0
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0

a a
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Figure 4. Findings scatter graph

A scatter graph illustrates the findings well also.

•FWI
• FW2

2.3 River Investigation

CONCLUSION AND EVALUATION
Profile contrast
The youthful scream (FW 1) is narrower and
shallower than the mature river (FW2) agreeing
with the descriptions in A Guide to Habitats
in Ireland. It has pot-holes in the bed and is
much more irregular than the profile of the
mature river.

Bedload

The bedload is larger in FW I or the youthful
stage. This is due to the fact that the main
process is erosion. Poe-holes are cut our by the
hydraulic action leaving large stones/boulders.
The stream hasn't had time to wear these down
by attrition or abrasion. Downstream at FW2
the load has worn down by attrition as it hit

The steeper gradient causes more erosion hence

against itself and the bed/banks over a long

the pot-holes. Our findings, therefore, are that

period and a long journey, perhaps, as it

the profile and processes agree with the

was transported.

descriptions for both the youthful and the
mature screams.

Conclusion

The findings here are in agreement with the

Discharge

The mature river has a greater volume than the

initial description from A Guide to Habitats
in Ireland.

youthful stream. From the OS map we learned it
has a larger catchment area and more tributaries

The three hypotheses reseed are true according

feed into it. Nine tributaries join the river before

to findings in relation to: channel profile,

it reaches our survey site and these drain a wide

discharge and bedload. There is a marked

hinterland of upland with heavy rainfall. Only

contrast between each of these characteristics at

three tributaries have joined the stream by the

the youthful stage (FW l) and the mature stage

time it reaches our upper site. The channel

(FW2) of the river surveyed.

width and average depth differences are due ro
this major contrast: large versus small

The findings also matched the theories of river

catchment area.

action as sec out in the text books.

Our findings are in agreement with the
descriptions abstracted at the outset.

I �-·" I

2.4 Introduction to Coastal Studies

Introduction

- A beach study looking at the evidence of

"The Irish landscape will be a dynamic

marine deposition

landscape, one that accommodates the physical

- A study of the sand dune system of a

and spiritual needs of society with the needs of

particular coastal area and the threats to it.

nature in a harmonious manner, and as a result

- A classification of coasts
• The coastal area is accessible ro most schools

brings benefits ro both."
Policy Paper on Ireland's Landscape and the
National Heritage
© An Comhairle Oidhreachtaffhe Heritage
Council, Kilkenny - 2002

throughout the country, except perhaps some
in the midlands.
• It helps students understand how the physical
and natural worlds interact.
• It helps their understanding of change over

Coastal studies fit well into the place of heritage
in the second level curriculum. It is one of the 13

time and its effects on a heritage area.
• The topic fits in with the syllabus.

key areas that set the parameters of heritage
landscapes.
It also covers many of the categories of
coastlands in the Heritage Council's booklet A

Sources of information
• An Assessment of the Scientific Interest of the
Dune System at White Strand, Doonbeg, Co.

- Cd3, Cd4, Cd5, Cw2, Ls2, Ls3, and Ls4.

Clare
• Local authority Heritage Officers
• Geography text books

Coastal studies are also an integral part of the

• Websites: many good local sites are available:

Guide to Habitats in Ireland

Revised Leaving Certificate Geography Syllabus:
• It is linked tO the new Leaving Certificate
Geography Syllabus with the following units:

www.enniscroneonline.com
www.heritagecouncil.ie
www.marine. ie
• Enfo

Core Unit 1.5
Core Unit 1.7
Elective Unit 4.5
Optional Unit 6.2
Optional Unit 9.5
• It combines physical and human geography.

• It can demonstrate change over time.

• It can facilitate interpreting maps and
photographs.

Selecting a topic for investigation
• This topic lends itself to many diverse
fieldwork investigations dealing with three
coastal topics in particular:

Phoro

1 i. C.<Xhtal "i(.:Cltt,;
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2.5 Coastal Topic 1

Types of information needed
• Angle of the slope of the beach

A GEOGRAPHICAL STUDY
OF A NAMED BEACH:
Enniscrone, Co. Sligo

• Distance travelled by longshore drift along

• To prove that marine deposition is taking

the beach
• Assessment of tourist facilities
• Study of coastal damage

place in the study area.
• To investigate the processes responsible

Planning

Objectives

Methods for collecting and gathering

for deposition.
• To understand the interaction between human
and physical geography in the study area.
• To practice a range of geographical skills
• Map interpretation (grid references,
measuring, and sketching)
• Photograph analysis
• Dara collection
• Report planning
• Analysis and presentation of results
and conclusions

information
• Clinometer and ranging poles to measure the
angle of the beach.
•

1:50000 OS Map Sheet No. 24 (Map 7)
• Sketch map
• Measuring longshore drift using marked

oranges and a sketch map
• Photograph analysis and taking local
photographs
• Observation and use of worksheets
• Local tide tables for the study area (Ballina
Harbour Commissioners in this case)
• Digital camera
Pier
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2.5 Coastal Topic 1

Photo 14. Vertical black and white aerial photograph, Enniscronc

We will use a variety of geographical skills. many

identify the main geographical features present.

cross-curricular, to integrate geography with

We tried to work out what way we would

other subjects.
• Map reading

measure the longshore drift. We studied it in our
text book and felt that we needed co float

• Mathematical calculations
• Charts and graphs

something in the sea and then measure how far

• Use of appropriate equipment
• I.T. skills (word processing, data bases,

many objects. In the end we all agreed to use

•

the float would move along the beach. We nied
marked oranges as floats as they were very

spreadsheets, internet)

visible because of their orange colour and they

Photograph interpretation (satellite, aerial

were heavy and would not be blown around by

photo, weather)

the wind.
We were divided up into class groups for the

Exemplar

" I located the study area on the 1:50,000 Map,

preparation of the fieldwork. My group was

Sheet Number 24, which I bought in my local

responsible for preparing rhe work sheets. I

paper shop. The grid reference was G270290

helped design some of the work sheets we

and I calculated the distance from the school to

would be using on the clay, e.g. the longshore

the sire using a piece of paper and a ruler and

drift work sheer."

the map scale. It was 12 kilometres which was
not too far from the school and we felt we could
complete our investigation in one day. I also
studied an aerial photograph of the area co

B
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Map 8. Sketch of Enniscrone

Collection of Data
Exemplar
Angle of the Site

"I made up a clinometer from a protractor and a weight on a string (see Part 3). Using some ranging

poles, I practised using it in the school grounds.

I placed three ranging poles 20 metres apart along the beach from the water towards the sand dunes.

I used the measuring tape to get the correct distance between them. I pointed a clinometer from one pole
to another using the coloured stripes as a guide. I looked where the weight and string fell along the

clinometer. I noted the angle on my work sheets. I did this at two poles to get an average. I repeated this
task at a number of areas to get an average."

I

I �. .

Map 9. Sketch map ranging poles

2.5 Coastal Topic 1

New position
Oranges thrown in here

Distance travelled =

J\ lap I 0. Longshore drift

"Each group had 5 oranges rhar we marked wirh the group number in Tippex. My group was number 2.
I threw my orange into the waves. This was difficult, as you had co get it beyond the wave itself
otherwise it would float back in. I marked in the position on the sketch map I had.
Later on in the day, I checked on the progress of the oranges. I marked its new position on the sketch
map. I calculated the distance it had travelled and wrote it down on the sheer."

Records of observations made in the field

"I observed the human interference in the study area. I used two worksheets for this and a
digital camera.
• On Worksheet l I recorded all the tourist facilities in the area, naming each facility and classifying it
as in good, fair or poor condition.
• On Worksheet 2 I recorded the measures taken by Sligo County Council to prevent coastal erosion.
• I used the digital camera to rake photographs of the area."

!--� I
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Below are Worksheet examples for this type of fieldwork.
WORKSHEET

1

Facility

Condition

Children's playground

Good

-------

WORKSHEET 2

Tick the coastal protection measures you observe
Sea wall
Groyne
Gabion
Large boulders (rock armour)
Artificial rock
Material added to beach
Planting marram grass
Notices to educate the public about activities which may damage the coast

I �. I
u
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Photographs Taken on the Day

Photo 15, Eroded coast, Enniscronc

Phoro 16. Large boulders (rock Mmour), Enniscronc

B
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Photo I 7. \X1all and boulder, protecting an eroding cliff
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Phoro 18. Gabions protecting the coasr
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2.5 Coastal Topic 1

CONCLUSIONS AND EVALUATION
Exemplars
Angle of the beach
"The angles of the beach ,vere 2 ° and 1.5 ° , total
3.5° . I divided this by 2 to get the average.
This worked out to be an angle of 1.75 °. This is
very small and I concluded that the beach is very

day and an oblique aerial photograph. It was
obvious that the beach was spreading

westwards along the coast in the direction of the
yellow arrow."

Human interference along the beach

"I studied the information on the worksheets

and came ro the conclusion that the facilities for

gently sloping and therefore swash must be

tourists were adequate with a good variety

Longshore drift

wee days for families on holidays. There are

greater than backwash and deposition was
raking place."

"I measured the distance the oranges had

travelled using my sketch map and the 1;50,000
OS map and worked out it was 0.5 of

a kilometre.

This proved that longshore drift was in action

here and deposition was taking place.

available locally. T found that the Water Leisure

Centre, Waterworld, offered a great amenity on

many houses and apartments ro rent. There are
only two small hotels. I feel that a major hotel

development would benefit the area. There is a
major 18-hole golf course locally which draws
many people co the area.

I also observed the photographs taken on the

Phoro 19. Oblique aerial phorograph, spir and dirccrion of along,horc drift

E]
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Photo 20. People impacting on the coa,rnl environment

Sligo County Council had done repair work in a
number of areas along the beach because of
storm damage. These include a sea-wall and the
placing of large boulders in places. The sea-wall
has proved to be an asset to the area, but the
large boulders are very unsightly and should be
replaced by more visually friendly measures.
In some areas the sand dunes are suffering
damage from wind erosion. I feel that this would
merit further investigation in the future."

I·�-� I
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A STUDY OF THE SAND DUNE
SYSTEM OF A PARTICULAR
COASTAL AREA:
Enniscrone, Co. Sligo

Objectives

• To assess the extent and condition of

the dune system
• To investigate the flora of the dune system
• To understand the interaction between human
and physical geography in the study area
• To investigate dune damage and efforts to
repair them
• To practice a range of geographical skills:
• Map interpretation (grid references,
measuring, and sketching)
• Photograph analysis
• Data collection
• Report planning
• Analysis/presentation of results and
conclusions

Phoro 22. Vertical aerial photograph, Enni,cronc

Phoro 21. Coastal holiday homes

Information needed
•

Height of the dunes
• Extent of the dunes
• Plants in the area
•

Extent of the dune damage in the area

B
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l'horo 23. Oblique aerial phorogrnph, Enniscronc
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Map 1 I. Study area, Enniscronc
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PLANNING

Methods/tools for collecting and
gathering information

• Clinometer and ranging poles for measuring the height of the dunes
•

1 :50,000 OS Map 24
• Sketch map
• Photograph analysis and taking local photographs
• Observation and use of worksheets to swdy the flora
• Local tide table (Ballina Harbour Commissioners)
• Photographs of main grass types
• Sligo County Council - Enniscrone Dune management Scheme
• Digital camera

COLLECTION OF DATA:
Exemplar
Height of the Dunes

"I pointed a clinometer at the top of the dune and wrote down the angle on my work sheet. I did this at
three dunes co get an average. I worked out the height by a formula later."
(See Part 3 if you are unsure of how to do this)
Records of observations made in the field
"I observed the human interference in the study area. I used two work sheets for this and
a digital camera.
• On a worksheet I recorded all the tourist facilities in rhe area of the dunes.
• I noted the number of deflation hollows in a given area.
• I used the digital camera to rake photographs of the area.
• On a worksheet the types of grass were recorded."

Map l 2. Using a clinomc,c,· at Enniscronc

EJ
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Worksheet example for this type of fieldwork.
WORKSHEET ON PLANTS
Tick the plants you find
Marram grass
Sea couch
Groundsel
Sea rocket

Conclusion and Evaluation
Exemplars
Height of the dunes
"These varied greatly. Some were as high as 20 metres. The Valley of Diamonds was the most
spectacular with its great height of 20 metres and layer of wind blasted snail shells which gave it its
name, because they seem to sparkle in the sunlight. The different dune heights indicated that this dune
system was very varied and still in a healthy condition."

B

Phoro 24. Dune erosion
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Flora of the dunes

[ concluded that these measures had been

"A variety of plants were present according to

successful in some areas. I noted some new

my work sheers, which is evidence that the dunes

damage at the Bellawaddy River. This would

were in a healthy condition overall."

have to be monitored in the future."

Condition of the dunes

"Cars park on the beach during the summer

"From my observation I noted many deflation

because there is a lack of other parking facilities

hollows especially close to the caravan park at

in the area. I felt that the presence of these cars

the Bellawaddy River. The County Council had

is lowering the slope of the beach allowing the

taken remedial action to repair them.

sea closer in and bringing it into contact with the

They had planted grass and small trees to bind

dunes. This parking needs further investigation

the sand together. In other areas they had

in the future."

constructed designated walk ways through the
dunes for the public to use.

Phoro 25. Matlire Sand Dunes

E]
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CLASSIFICATION OF COASTS

Introduction

"A vision for rhe Irish landscape in rhe furure:
The Irish landscape will be a dynamic, living

B: To find the average diameter of the deposits,
the width of the zones and the slopes;
C: To identify and describe (heighr, width and
composition) and the different methods of
coastal protection in evidence.

landscape, one which accommodates the physical

For A and BI will use the descriprors for

and spirirual needs of people with the needs of

classification of coastlines in

nature in a harmonious manner, and as a result

A Guide to Habitats in Ireland, Heritage

brings long term benefit ro both.

Council, 2000.

This vision ... seeks co allow people co harness
the landscape for economic benefit whilst

Planning

acknowledging that in the long run such benefits

The location selected is ___ Co. ___

can only be sustained through an appreciation

This area contains a section of cliff, a beach and

and awareness of the contribution of that

a number of examples of human interference. lr

landscape to our quality of life.

is accessible and safe. The cliff at this location is
very close to vertical and this is imporranr if the

Policy Paper on Ireland's Landscape and the

method for measuring height is to work. The

National Heritage

beach has a number of zones and this will give

© An Comhairle Oidhreachtaffhe Heritage

greater variety ro the work. The area also

Council, Kilkenny - 2002

contains examples of human impact.

In the context of developing an appreciation of

Methods for collecting/gathering information for

the landscape the aim is ro carry our a study of

each investigation will be as follows:

the development of a section of coastline.

A: 1. for cliff height a clinometer and surveyor's

The objectives of the study are:

rape;

a) to determine rhe classification of selected cliff:

2. for rock type a rock sample kit, geologist's

CSl, CS 3 or LR i.e. rocky sea cliffs,

hammer and sample bag;

sedimentary sea cliffs or littoral rock.

3. for wave frequency and direction a stop

b) to determine the classification to which a
selected beach belongs: LSl, LS2, LS3, LS4 or

watch and compass;
B: 1. for beach deposit size a giant callipers, a

LSS i.e. shingle and gravel, sand, muddy

Vernier callipers and micrometer screw;

sand, mud or mixed sediment shores.

2. for zone width surveyor's rape;

c) co examine efforts to moderate the effects of
natural forces on the shoreline.

3. for beach slope an Oxford level, a straight
edge (2x1) and ranging poles;
A. 1. for identification of coastal protecrion text

The information required is:

book illustrations and a camera;

A: To find the height and composition

2. for dimensions of these features 1 will use

of the cliff, the nature of the waves and

I-•% I

wind direction;

the surveyor's tape.

2.7 Coastal Topic 3

RECORDING SHEETS:

CLIFF

angle of inclination
distance to base
observer's eye height
rock type
waves per minute
wind direction

BEACH
Diameter: samples

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Zone 1
Zone 2
Zone 3

BEACH ZONE WIDTH A D A GLE OF SLOPE
Zone

Width

Angle

2
3

HUMAN IMPACT (A)
Type

Height

Width

Composition

2
3
4

B

2.7 Coastal Topic 3

HUMA

IMPACT (BJ
Plants Per Square Metre

Marram Density Sample
1

2
3
4
5

Cliff height
I selected a section of cliff near to vertical with a level stretch in front.
I selected a ire where the ground out from the cliff was reasonably level.
I measured from my own position ro the base of the cliff using the surveyor's rape.
With the clinometer I measured the angle of elevation.
I measured the height

tO

my own eye.

I recorded all these on my recording sheet.

EJ

Phoro 26. Collection of Data
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Photo 27. lkach Sections
angle of inclination

26 degrees

distance to base

17 metres

observer's eye height

1.4

rock type

shale (flaky) with boulder clay cover

waves per minute

7

wind direction

south-west

and a protracror.
I could not get right in ro a part of the base
directly below the point on the cliff rop where I
was pointing the clinometer. It was close enough
to give an approximate answer.
If it is impossible to get a vertical cliff, but you
can get a level section in front of the cliff you

Problems
It is difficult to get a vertical section of cliff.
The method for calculating height using the
angle of elevation is easy if you can measure
right in tO the base of the cliff. If so, you
can use the tan rule (Mathematical Tables) or
plot the findings on graph paper, using a ruler

can get the height in the following way (see
Figure 5).
Mark a spot {X) and rake an angle of elevation.
Move back a measured number of metres (XY)
and rake a second reading with your clinometer.
You can now get the cliff height by trigonometry
or by drawing to scale.
Exemplar

l placed a ranging pole at the start of the boulder
section {the yellow line on Photo 27).

M)' partner held the tape there and I walked to
the end of this section and rook the distance
using the smveyor's tape.
I placed a ranging pole ar my end of the section
Figure 5. Mcasu(ing the height of the cliff

I�·. I
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BEACH MEASUREMENTS
3

4

5

6

7

.63

1.04

.51

.7

.55

2.9

2.6

1.9

3.5

3.0

Diameter samples

1

2

Zone 1 Boulder (m)

.61

Zone 2 (cm)

4.6

9

10

1.3

8

.35

3

.3

1.6

2.9

2.0

8.2

Zone 3 (mm.)
Figure 6. Beach Measurements

Zone

Width

Angle

6m

10 degrees

2

6.8m

5 degrees

3

16.2m

4 degrees

and with our clinometers we made the poles

At the muddy zone I rook a sample of deposit

vertical. (A level could be used for this also, but

and placed it in a labelled plastic bag.

the new clinometers have a number of

I used a micrometer screw for small samples.

functions.) A third team member then measured

At the sandy zone I placed a metre stick on the

the angle from one pole to the other taking a line

ground and measL1red 10 samples taken at 10

from the top to the bottom of the upper

centimetre intervals. I used the Vernier callipers

coloured band on both poles.

for this. I repeated this at the gravel section.
I measured the boulders using the giant callipers.

I I
O
�•O

We repeated this down cowards the water

I rook ten samples, each at two metre intervals

line until we had four zones covered.

along a stretched surveyor's tape.

Photo 28. Dune erosion

2.7 Coastal Topic 3

COASTAL PROTECTION METHODS
Type

Height

Width

Composition

1. GROYNES

1.4 m

Plank 4 cm

treated timber

2. GABIONS

2X 1m

0.9m (6 high)

stones, plastic wire

3. SEAWALL

2.5m

1 m at base

concrete/steel

4. MARRAM GR.

0.2 (20 cm)

N/A

N/A

Figure 7. Coastal Protection 1\lcchanics
Marram density sample sites

Plants per square metre
8

2

6

3
4

8

5

11

11

Problems
It was difficult

tO

know exactly where a zone

began and ended. We used our best judgement

and agreed on start and finish points. Measuring
the angle of slope was the most difficult. The

angles are very small and it is hard to hold the

poles exactly vertical. Using a straight edge (2 x
1 timber) and an Oxford level it is much easier

tO

get an approximate angle of slope. An abney

level is more accurate, but takes more experience
to use properly.

Coastal protection
I used the photographs from the text and

internet tO identify the following methods of

coastal protection (I measured dimensions and

recorded substances used).

I used a quadrat tO get plant density. I sec out a

transect using the tape and dropped the quadrar
every 5 metres on the dune section.

I measured widths and heights with the

surveyor's tape.

2.7 Coastal Topic 3

Problems

Conclusions/Evaluation

We had to travel along the coastline to find

We can, therefore, conclude, that:

examples of marram grass and groynes. The first
srrerch of easily accessible beach had a sea wall

and gabions. The other examples were at some

CS3 or sedimentary sea cliffs.

My measurements show that the height

distance away. It would be ideal to have an

marches the height given in the criteria while

Report
A. Classification of cliff

to correctly classify a coastal feature

accessible stretch of coast that provided all

examples close by.

The cliff height = (ran rule)

Rock type = shale with a thick covering of

boulder clay.

According to descriptions

(A Guide to Habitats, pp. 70-1):

CSl

= "steep or vertical rocky cliffs .....>

Sm in height"

CS3 = "steep or vertical cliffs that are>

3111 ....formed primarily of unconsolidated

material.....Stones and large boulders in a matrix

of finer material. ..composed of glacial till".

One quarter of the cliff was shale, three-quarters

till and we drew the cliff height on graph paper.

B. Average deposit size

By adding the long diameter measurements of

the 10 samples in the first zone (6.29m) and

dividing by 10 I get the average size of the
deposit. The average size is 0.63 metres.

The next zone had an average of 3.3 cm (33.2 /

the rock sampling confirms the boulder

clay/till deposit.

The methodology was effective. The aim was
(cliff) and I succeeded in doing so. Both

measurement and rock sampling were
required to make the classification.

B. The zones of deposit here belong ro rhe
following categories:

Zone 1: LR 2 or LR 3 i.e. moderately

exposed or sheltered rocky shore. The size of

deposit is greater than any of the "littoral"

categories.

Zone 2: The deposit size here with an average

of 3.3 cm fits the description from 4 to 2.56

cm. It can be categorised as LSl or "shingle

and gravel shore".

Zone 3: Deposit size here averaged less than
1mm and so firs categoq1

LS 3 "muddy sand shores".

The methodology was effective and my

measurements were accurate with equipment

suited ro the task. Categorisation was successful.
In the case of Zone 1 the size of deposit was

10). The final zone had an average of< 1 mm.

greater than the descriptors I had selected at the

sketches of the groynes, annotated ro show the

the book (op.cir) and therefore had ro search for

C. Human interference

This was presented in photographs and field

effects of the groynes on the beach processes.

E]

A. This cliff belongs to the category known as

outset. The zone is commonly known as a

"storm beach". I could not find this category in

the nearest possible march.

[Human Activities in the Physical Environment]
2.8 Irish Agriculture
Agriculture is a complex topic and is changing

intensive agriculture leading to EU legislation

rapidly so a short history sets the context for

to protect the environment, e.g. the Nitrate

field investigations. A short description of
Airfield farm gives an idea of what farming was
like before Ireland joined the EU. This could act
as an innoduction to agriculture or as basis for
comparison with modern farms.

Directive;
• Increased competition because of EU
enlargement;
• Greater demand from consumers for safe,
high quality food;
• The realisation that the non-commodity

Introduction to Irish agriculture

outputs of agriculture such as protecting the

Neolithic people introduced agriculture tO

natural and cultural heritage may be more

Ireland about 5,000 years ago. People then

important than the commodity outputs.

began tO impact on the landscape by clearing

These forces will lead to significant changes

forestry tO make way for their agricultural

in food production and in the role

activities. The Ceide Fields in north Mayo are

agriculture plays.

evidence that Neolithic farmers divided up their
land into fields using stone wall boundaries.

Changes in agriculture

Down through the ages farming continued to

The rate of change in agricultural production

impact on the landscape. As technology

methods increased dramatically after 1973 when

developed from hoe to plough to tractor to

Ireland joined the EU (or European Economic

combine harvester the impact of farming on the

Community, as it was then). Up until then Irish

landscape increased. It is now generally accepted

agriculture was constrained by being largely

that our present intensive system of agriculture

dependent on the British market where the

may not be sustainable in the long term because

British government's cheap food policy kept

of the environmental damage it causes, for

prices artificially low. On entry to the EU Irish

example the eutrophication of groundwater, soil

farmers gained the benefits of the Common

erosion in delicate mountain environments and

Agricultural Policy (CAP), which created a

high greenhouse gas emissions such as nitrous

market with high guaranteed prices to encourage

oxide and carbon dioxide.

food production and increase food security in

Agriculture is a very important economic activity

Europe. This meant that Irish farmers were

in Ireland. About 64% of the land is used for

guaranteed high prices for milk and beef and

agriculture and it provides 3 % of our Gross

could sell their surplus production into

Domestic Product. It accounts for 6% of

"inrervention", a system of storing vast

employment and provides 4.6% of our export

quantities of surplus EU food. This distorted

earnings. Taking into account the downstream

market led to the rapid intensification of

industries dependent on agriculture, such as food

agriculture in the 1970s and 1980s as farmers

processing, its full importance to the Irish

strove to maximise output without the fear of a

economy is clear.

price collapse due co oversupply. The policy of

A number of forces are likely to bring about

guaranteed prices and intervention buying led co

changes in agriculture:
• Increasing concern about the impact of

rhe creation of large food surpluses which
rapidly became an extremely costly problem.

I�. � I
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Photo 29. Airfield farmyard

In the 1990s it was clear the CAP was

and laomi. They built up a famous Jersey cow

agricultural land aimed co control food

The farm is now run as an educational and

which will break the link between support

sisters. The farm is run much as farms were fifty

unsustainable and needed reform. Measures such
as milk quotas and the setting aside of

production. The reform process is ongoing with
the imminent introduction of "decoupling"

payments and production. Up co now most CAP

prize winners at rhe Dublin Spring Show.

recreational facility by the Airfield Trust, set up

in 1993 co administer the estate of the Overend
years ago before the intensification of Irish

support payments were linked to production

agriculture and is a good basis for comparison

no longer be related to production levels, so this

Today the farm is dry stock and run in an

levels which meant farmers had co maximise

their output co maximise support. Supports will

with modern farms.

is expected to reduce the intensification of

environmentally friendly way. The land is used

Airfield Farm

educational function there are ancillary land uses

agriculture and increase emphasis on non
commodity outputs.

I·�-� I

herd called the Dromarrin herd and were regular

Airfield Farm is in the south Dublin suburb of

Dundrum. It was developed as a farm by the

Overend family, particularly the sisters Letitia

for pasture and the production of hay for fodder.
As it is an open farm with a recreational and

such as a garden centre and ornamental gardens.

The old farm buildings are preserved, there is a

dairy yard with cow sheds, a creamery and a hay
shed. See photo 29 above.

2.8 Irish Agriculture
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2.8 Irish Agriculture

Photo 32. ,\irfield pa,rnre

Photo 30 shows some of the preserved
farm machinery.
The fields are either permanent pasture or
meadows (Photos 31, 32) with a very good
diversity of wild flowers, insects and birds.
The information and photographs on Airfield
farm can introduce students to the concept of
change in agricultural practices or as a basis for
comparison with a modern farm.

B
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The following section contains suggestions on
investigating agriculture. Students should pick
the topics and techniques best suited to their
own particular interests or locality.

Possible hypotheses to test
• Agriculture has changed
• Agriculture has changed the Irish landscape
• The agricultural population is ageing
• Agricultural land use varies with altitude
• Agriculture impacts on rivers
(Any of the above could be an investigation
in itself.)

Planning
Using maps and photographs to examine
agricultural change
Old photographs and maps are useful to
investigate change in agriculture.
Old photographs are often found in the local

studies section of the library and can also be
sourced from local farming families, local history
books and even old postcards.
Studying the photographs in class will extract
information about the style of agriculture at the
time they were taken. Fieldwork could involve
finding the locations in old photographs using a
large scale map and then taking phorographs of
the locations as they are today. The class can
then compare and contrast old and modern
phorographs, drawing conclusions about the
changes in agriculture.
Old maps are anorher source to identify changes
in agricultural areas. The six inch map shows an
agricultural area in 1871 (Map 13). There is a
hill called Carrickgollogan near the centre of the
map and the rownland name is Phrompstown.
Examining the map reveals the field and
setrlement patterns, the road network and land
use at the time. Some of the fields and most of

E]
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The vertical aerial phorograph, Photo 33,
shows roughly the same area in 1973. There is
only a very slight trace of the ring fort as a crop
mark. The hill at Carrickgollogan seems to have
been planted with forestry. Most fields appears
to be grassland with the brighter colours
indicating arable use, probably cereals such as
wheat or barley.

Carrickgollagan Hill are rough pasture land.
There is also a large circular enclosure, probably
a ring fort, to the west of Carrickgollogan Hill.

The 1937 six inch map series, available from the
Ordnance Survey, covers every part of the
country and show the landscape as it was at the

Map 14 shows the same area in 1937. The
obvious changes are the disappearance of pare of
the ring fort, and the reclamation of the fields in
which the fort was located from rough pasture
to some other agricultural use. There are also
electricity transmission lines indicating the area
had electricity in the interim.

rime such as farm buildings, field patterns and
state of the hedges. They can be used to study
the number and location of the fields and farm
buildings in 1937 and to draw base skerch maps
of the farm in question to record changes since
then. Map 15 shows an agricultural area in 1937
and an examination shows the field pattern,
antiquities, farm buildings, roads and contours.

I �. . I
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The 1973 vertical aerial photograph survey is
also available from the Ordnance Survey for
every area of the country. Although this survey
is in black and white it gives a very good idea of
the location of the farm buildings, field patterns,
land use and state of the hedges at the time.
This is a sketch map of a farm, Map 16, drawn
from a 1937 six inch map and can be used as a
base map for an investigation, plotting current
land use and changes to farm buildings and
fields. The six inch OS map also gives the areas
of each field, so the area devoted to each

different landuse can be calculated from
the map.

Population
Small Area Population Statistics (SAPS) are
available for local areas (District Electoral
Divisions) from the Central Statistics Office.
These show how the population of a small area
has changed over time with comparisons
between different periods. Apart from showing
whether population is rising or falling the
statistics can be used to draw up population
pyramids for different censal periods.

N
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A pyramid for the early 1960s could be

compared with ones from later decades to see

your own photographs. Map 16 shows the

present land use on the farm and some of the

what happened to the age/sex structure of the

changes since 1937 as recorded in the field. It

The SAPS also have information on various

Questionnaires

have changed down through the years, however,

co-operation in filling out a questionnaire. Fix a

population as agriculture became more intensive

in the post 1960s period.

socio-economic topics, such as employment,

housing, marital status etc. The information may

so one may not be able to compare all the

statistics from past statistics with current ones.

Questionnaires

also shows the line of the transect and the water

sampling sites.

Contact farmers in advance and ask for their

time and a day for the meeting and work in

pairs; one person asks the questions and the

other records the answers. It will be helpful if
you can bring a tape recorder as it can be

Questionnaires are a useful method to gather

difficult to write down all that is said, especially

A sample questionnaire is given in the Student

meeting, the project you are doing and check the

information from individual farmers or from

groups of farmers as part of a group project.

Workbook. Before drawing up a questionnaire it

is worth reading the section on questionnaires in

responses to open questions which seek opinions
rather than facts. Explain the purpose of the

farmer has no objections to being recorded.

You should ask permission to take photographs

the skills section, Part 3.

of any part of the farm, such as the buildings,

Laborarory suppliers have water sample bottles,

report and are also proof that you visited the

Water sampling

test strips ro measure nitrate levels and universal
indicator to measure acidity. Identify sampling

sites upstream and downstream of a particular

farm or farming area to see if there are

differences in nitrate levels or acidity in the
two locations.

Land use transect

crops, animals, fields and machinery.

Photographs illustrate the points in your written
farm and did the investigation. Remember to

thank the farmer for co-operating and if

agreeable, take a photograph of the farmer at

work on the farm.

Water sampling

Find the locations for water sampling you

decided on in class. Observe the location

Take land use transects across the farm to test

carefully and ensure that there are no possible

compass and a sketch map. There is a sample

cook the water samples on your sketch map,

whether altitude and aspect affect land use. For

this you will need a record sheet, a magnetic
record sheet for this activity in the Students'
Workbook below.

WORK IN THE FIELD

Observation

A sketch map like Map 16 can be used to record
your observations, along with field sketches and

sources of pollution such as industry or sewage
plants close by. Mark the locations where you

gather them in clean bottles and label them

carefully, noting the location and dare of the

sample. Store them carefully for later
examination in school.

Land use transect

Choose the transect line carefully to cross a

B
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representative section of rhe farm. The transect line on Map 16
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crosses from the highest land in rhe north to the lower land by the river
and then ro higher land in rhe south-west corner of the farm. The

Wheat

transect also passes through the sire of an antiquity which seems ro be
a ring fort.
Begin at A and walk to B noting the land use
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your record sheer and

your sketch map. Nore the approximate height from rbe contours on
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Map 16. To get the aspect of a slope, look downhill and use the
compass to find the direction you are facing. This is the aspect of rhe
slope. Aspect is important as south facing slopes in Ireland warm up

Maiz:e

quicker in spring rime and are generally warmer than north facing ones.
It helps if your transect line follows a compass direction or a road or
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Vegetables

path. In this case the transect line ran from north-east to south-west.
When you have walked and observed section A - B, then proceed ro the
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next section B - C and so on. We found that section A - B was used for tillage, had a height of
approximately 175111 at A and 75111 at B. The aspect of the slope was south-west. Section D - E is a
meadow, at a height ranging from approximately 25111 up to approximately 60111. The aspect of this
section of slope is north-east.

Presentation of results and conclusions
The physical changes on the farm can be shown by drawing a map like Map 17.
Map 17 shows that the main physical changes in the farm since l937 are as follows:
• In the northern part of the farm some field boundaries have been removed and fields enlarged.
• A ring fort has disappeared. This probably happened during the enlarging of the fields.
• New farm buildings have been added to the northern side of the original farm house.
Using the information gathered in the questionnaires one can construct a diagram to show the
changes in tillage.
Changes in Livestock 1960's - Today
�
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Figure 9. Changes in livestock l960s-2004

Figure 9 shows there has been substantial change in the tillage crops grown on the farm. Wheat, oats
and vegetables are no longer grown. The decline in wheat may well be due to the fact that it is nearly at
its climatic limit in Ireland and production is always risky due to the lack of sunshine in our cool
temperate west coast climate. Barley seems to have replaced wheat and this is probably because it is
more suited to the Irish climate and is an excellent fodder crop. Oars have disappeared from the farm
because they were feed for horses and for straw used for thatching. Tractors and other power machinery
have replaced horses on Irish farms and slate or riles have replaced thatched rooves. Maize grows well as
a fodder crop in Ireland and produces a lot of green matter. The farm no longer produces vegerables as
these now come from specialist producers and need a lot of seasonal labour which is in scarce supply.
The concentration on fodder crops is an indicatio ,n of the intensification of animal production.
Changes in animal numbers can be illustrated by plotting them on a graph.
Figure 9 shows that in the 1960s there was a variety of animals on the farm including, dairy cows, beef
cattle, sheep, pigs, fowl and horses. It is likely that the milk went to the creamery and the returned
skimmed milk was for feeding pigs and calves. The sheep may well have been sent to hills for the spring

2.9 Investigating Agriculture

and summer and may have produced wool as well as mutton. The fowl were probably chickens and
turkeys. The chickens produced eggs for the household and probably a small surplus for sale and the
turkeys were reared for the Christmas market. The horses were draught animals used for ploughing ere.
This model indicates an extensive type of livesrock farming with an element of self-sufficiency.
Today there are only dairy cows on the farm, and with the concentration on fodder crops it seems that
the dairying is fairly intensive. A high stocking rate and the presence of a milking parlour and sheds for
housing the cows supports the conclusion that the farm is an intensive dairying one with the animals
being stall fed on fodder barley and silage. This intensification puts pressure on the environment. Water
may suffer an increase in nitrate levels clue to increased use of ninogen fertilisers. The air may be
affected by the large quantities of greenhouse gases, such as carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide,
passed by large animals like cattle.
Water sampling
Water sampling test strips give a rough indication of the nitrates in water. If possible, compare the results
taken from the runoff from agricultural land with those from areas where there is likely ro be little or no
fertiliser on the land, such as unforested upland. Such comparisons should give some indication of the
effects of ferrilisers on rivers.

Transect
The transect shows land use seems to be affected by altitude. Tillage is located on the higher south facing
slopes which are warmer. Seeds would germinate earlier and so the growing season would be longer.
The damper, lower land by the river at D is used for meadows.
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...►
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Figure I 0. Land use transect

Conclusions

B

The study shows that aspects of the physical environment such as altitude and aspect have some effect
on agricultural land use, but the EU is by far the most powerful force affecting Irish agriculture roday.
In the 1960s, before joining, Irish agriculture was less intensive and specialised than it is roclay.
The system of agriculture supports introduced then rewarded increases in production, achieved by a
greater intensification of agriculture with subsequent effects on the environment. The EU is decoupling
its support system from production and this is expected to lead to changes in the impact of agriculture
on the environment.

2.10 Agriculture Investigation [Student Work book]

QUESTIONNAIRE ON CHANGES IN AGRICULTURE

We are gathering informarion on the changes in agriculture since the 1960s before Ireland joined the EU
in 1973. We are only looking for approximate answers.
1. What was the area of your farm in the 1960s?

Hectares

2. What is the area of your farm today?

Hectares

3. Which of the following types of farm do you run
Tillage
Dairying
Dry stock
Mixed farm
Other please specify

4. If you are a tillage or mixed farmer, please answer the following questions:
(a) Which of the following tillage crops did you grow in the 1960s and which do you grow today?
Tick the box.
Date

Wheat

Barley

Oats

Maize

Vegtables

Others

1960's
2004

(b) What type or types of fertiliser did you use in 1960s and what do you use today? Tick the boxes.
Date

Chemical

Manure

Slurry

Other

1960's
2004

E:]
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(c) Approximarely how much ferriliser did

)'◊LI

apply per hccrarc in 1960 and how much do you

apply today?
Date

Fertiliser per hectare

1960's
2004

5. If you are a livestock or mixed farmer, please answer rhe following quesrions:
(a) Approximarely how many of each of rhe following animals did you have in 1960s and how many do
you have roday?

Livestock numbers
Date

Dairy cows

Beef cattle

Sheep

Goats

Pigs

Fowl

Horses

Other

Horses

Other

1960's
2004

(b) What was your approximate stocking rate in rhe l960s and what is ir today?

Stocking rate per hectare
Date

1960's
2004

I-·� I

Dairy cows

Beef cattle

Sheep

Goats

Pigs

Fowl

2.10 Agriculture Investigation [Student Work book]

6. \Xlhich machines did you use on the farm in the 1960s and which arc used today?

Machinery used in the 1960s and today
1960's

2004

7. Approximately how many people were employed on the farm in the 1960's and ho,v many are
employed today?

Employment
Date

No.s Employed

1960's
2004

B
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8. How has the EU's Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) affected the way you farm?

Effects of CAP on my farming methods

1 -• U

I
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Transect Section

Land Use

Height

Aspect

A · B

B · C
C · D

D · E

E]

2.11 Hedgerows

Introduction
Hedgerows are the field boundaries which divide
most of our rural landscape into fields, giving
the Irish rural landscape its distinctive
appearance of a multi-coloured patchwork quilt.
The enclosure movement of the 18th century saw
landlords planting hedgerows ro divide their
estates into fields for administrative and
agricultural reasons.
This created the distinctive visual character of
the Irish rural landscape which still exists roday
and which is attractive ro tourists.
Hedgerows along with the patterns of rural
settlement and the road network, are the
elements which form the cultural landscape in
rural areas. They are physical records of the
organisational and agricultural ideas of people in
the past and as such they are important
historically. Hedgerows also have many practical
uses in agriculture, such as stockproofing fields,
control of runoff, preventing soil erosion and
providing shelterbelts for crops.
Hedgerows also play an important role in rural
ecology. Often rhey are the habitats of native
species of plants and animals which otherwise
might nor survive due to the destruction of their
environment. Hedgerows act as wildlife corridors
linking various habitats. They use the hedgerows
as routeways because of the cover tl1e)1 provide
from predators. For example, most birds fly very
close to hedges as they hunt for food.
As with physical landscapes, cultural landscapes
are dynamic and change all the time. Forces for
change are created by changes in agriculture,
settlement and transport. These result in pressure
on our hedgerows. For example, we have lost an
estimated 20-30% of hedgerows since Ireland
joined the EU and are continuing to lose 1,000
kilometres of hedgerows every year. This rate of
loss is due to agriculture intensification and the

I •-ro I

loss of agricultural land from urban growth and
the developing road network.
There is an increasing awareness of the
ecological, cultural and economic importance of
our hedgerows and the need ro conserve rhem.
The Rural Environmental Protection Schemes
(REPS) include the care of hedgerows in their
remit so that farmers have financial incentives to
conserve them . The care of this important
national resource is no longer "a labour of love"
for farmers. Local authority heritage officers
provide a heritage perspective on development
and planning and rhe Heritage Council is
responsible for developing awareness of the
importance of heritage and its conservation
through educational initiatives such as the
production of this resource.
Hedgerows and their conservation are often seen
as solely a rural issue, bur urban areas also have
a role to play. Improved planning could ensure
integration of existing hedgerows into new urban
developments and so ensure the survival of
urban wildlife corridors. Urban dwellers could
be encouraged to plant hedgerows as boundaries
around their houses, estates and school ro
replace those destroyed during development.

Sources
The following are useful secondary sources for
students on hedgerows:
• Conserving Hedgerows, Briefing Paper for
Heritage Officers, Heritage Council
• Hedgerows Briefing Sheer 10, Enfo, The
Department of rhe Environment
• Hedge Managemenr, Enfo Action Sheet 14,
Department of the Environment
• Irish Hedges, Richard ain, Folens
Environmental Series
• Exploring the Field Fences of County Sligo,
A Schools Integration Project

2.12 Hedgerow Investigation

Introduction
The following methods will introduce students to
rhe study of hedgerows.
• A well planned local walk can focus students
on different aspects of hedgerows, planning
stops at well maintained and neglected
sections of hedgerows for contrast purp,, ,.,.
Other srops might focus on hedgerows as
important wildlife corridors which link
habitats and provide cover and food for a
variety of species. Some stops might illustrate
how roads impinge on the habitat and others
on the differences in hedgero,vs caused by
variations in soil types. Worksheets can focus
attention at each site.
• Give the students extracts from the sources
listed above and ask them to complete
worksheets using this information.
The following are exemplar questions
based on these sources:
When were most of Ireland's
hedgerows planted?
Which are the most common native species
found in hedgerows?
Why are birds attracted to hedgerows?
What are the threats to hedgerows in Ireland?
Draw the outline of an overgrown hedge.
• Students could identify hedgerows on large
scale maps and photographs of the local area
and focus on changes over time.

Selecting study topics
After introducing hedgerows, students can select
a topic. A possible approach here is a brainstorm
co generate as many ideas as possible.
• Brainstorm on the topic "hedgerows".
• The teacher writes all the words onto an
acetate sheet on the overhead projector.
• The teacher processes the results of the
brainstorm by posing the following question:
Which topics could we investigate in
the field?
• Class discuses the possibilities with the

teacher playing the devil's advocate keeping
the focus on the practicality of the
suggestions at all times.
• Class selects topics for investigation with
teacher's guidance.
• The final agreement must be guided by the
practicality of the topic$ tor investigation.

Aims and hypotheses
Possible Aims
1. To find out if the hedgerow fits the general
definition (i.e. less than 4 metres wide and
less than 5 metres high);
2. To discover if local hedgerows contain native
species of hedgerow plants;
3. To find out the level and type of hedgerow
maintenance by owners.
4. To determine the types of hedgerows in the
study area;
5. To find the percentage loss of hedgerows in a
given area since the 1936 edition of the
1:10,560 map and the reasons for this.

Possible hypotheses to test
1. Hedgerow plants vary with soil type.
2. T he rate of destruction of hedgerows
is mcreasmg.
3. Native species make up most of the plants
in hedgerows.
4. Fences are replacing hedgerows.
5. Hedgerows link habitats.
Students will not complete all of the above
investigations but should choose on the basis of
topics listed by the State Examinations
Commission, their own interests, local conditions
and the availability of resources.

Planning
• Decide on the study area which could well
be one field with groups taking responsibility
for the hedgerows on different sides of the
field. It could also be a number of fields ro
determine the percentage loss of hedgerows

B
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

or different sites to determine the effects of soil or geology on the hedgerows. The sites can be rural
or urban.
Decide on the observations, measurements, samples, and questionnaires to gather the information in
the field.
Practice observations and familiarisation with the measuring instruments.
Draw up record sheets co record observations and measurements in the field.
Draw up questionnaires.
Prepare questions for interviews
Form groups and appoint group leaders.
Allocate activities to groups.

Fieldwork

• Identify plant species - students receive a sheet with phoros of common native hedgerow plants - they
observe and tick off the species they identify. Back in the classroom they can investigate the species
further from reference books or the internee.
• Use a measuring tape to measure the width of the hedgerow and a clinometer for the height as
explained in the skills section, Part 3.

Anglo

- - - -� - ----- -------------- - -- ---- - -

__ p ..

..

--- --- -- ------------------ ---------------- -·

Figure l l. Surveying a hedgerow with a clinometer
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Figure I 2. Surveying a hedgerow with a metre stick
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•

by placing a metre stick at the bottom of the

enlargement, building or other

hedge and estimating how many metre sticks

developments.

could stand on top of one another up to the

•

•

•

•

If you have the 1936 map, the 1974 aerial

top. In the example accross (figure 12) the

photograph and the ground survey, you can

hedge is approximately 3.5 metres high.

work out whether the rate of hedgerow

Ask farmers to complete questionnaires to get

destruction is increasing or not. Using the

their feelings about hedgerows. There is a

aerial phorograph and the 1936 map you can

sample questionnaire below.

work out the percentage change in the study

Make an appointment to interview local

area between those two dates. Then by doing

farmers. Prepare the questions with a friend

a survey in the field you can record the

and bring along a tape recorder ro record

changes since 1974. The percentage change

the answers.

between 1936 and 1974 can be compared

Invite a local farmer to the school to discuss
hedgerows as a visitor exercise.

•

a base map, e.g. road widening, field

You can also estimate the height of the hedge

•

with those between 1974 and the present.
You can make comparisons and contrasts

Observe the hedgerows and decide which of

between hedgerows in different locations such

the following categories apply:

as uplands, lowlands or on wetlands. This
would involve doing species counts, testing
the soil, measuring the height and width of

Hedge remnant
Laid hedge
Mechanically pollarded

the hedgerows at different locations and
•

comparing the results.
Students could identify the different habitats

Clipped

in the study area such as woodland, bog,

Overgrown but with no undergrowth

marsh, heath etc. and see if the hedgerows

Overgrown but stockproof

provide a continuous link between them.

Overgrown with bushy undergrowth

They can then record them on base maps in

(See diagrams of these categories
from the Heritage Council's booklet
Conserving Hedgerows Figure 13)

the field.

Results and conclusions

•

• Take photographs or drawings of the long
profile of the hedge.
• To find the percentage loss of hedgerows
over a period:
(a) Define the study area on an old map, e.g.
the 1936 edition of the 1:10,560 series.
(b) Measure the length of hedgerows on
the map.
(c) Survey the area in the field measuring the
length of hedgerows which have
disappeared since 1936.
(d) Record the reasons for the destruction on

•

Students can record species counts on
pictograms, drawing conclusions from this
information about the prevalence of native
species in hedgerows.
Measuring the height and width of hedgero,vs
will allow students to classify the hedgerow
as true hedgerow or a narrow strip of scrub

or woodland.
• They could draw cross profiles of the
hedgerows on graph paper using width and
height measurements, along with the long
profiles to classify the hedgerow into one of
the 7 types shown in Conserving Hedgerows.
This will allow students draw conclusions

B
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•

•

•

•
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about the quality of the hedgerows in the
srucly area.
Students can calculate the percentage loss
of hedgerows over rime, comparing the loss
between 1936 and 1974 with those between
1974 and the present.
The map with the reasons for the loss on ir
can be used to draw conclusions about the
most important reasons for the loss. Students
can investigate what could be clone to stem
the loss.
The results of soil tests, species identification
and hedgerow profiles will contrast hedges in
different locations with conclusions from this,
such as hedges in wet areas have a
preponderance of willow, whereas gorse
predominates on acid soils.
Students can process questionnaires, showing
the results on graphs and drawing
conclusions about farmers' attitudes of to
hedge maintenance. They can investigate
incentives to farmers and make suggestions

Phoro 34. I lawrhorn hedgerows in bloom

about how these could be changed or
improved.
• They can draw conclusions about the cultural
and natural value of hedgerows.

Presentation
Teachers could explain why parricuk.. graphs are
suitable for showing certain types of
information. For example, picrograms arc
particularly suited ro showing species as they are
pictorial representations of the items being
graphed. This pictorial presentation helps the
student remember the species. Pie charts are
useful for showing percentages and bar charts
for quantities etc.
To bring a unity to the presentation. show the
results on a base map. It can be enlarged and the
graphs show the results located on the map at
their individual sires. This allows an overall view
of the results and will assist in drawing up the
final conclusions which by their nature will rend
tO be general.

2.13 Hedgerow Investigation [Student Workbook]

SAMPLE HEDGEROW QUESTIONNAIRE
1. How much of your field boundaries are made up of:

Hedgrows
Fences
Stone walls

2. What do you consider to be the best type of field boundary?
Hedgerows
Fences
Stone walls
Please give a reason for your choice.

3. Have you removed any hedgerows from your farm?
Yes
No

4. What do you see as the greatest threat to hedgerows?

E]
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•
.

Hedge remnant

3 Mcch,,wrcally pollanfrd

5 Over,'?1·oum, but wHh no undergrotnh

6 OvergroU'n, hut stock proof

7 As 6, hut with bushy outsrot<'ths at th,: base

Figure 13: Conserving Hedgerows, Briefing Paper for I leritagc Officers, I lcrirngc
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NATIVE HEDGEROW PLANTS

Photo 35. I !awthorn in bloom

Photo 36. Brambles

B
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Photo 37. Holly

Photo 38. I loncysucklc or woodbmc

2.14 Woodlands

A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE
IMPACT OF CONIFEROUS A D
DECIDUOUS WOODLA1 DS O THE
LA DSCAPE

Planning: Preparation of work to be
carried out
1. 1:50,000 map of the area to locate suitable
woodlands for the study.
2. Manufacture clinometers and practice
using them.

Geographical context
Forestry is an important economic activity.
In recent decades Ireland has expanded forest
cover ro diversify the economic base in rural
areas. Many new plantations are coniferous but
there are many questions about the suirability of
such plantations. These forests are very different
from traditional deciduous forests in their affects

3. Assemble materials, e.g. measuring tapes,
compasses for line transect.
4. Manufacturing quadrats (lm2 ) divided into
a 10 x 10 grid with string.
5. Plastic bags and bottles for soil and water
samples, pH resting kits.
6. Petri dishes, agar, scissors, lichen charts for
leaf yeast activity.

on biodiversity, soil and water pi-I . This study

7. Use of darasheers and cameras.

examines these concerns using field work

8. Study lichen charrs.

techniques. The investigation links to Elective
Unit 4.5 (Environmental impact of economic

Data collection

activities) and Optional Unit 7 (Geoecology).

Activity 1: A 50111 transect line is plotted from
the woodland edge in towards the heart of the

Aims and hypothesis

woodland using a 50m string marked at metre

l. To assess the relative complexity of the

intervals or a 50111 tape. A compass ensures the

coniferous and deciduous canopy by

transect line is straight. T he height of all flora

undertaking a vertical stratification of

along this line is recorded on an A3 size graph.

the woodlands along a 50m

A tape is used to estimate heights up to 2 metres

transect line.

while a clinometer measures greater heights. It is

2. To estimate and compare the floral diversity

also possible to identify trees of roughly the

of coniferous and deciduous woodlands by

same height thereby speeding up the process.

using quadrats to sample ground cover

Each tree has a number and location on the

vegetation and surveys to measure tree

transect graph, dra,vn in later when rhe height

lichen diversity.

calculation is complete. The 50 metre transect is

3. To estimate the impact of pollution trapping

marked our srarring at rhe edge and moving into

by coniferous and deciduous woodlands on

the woodland. Srndenrs use a rape or 50 metre

ground cover plants using leaf yeast as an

marked in metres string ro measure the distance

indicator of pollution trapping.

and comse. Moving along the transect from rhe

4. To measure the impact of coniferous and

start all flora is measured with a rape. Taller

deciduous woodlands on soil and water

trees are measured using a clinometer but it is

acidity by resting the pi-I of soil and

not necessary to measure the height of all trees

water samples.

as many are the same height as their neighbours
or roughly form part of the same canopy layer.

E]

2.14 Woodlands

We are more interested in capturing the different canopy layers rather than the exact height of every
single tree. It is useful to stand back and identify this first.
Use an A3 sheer of graph paper as a recording sheet and draw a graph on the sheet with a horizontal
axis scaled to represent the 50 metre transect line and a vertical axis scaled to represent 30 metres.
The height of each floral element is represented by a dot on the graph.

Deciduous transect
Height C
Caaopy Lay,, [

. .

Shrub Layer [

Height B
Height A

Ground Layer

BA

B

AC

BA

AC

B

A

O Metres

Figure 14. Deciduous transect

Taking the deciduous woodland first as it is more complex, we identified three distinct groupings in the
canopy. We named them A, B and C. The first tree in group A was surveyed with a clinometer recording
the angle to the t◊p and the distance of the observer from its base. This was used later to calculate its
height. We marked the location of the tree on the transect scale as A and the locations of all other trees
of a similar height on the baseline of the graph, also as A. We did the same for trees in the Band C
Coniferous transect
Height C

Canopy Layer

Ground Layer
O Meters

C

I I
�•OO

Figure I 5. Coniferous transect
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2.14 Woodlands

groups. Later when calculating the heights, we marked points showing the height of all these trees on the
graph. We then classified the dots inro three distinctive layers but also noted the scattered pattern of the
dots. Students could also note any changes in light intensity using a light metre.
We then undertook the same exercise in the coniferous woodland.
Activity 2: To sample ground cover diversity a quadrat divided into 100 sections is laid randomly on
undisturbed ground at the start of the transect line (close your eyes and throw it). Using the blank
quadrar diagram and colouring pencils I shaded in the area occupied by each species of plant as
accurately as possible. It was not necessary ro know the species of the plants just to be able to tell the
different species apart. We repeated this process at the end of the transect line and both quadrat samples
at the other woodland location.
When you have an area of bare soil it is useful co count this as a plant species, as this will allow us to
use Simpson's diversity index. This is a simple statistical method for comparing the different vegetation
samples obtained from the four quadrat activities. In the above quadrat, species no. 4 is actually bare
earth. This simplification does not disrort the results significantly.

Coniferous Woodland: Quadrat No. 1

•

I [ l
l

Figure 16. Coniferous Woodland: Quadrat No. I
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Students surveyed lichen diversity by examining each tree along the transect line for the presence of tree
lichens, photographing each different species of lichen. The ENFO lichen identification sheet is helpful in
this task. We recorded every occurrence of each species of lichen in the frequency table and repeated this
for the orher woodland.
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Figure 17. Lichen survey in coniferous woodland
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Figure 18. Lichen survey in deciduous woodland
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2.14 Woodlands

Activity 3: Trees over time accumulate pollutants

from the air onto their leaves and bark. Rain
washes this onro the ground cover and into the
soil. These pollutant affect the amount of leaf
yeast present on plants. Along the transect line
srudents located a specific species of plant
common to both woodlands and collected 10
leaves from this plant and bagged them for later
processing, repeating this process in the other
woodland.
In the classroom the students opened the bags of

.......................,...,_�
Figure 19. Testing leaf ,,,mplc, for yca,r.

leaves. Taking the leaves from the deciduous
forest first we cut a small disc the size of a finger

Preparation of Report

nail from each of the ten leaves and stuck these

Title: A Comparative study of the Impact of

discs inside of the lid of a Petri dish with vaseline.

Coniferous and Deciduous Woodlands on the

The underside of the leaf needs to face down

Landscape.

when the dish is closed so the yeast will fall onto
the surface of the agar.

Objectives

The Petri dishes were placed in an incubator at

1. To assess the relative complexity of the

°

25 C for 48 hours and we counted and recorded

coniferous and deciduous canopy by

the number of yeast colonies which had grown.

undertaking a vertical stratification of the

Some were tiny dots while others were quite

woodlands along a 50 metre transect line;

extensive. There was also a range of colours:
pink, yellow and white.

2. To estimate and compare the floral diversity
of coniferous and deciduous woodlands by

Activity 4: Students collected a soil sample at the

using quadrats to sample ground cover

end of the transect line. They cleared away the

vegetation and surveys co measure tree

leaf litter and used a cup to make a circular

lichen diversity;

impression into the soil. We then used a spoon to
transfer the soil inside the circle into the cup until

3. To estimate the impact of pollution trapping

the cup was full. It was important to get a profile

by coniferous and deciduous woodlands on

of top soil as deep as possible. This was then

ground cover plants using leaf yeast as an

bagged for later analysis. We repeated this

indicator of pollution trapping;

process for the other woodland and emptied the
soil in the bag into a beaker, adding distilled

4. To measure the impact of coniferous and

water. We stirred the contents well and then

deciduous woodlands on soil and water

tested with litmus paper which should be in the

acidity by resting the pH of soil and

specialised range pH 4-8. T he water samples were

water samples.

tested with litmus paper and the results recorded.
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Choice of study area

diversity and richness. We decided that

Geographical Match: We chose this area because

estimating floral diversity would give a good

both types of woodland are found nearby.

indication of the ecological value of a woodland.

The soil and geological conditions are likely to

To assess the impact on soils and water we

be similar over such an area. This allows the

decided to assess whether the coniferous

contrast between the two types of woodland to

plantations cause greater acidification of soil or

emerge clearly.

water than deciduous woodland.

Good example: A large area of coniferous
woodland has been planted in this area with the

How you prepared in the classroom
for the fieldwork

potential for much more given CAP reform.

We studied the Discovery Series OS map for our

The issues being studied explore ecological

area and identified accessible coniferous and

dilemmas pertinent t◊ this area.

deciduous woodlands which were close to each
other, on similar topography.

Choice of topic
Geographical match: This topic is well suited to

We divided the class into teams of four srudents.

our class as there are many examples of both

Each team would carry out its own fieldstudy

woodland types in the area.

independently of all other teams. We divided the
tasks within each activity among the members of

Personal interest: Woodlands are a major

the team.

recreational resource. As new woodlands are
planted we should consider the future ecological

We made simple clinometers from cardboard and

and recreational benefits. It is important to

string and practiced using them. We also

understand the differences between different

assembled measuring tapes to mark our the 50

types of woodland.

metre transect. A roll of string measured to 50
metres was sufficient. We assembled compasses

Deciding on the type of information

to help ensure that our transect would be linear.

to be gathered
To compare the relative impacts of the two types

We made lm1 quadrats from wood. Using nails

of woodland we firstly devise ways ro analyse

and strong wool, we divided the quadrat inro a

the relationship between woodlands and flora

10 x 10 grid of 100 sections. We practiced using

and fauna. Floral diversity is linked to the

the quadrats to record floral diversity in the

number of micro-ecosystems within a woodland

school grounds.

so we decided to undertake a vertical

1--� I

stratification of a sample of each woodland to

We used plastic bags and plastic containers to

get an estimate of the complexity of the

collect water and soil samples. We studied rhe

canopies. We decided to use a 50m linear

difference between the pH testing of soil and

transect and ro record the height of a II flora

water. We assembled Petri dishes, agar, scissors

along this line.

ere for the leaf yeast activity. We studied

The ecological value of woodlands depends on

lichen charts.

2.14 Woodlands

We assembled the necessary data recording
sheets, photocopies, cameras etc.

Study sites
We selected coniferous and deciduous woodlands
in reasonable proximity and on similar
ropography and measured from the edge of the
each woodland a 50 metre linear transect line
directly into the woodland.
In dealing with objective 1 we recorded the
height of all flora along this line was and
repeated this for both woodlands.
For objective 2 we rook two quadrat samples at
each woodland location: one from the Start and

It was not necessary to measure all trees as many
were the same height or roughly formed part of
the same canopy layer.
We were more interested in capturing the
different canopy layers rather than the exact
height of every single tree. Standing back and
identifying this first was useful. Then we
measured the lowest and highest levels in
each layer.
We used an A3 sheet of graph paper as a
recording sheet, drawing a graph on the sheet
with a horizontal axis scaled to represent the 50
metre transect line and a vertical axis scaled to
represent 30 metres. The height of each floral
element was represented a by a clot on the graph.

one from the end of the transect. We recorded
the number and variety of tree lichens for all
trees along the transect line.
For objective 3 we collected 10 leaves from a
ground cover plant common to both woodlands
(e.g. fern) spotted randomly along the
transect line.
For objective 4 we took a soil sample at the end
of the transect line in both woodlands and
collected water samples from any streams or
drains around the woodlands.

Describe how the information was gathered
and recorded in the field

Activityl: Woodland Stratification
We marked out the 50 metre transect starting at
the edge and moving into the woodland using a
tape or 50 metre string marked in metres to
measure Ol1t the distance and course. Moving
along the transect from the start we measured all
flora and taller trees using a clinometer.

Activity 2: Floral diversity
A) Ground cover vegetation
A metre squared quadrat divided into 100
sections was throvvn by hand onto the ground
from the starting point of the transect and
examined section by section in the 100 section
quaclrat. We repeated this process at the end of
the transect and in the other woodland.
On a 100 grid diagram representing the quaclrat
each species of plant was recorded by shading in
its coverage with a colouring pencil section by
section on the grid. A different colour is used for
each species. This was repeated for both
quadrats at both woodland locations.

B) Lichens
We examined each tree along the transect for
lichens, recording each new species in the
recording sheer. All occurrences of this lichen are
rhen recorded in that column using a rally system
Activity 3: Leaf yeast
We selected a specific species of broadleaved
plant common to borh rypes of woodland.

2.14 Woodlands

The plants had ro be in the shade of the canopy

We emptied rhe soil in the bag into a beaker and

as they were more likely ro be affected by the

added distilled water, stirred the contents well

pollution trapping effect. We collected I O leaves

and then tested with litmus paper in the

from the plant and placed them in a plastic bag.

specialised range pH 4-8. The water samples

This process was repeated for the other

were rested with litmus paper and the results

woodland.

recorded.

We cut ten 5 cent size discs from the leaves and

facing down so that rhe leaf yeast can fall onto

HOW THE INFORMATION WAS
ANALYSED

the agar surface. We placed this in an incubaror

We recorded each of rhe floral heights on the

stuck with vaseline to inside the lid of a Petri
dish. The underside of the leaf discs should be

°

Activity 1: Canopy Stratification

for 48 hours at 25 C. Colonies of yeast grew on

graph and marked all height calculations for the

the agar surface, varying in size from small dors

tall trees on rhe graph, analysing the graphs

ro coin size and in several colours including

visually for any horizontal patterns or clusters.

white, pink and yellow.

When distinct horizontal patterns were identified
we drew horizontal lines to section off the flora

Activity 4: Soil and water pH

into distinct layers, (see Figures 23 and 24 ).

We collected a soil sample ar the end of rhe

This would give a measure of the complexity of

transect in the woodland and pressed a cup into

the canopy and the extent of micro-habitats

the soil to create a circular impression. We rhen

within it.

used a spoon to remove the soil inside rhe circle
until the cup was full. We placed rhe soil in a
plastic bag for later processing and collected
water from a drain or scream in the woodland,
storing it in a sealable plastic bottle. We repeated
this in the other woodland.

I �. . I
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Coniferous quadrat (start)

Coniferous quadrat (start)

..
Coniferous quadrat (end)

Coniferous quadrat (end)

Figure 20. Floral diversity
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1

2
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Yellow
crusty

Tally
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3

Figure 21. Lichen survey in coniferous woodland
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2
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5

6

7
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Type

Lichen description

Tally

11111

11111

11111

11111

11111

11111

11111

11111

11111

11111

11111

11111

Ii

111

17

18

11111

Ill

several cm

several cm

high)

high)

11111

11111

1111

5

4

II

Ill
Total

23

19

3

7

Figure 22. Lichen survey in deciduous woodland

Activity 2: Ground Cover Vegetation

Lichens

We converted the quadrat diagrams into

We calculated the total number of each species

percentage distributions. Each square in the grid

of lichen present. We then got the average

represents 1 %. For each species of flora the

frequency of lichens in the coniferous and

number of boxes were added up. There were

deciduous woodland. To make the statistics more

many bits of boxes occupied by a species. These

meaningful we then collated all average

areas were estimated e.g. 0.5%, 0.25% etc. and

frequencies for each type of woodland across

all tOtalled up. To quantify the richness and

the class and calculated the class averages.

diversity of flora we use Simpson's

We then compared the results.

biodiversity index.

Activity 3: Leaf yeast
We collated the leaf yeast data over all the teams

SIMPSON'S BIODIVERSITY INDEX
= 1 - IP2
= 1-0.88.48 = 0.12 = 12%
0 equals no diversity (just one species) while 1
equals infinite diversity. This proceedure was
repeated for rhe other quadrac diagrams. In the
quadrat examined in Figure 23 there was very
low diversity. Calculating the biodiversity index
for each quadrat allows us to numerically
compare the diversity as you move along a

I-·" I

in the class and calculated the average values for
coniferous and deciduous woodland.

Activity 4: Soil and water pH
We tested the soil and water pH of our collected
samples using litmus paper in the specialised
range 4-8, comparing the results.

Presentation of data
We cook the A3 srrarification charts for both
types of woodland. We drew in the shape of the
canopy using colour co highlight the different

transect, but also allows us compare the values

canopy layers we had identified. We labelled

for the coniferous and deciduous woodland.

these chart with data from the other activities.

2.14 Woodlands

Deciduous transect

Canopy Layer

Shrub Layer [
Ground Layer

BA

B

AC

BA

AC

B

A

cc

C

Figure 23. Deciduous rransecr

Coniferous transect

..

°""opylaye, [

Ground Layer

................

C

cc

C

C

C

CCC

C C C C

Figure 24. Coniferous transect
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Species

% Coverage

Decimal (P)

P2

Conversion To

2

0.02

0.0004

2

2

0.02

0.0004

3

94

0.94

0.8836

4 (bare soil)

2

0.02

0.0004

5
6
7
8 etc
0.8848
Figure 25. Coniferous woodland (quadrar from ,ran of trans�cr)

To show ground cover diversity we drew large

places, bur it was not very widespread.

pie charts showing rhe percentages of different

The deciduous woodland was much more

species present and labelled them with their

complicated with litter, scrub, and canopy layers.

biodiversity indexes.

The canopy layer itself was quire diverse in
height. We concluded that the deciduous

We drew bar graphs to show the frequency with

woodland had a greater variety of micro-habitats

which different types of lichens were recorded.

because of rhe more complex structure of the

Each bar was labelled with a phoro of char

woodland . Measuring rhe height of rail trees

particular type of lichen. The bar graphs for each

proved much easier by visually grouping trees of

type of woodland were placed one above the

similar height rogerher for calculation purposes.

other so char the contrast could be clearly seen.
The coniferous woodland lrnd biodiversity
Our soil and water pH values were presented as

indexes of 0.22 and 0.12 as you moved from the

a table where the values for the coniferous and

stare to the end of the transect. In contrast, the

deciduous woodland could be easily noted.

deciduous woodland had indexes of 0.56 and
0 .43 respectively. The much greater degree of

1--� I

Results and Conclusions

biodiversit}' in deciduous woodland makes them

The stratification of the canopies of the two

more important and interesting places for people

types of woodland showed up important

and fauna alike. The greater floral diversity is

differences between coniferous and deciduous

also likely ro produce a greater founal diversity.

woodland. The coniferous woodland had only

This higher floral diversity may be linked to the

two real layers in its canopy: the litter layer and

more varied nature of the canopy and rhe roral

the tree canopy. The nee canopy tended ro be

absence of leaves for part of the year. Coniferous

roughly similar throughout and of uniform

woodland seems to be unable to support many

height. There were some scrub layer plants in

of the native woodland plants accounting for the
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Type
Lichen description
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ClassAv Fq
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8

Figure 26. Lichen sun·c)· in conifcrou� woodland
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2

Lichen description
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Average freq
ClassAv Fq
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crusty
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leafy
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(like moss)
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high)
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Figure 27. Lichen survey in deciduous woodland

Team

2

3

4

5

Avg

Yeast Count from Coniferous Woodland

14

24

21

16

30

21

Yeast Count From Deciduous Woodland

38

27

49

62

29

41

Figure 28. Leaf yeast data

B
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lower diversity indexes. Lichens are sensitive

Our water sample pH tests proved inconclusive

indicators of the health and biodiversity of

with a value of 5 for both types of woodland.

woodland. 32 lichens were noted along the

The soil pH results were more interesting,

coniferous transect while 96 were noted in the

however, as the coniferous woodland soil sample

deciduous woodland. We concluded that

rested at pb 4, while the deciduous sample was

deciduous woodland were more diverse and

pH 6. This may have indicated an acidification

more healthy and lichens are very sensitive. The

effect by the coniferous trees on the soil, but the

class average frequency for lichens was twice as

boggy nature of the soil compromised chis

high for deciduous as for coniferous woodlands.

analysis. However, the leaf yeast data indicated
an acidification effect in coniferous woodlands.

The leaf yeast average for coniferous woodlands

This may eventually contribute to river water

was 21 while it was 41 for deciduous woodland.

acidification. The crapping of pollutants by

Leaf yeast is very sensitive to acidifying

coniferous and the acidification effects means

pollutants. Coniferous trees, because they have

that coniferous woodland may do much damage

needles all year, are more prone to accumulating

to fertile soils if planted on them.

such pollutants and passing them to lower plants
and the litter layer over time. This exercise was
very enjoyable and allowed some biogeography
skills to be learned, especially some lab skills.
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2.15 Woodlands Investigation [Student Workbook]

Activity 1
For this activity two A3 sheet of graph paper are required. The axis, scale and labels arc drawn in by the
students.
Activities 2, 3, and 4
Templates, cables and grids are provided. These can be enlarged while photocopying if required.

Figure 29. Coniferous quadrar (srarr)
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2.15 Woodlands Investigation [Student Workbook]

Figure 30. Coniferous quadrat (end)
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Figure 31. Deciduous qu,1clrat (start)
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Figure 32. Deciduous quadrar (Eed)
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Ground cover analysis

CONIFEROUS WOODLAND (QUADRAT FROM START OF TRANSEC T)

Species

% Coverage

Conversion To Decimal (P)

P2

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

IP

2

10

=

0.8848

Figure 33.

SIMPSON'S BIODIVERSITY INDEX = 1 - IP2

Species

CONIFEROUS WOODLAND (QUADRAT FROM END OF TRANSECT)
% Coverage

Conversion To Decimal (P)

P2

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Figure 34.

0.8848

SIMPSON'S BIODIVERSITY INDEX = 1 - IP2
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Species

DECIDUOUS WOODLAND (QUADRAT FROM START OF TRANSECT)
% Coverage

Conversion To Decimal (P)
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7
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9
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10

2

=

0.8848

Figure 35.

SIMPSON'S BIODIVERSITY INDEX = 1 - IP2

Species

DECIDUOUS WOODLAND (QUADRAT FROM END OF TRANSECT)
% Coverage

Conversion To Decimal (P)

P2

2
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4
5
6
7

8
9
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10
Figure 36.
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Activity 3 Lichen Survey

LICHEN SURVEY IN CONIFEROUS WOODLAND
2

Type

3

5

4

6

7

8

7

8

Lichen description

Tally

Total
Figure 37.

Activity 3 Leaf Yeast Analysis

LICHEN SURVEY IN DECIDUOUS WOODLAND
Type

2

4

3

5

6

Lichen description

Tally

Total
Figure 38.

YEAST SURVEY
Team

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Avg

Yeast Count from Coniferous Woodland
Yeast Count From Deciduous Woodland
Figure 39.
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2.16 Boglands

Blanket Bog on Uplands

Blanket bog is a unique natural environment and

Blanket bog covers most of the uplands of

is in short supply worldwide. Ireland has 8% of

Ireland but this was not always the case. Forest

the world's supply of blanket bog so our blanket

covered the uplands until about 4,000 years ago

boglands are of international importance.

when the climate of Ireland became wetter. The

Unfortunately only about 18% of the original

increased rainfall leached minerals such as iron

blanket bog area is left in Ireland. Blanket bogs

out of the copsoil and deposited them as an

were lost to turf cutting, afforestation, tramping

impermeable layer lower clown in the soil. The

by hill walkers, overgrazing and land

impermeable layer, known as "iron pan", did not

reclamation. Afforestation replaces the natural

allow water co seep through it so the soil layer

bogland vegetation with trees usually coniferous,

above became waterlogged. The waterlogged

which make the area more acidic. Overgrazing

conditions prevented the decay of plants when

by animals, especially sheep, destroys the

they died as most bacteria cannot survive in

vegetation and exposes the peat to the forces of

waterlogged conditions. The dead plant remains

weathering and erosion. Land reclamation often

built up to form a layer of bog across the

involves draining bogland and the application of

uplands known as "blanket bog" which

lime ro reduce the acidity of the soil. As the

continued to grow down to the present time.

bogland plants and animals are adapted to
waterlogged, acidic conditions reclamation often

Blanket bog is usually found on uplands above

destroys their habitat.

200111 with annual precipitation greater than
1200mm. Its depth ranges from 2111 up to 6m .

Tramping by hill walkers is also damaging.

Blanket bogs are very acidic with a pH value

Walking boots with their serrated soles cut up

around 4. Common plants are mosses such as

vegetation and destroy the vegetation cover.

sphagnum, heathers and cotton grass.

When the peat is exposed, it dries out and may

Blanket bogs are important for the following

be blown or washed away. Tramping also

reasons:
• They are important habitats for a unique

compacts the bog and creates a hard

group of plants, animals and insects.
• They store large quantities of water which
help to control floods in wet spells and
supply ground water to rivers in dry periods.
• They preserve within them a pollen record of
the vegetation which grew in the area since
the bog formed.

• They often preserve important archaeological
artefacts and the remains of old settlements
and field boundaries.

• They are a major feature of our landscape
and culture. The 'day in the bog' cutting turf
was an important family and social occasion.

impermeable layer known as hard pan which
assists run-off . The run-off is concentrated on
the path which becomes a small valley known as
a gulley. In wet conditions the gulley becomes a
stream bed and the processes of river erosion can
operate. As time passes the gulley is widened and
this process is called gulleying. As gulleying
exposes the bedrock the surface of the path may
become very uneven and uncomfortable to walk
on. Walkers may then start taking a new route
or they may start walking on the uneroded edges
of the path. If they choose a new route, rhey
transfer the erosion to a new location.

I�. � I
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If they walk on the edges of the existing path, it
erodes the edges and the path is widened and the
gulley enlarged.
Erosion caused by tramping usually varies with
slope. The steeper rhe slope the greater the
erosion. Path erosion is most severe on way
marked walks such as the Slieve Bloom Way or
the East Clare Way. These are called "honey
pots" because they attract walkers like a honey
pot attracts bees. They are attractive as they are
signposted and easy to follow and a lot safer
than heading off into the uplands, where the
weather can change quickly, with no signs to
guide you.
Hill walking is a healthy, educational and very
enjoyable activity bur ir is not sustainable if it is
causing the erosion and destruction of unique
habitats.

I�. ,� I

l'hoto 40. Carnivorous Sun Dew

The following are possible solutions and some of
them have been used in some areas.
• Educate hill walkers about erosion by
producing leaflets and purring up explanatory
posters along the paths, particularly at the
points most vulnerable to erosion.
• Limit access to pathways by keeping car
parks at access points small and charging for
parking in these car parks.
• Repair any damage immediately it occurs.
• Put in permanent surfaces for people to walk
on such as boardwalks made from sleepers or
stone parhs which are easy to walk on and
made from local stone so that they blend in
with the surrounding landscape.
• Remove rhe way marked walks and provide a
large number of access points to the uplands
so that walkers are spread out and not
concentrated on one path.

2.17 The Effects of Human Activity on Upland Blanket Bogland

Introduction

Information needed

This study brings together physical and human

To see if this is a blanket bog do the following:
• Determine the pH of the bog co see if the

geography to look at an environmental issue
which is quite topical in Ireland today. It can
show how human activities can impact on the
landscape and how ro minimise these impacts.
The central human activity is hill walking,
something many schools undertake as part of
their geography, physical education or outdoor
education programmes.

Hypotheses
1. The bog at site - - - - - - - is a blanker bog.
2 . The use of way marked walks causes the
erosion of upland blanket bogs.
3. The erosion effects the blanket bog.
4. The erosion of way marked walks varies with
the degree of slope.
5. Hill walkers are aware of the erosion they
cause.
6. Most hill walkers favour a particular solution
to the problem of erosion.

value is around 4.
• Find out if the annual precipitation in the
area is greater than 1200.
• Check for typical blanket bog plants sphagnum moss, heather, cotton grass,
bilberry.
• Work out the depth of the bog.
To discover if the way marked walk is eroding
the bogland do the following:
• Make a cross profile of the path to see if the
path is cutting down into the bog.
To find out if the path is affecting the bog
do the following:
• Do a 5 metre transect from the centre of
the path.
• Using a '/,m2 quadrat divided into 25 squares
work our the percentage of ground covered
by plants at metre intervals along the
transect line.

Planning and preparation
Choosing sites
Examine the relevant sheet of the Discovery
Series of Ordnance Survey maps to locate the
nearest upland way marked walk to the school.
When choosing the study location keep the
following in mind:
• Try ro choose accessible sires close ro a road
to avoid carrying a lot of equipment a long
distance.
• Choose sites above 200 metres.
• Choose a steeply sloping site and one with a
gentle slope.
For example, the sites A and Bon Map 18 are
close to a third class road and are both above
200111 in height. Site A is steeply sloping whereas
site Bis less steep.

Legend

- - - - Way Marked Walk

A Study Sites
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• Take soil samples at metre intervals along the transect line to determine their organic content.
• Measure the height of the vegetation at metre intervals along the transect lines.
To find out if slope affects path erosion do the above activities at two sites with different slopes.
To find out if hill walkers are aware of the part they play in erosion and their preferred solutions
do the following:
• Design a questionnaire like the one in the Student Workbook to gather this information.

Equipment and resources needed
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A soil resting kit and a garden trowel;
Plastic bags and labels for preserving samples;
A map showing the precipitation in Ireland which can be found in most Irish atlases;
Diagrams and photographs of rhe common blanker bogland plants as shown in the
Student Workbook;
Bamboo or steel rods to work out the depth of the bog;
A tape measure for the transect;
Metre sticks for measuring;
A builder's line or twine and a line level for surveying;
A clinometer for measuring the degree of slope;
A quadrat;
Plastic sampling bags;
Recording sheets like the ones in the Student Workbook.

Work in the Field
The following work was done at both sites.
The measurements needed to draw a cross profile of the path are taken as follows:
1. Identify the edges of the path.
2. Insert two bamboo rods into the ground at either edge of the path.
3. A builder's line or twine is stretched at right angles across the path between
the rods.

Metre sticks
Bamboo

Bamboo

Line
Level

1-., . I

Figure 40. Cctcing rhc CI"OSs profile
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4. The line level is placed on the line to ensure it is level.
5. A student measures the distance from the line to the surface of the path at 10cm intervals across the
line and calls them out to a recorder who notes them on a record sheet.
The transect is carried out as follo,vs:
l. Find the centre of the path by measuring its width and divide by two.
2. Use the tape measure to mark out five metres from the centre of the path. This is the transect line.
3. Place the quadrat on the transect line in the centre of the path and work out the percentage of the
quadrat which has vegetation cover. Each of the squares equals 4%.

Figure 41. Plan View of Transect

4. Take a soil sample at each metre along the transect. A small garden trowel can be used for this. Put
the samples into plastic bags and label them carefully as follows: "Site A sample 1 ",
"Site A sample 2" etc.
5. Use a metre stick measure the height of the vegetation at lm intervals along the line of the transect.

···
············

...
······
·
·
.
·
.
·
.
······
······

···

Figure 42. Degree of slope calculation
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6. Walk along rhe rransecr line and examine rhe planrs and try ro identify rhe species found in a blanket
bog using the phorographs and diagrams provided in rhe Student Workbook.
7. Measure our ten metres along the path. Two srudenrs position themselves at either end of the 10 111
and work our the degree of slope using clinometers.
Do all of the above observations and measurements at the two study sites.
Getting walkers to fill in the questionnaires may pose a few problems. For example if you try to
complete questionnaires on a week day at the sire you may find that there are very few walkers as most
people only walk at the weekends. There are ways arol1 11d this problem. For example, one might decide
ro do a postal survey and post the questionnaires out to a local or national rambling club such as An
6ige. Usually there is a poor response ro a postal questionnaire. Another method is ro identify people in
the local area who go hill walking and ask them ro fill in questionnaires. You could distribute
questionnaires in car park which gives access ro a way marked walk on a Sunday as this is the most
popular day for walking.

Results and presentation
Hypothesis 1 - The bog at sites A and B is a blanket bog
We rested each of the soil samples using the soil resting kit and plotted the results on a bar chart.
The pH values for both sites ranged between 3 and 5, close ro 4, which is the usual value for
blanket bog.

pH at site A and Site B
6
5
4
3
2

0

2

3

4

5

Distance from centre of path

Figure 43. pi J at Site /\ and Sire B

We checked the precipitation map and found that the annual precipitation in rhe area is 1500mm which
is well above the level needed for blanket bogs ro form.
We identified the following plants associated with blanket bogs at both the sires: sphagnum moss,

I�. •�

heather and bog cotton.
We plotted the depths of bog on line graphs.
We found the bog was very shallow. Its greatest depth was 74cms (.74 1 11) which is less than the average
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Figure 44. Depth of bog

for blanker bog bur we still felt it could be called a blanker bog.
The pH values, the plant types, rhe annual rainfall amounts all pointed ro this. The depths were less than
expected for a blanker bog bur this may be due to the fact that both sites were sloping so the processes
of mass movement might be keeping the bog shallow.

Hypothesis 2 - The use of way marked walhs causes the erosion of blanket bogs.
We drew a cross profile of the path ro see if rhe bog had been eroded.
The cross profiles showed the bog had been eroded at both sires. Ar sire A the bog had been eroded ro a
depth of 60cms which had exposed rhe bedrock. The greatest erosion was ar rhe centre of the paths and
we concluded this was where most people walked and also where most of the run-off would flow after
heavy rain. The path ar sire A was wider rhan ar site B.

figure 45. Cro» sections of the pnrh at site /\ and ,ire B

Hypothesis 3 - The erosion affects the blanket bog
Vegetation cover
As we saw above erosion had reduced rhe thickness of rhe bog. lr had also destroyed rhe bog vegerarion
in places. We plotted the results of rhe vegetation cover study onto a bar graph.
At sire A the vegetation cover was eroded completely at the centre of the path. This would facilirare rhe
action of erosive agents such as wind and running water on the soil and bedrock. The desrrucrion of the
vegetation was worse at the steeper sire. At site B ,he vegeration cover was damaged but nor
destroyed altogether.
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Percentage of vegetation cover
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Figure 46. Pcrccnragc of vegetation cover

Organic content of the soil

We wanted to find out the amount of organic material in the soil samples as an indicator of damage to
the bog. We weighed each soil sample carefully and noted the weight. Then the samples were heated over
a Bunsen burner at the maximum heat for 20 minutes and weighed the sample again. We worked out the
loss of weight and then expressed this as a percentage of the original weight. This percentage is the
amount of organic material in the soil. We plotted these results on a line graph (Figure 47).

The results of these tests show that the organic content of the soil increases away from the cenne of the
path in both cases. This is due ro an increase in vegetation cover as one moves away from the cenrre of
the path. As bogland has a high percentage of organic material a reduction in organic material is an
indication that it is being changed. Organic material holds water in the soil and encourages moisture
loving plants and the growth of bog. Reduced moisture content changes the habitat so the moisture
loving plants are no longer able to survive and may be replaced by other planrs.

�siteA

Organic content

�siteB

2
Distance from centre of the path
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Figure 47. Organic content
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The erosion of way marked walks varies with the degree of slope.
The slope at site A was 14 ° and at site B 6 °. We found that the erosion of the path was more severe at
site A with the surface of the bog more deeply gullied and wider than at site B. The vegetation cover,
organic content and depth of bog were all less at site A also. These results indicate the bog is more

eroded at the steeper site. We concluded this was because the processes of erosion such as mass

movement and river action would be more severe on the steeper slope and it would be more difficult for

damaged plants to re-establish themselves on a steep slope.

The knowledge and attitudes of hill walkers

We succeeded in completing 30 questionnaires, processed the results and presented them on graphs
(Figures 48-50). The frequency of visits was quite high with most people walking on the path at least
once a month This high frequency could contribute to the erosion. The high frequency might be because
the people we interviewed were enthusiasts rather than the general public.

Walkers believed that natural forces and animals were the main causes of path erosion. This would
indicate there is a need to create awareness of the effects of hill walking on the landscape.
Most people agreed the best solution to erosion is to put in a boardwalk to protect the vegetation

underfoot. No one favoured removing the paths and small numbers favoured education and

limiting access.

Frequency of Walks

Once a week
Once a month
■ A few times a year

Figure 48. Frequency of walks
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Causes of Path Erosion

Natural forces
■ /lnimals
Hill walkers

fipire 49. Causes of path cro,ion

Possible solutions

■ Limit access
Boardwalks
Education

Figure 50. Possible �olurion,

Note in Figure 50 there are only rhrcc scgmcnrs but in the key there arc four. The reason for rhis is tb,tr
nobody opted to "get rid of the way marked walks".

Conclusions
We concluded that walking on way marked walks did cause erosion of these paths and rhar the erosion
was more severe where rhe slope was sreep. We also concluded thar rhe blanker bogland is damaged by
the plants being physically destroyed and their habitat being changed. Most of the people who filled rhe
questionnaires were unaware of the effects of hill walking on the environment . We concluded rhar hill
walking is a very important recreational activity whicb should be encouraged but that boardwalks
should be installed. Most importantly there should be serious attempts to inform hill walkers of the

I �. . , I

important role rhey can play in rhe conservation of these precious upland blanker bogs.

2.18 Boglands [Student Workbook]

QUESTIONNAIRE
1. How often do you walk on the - - - - - - - - Way?
Once a week
Once a month
A couple of times a year

2. What do you think, is the main cause of the erosion of this path?
Natural forces
Animals
Hill walkers

3. Which of the following solutions to the erosion of hill paths do you prefer?
Limit access to the walk by restricting parking at the starting point.
Put in a boardwalk to protect the vegetation.
Get rid of the pathway and provide more access points to the mountains so
that walkers spread out across the mountains and are not concentrated on the one path.
Provide education for all path users about the causes of hill path erosion

PATH SURVEY, SITE A
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Figure 51
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PATH SURVEY, SITE B
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Figure 52
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Phoro 41. Sphagnum moss

Phoro 42. Bell heather
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Photo 43. Bog corron
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Phoro 44. Bog Island
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[The Development of Human Settlement]
2.19 Study of a Ring Fort
Introduction
In Ireland there are more than 30,000 ring forts,

Types of information required

introduced by the Celts during the Iron Age

Characteristics which define ring forts:

sometime after 600 BC. Ring forts were usually

dimensions, surface characteristics and typical

at the centre of the rnndale system of land

locations.

ownership with the in-field and out-field
arranged around them. A large number were still

Planning and preparation

in use well into the medieval period and only

Methods for collecting and gathering information

abandoned with the advent of plantations and

1. Research A: This detailed description of a ring

enclosures but survive today. Many modern

fort is from The Archaeological Inventory

farmsteads have a ring fort, indicating the

of West Cork:
• Usually named rath or lios
• Surrounded by an earthen bank

continuity of settlement and farming in an area
since at least the Iron Age.
dun, cathair, and lios feature in numerous

• A fosse or ditch outside the bank
• A diameter of 25-50 metres

placenarnes.

• If north-south and east-west diameters are

Various Irish names for ring forts such as rath,

both less than 20m, fort is circular
Choosing a topic for investigation
Ring forts are very common on the Discovery
Series OS maps and they often occur in clusters
or suites. I decided to make a deeper study of

• Usually single bank, can be double or triple
• Entrance or causeway to south-west
• Usually fairly level inside
• May have souterrains enclosed

their characteristics as they are a vital part of our

Background research into ring forts reveals they

2. Research B: Typical location:
• Usually 60-180111 above sea level
• Often on hill slopes or hill tops in lower areas
• Between uplands and lowlands

have a number of common characteristics and

• In clusters or "suites"

heritage.

Aims

locations.
The aim is to examine the extent to which this

2. Skills:

description matches examples in the landscape.

A) Studying the local OS Discovery Series map,

The objectives are:

the large scale map with the Archaeological

-

To set out clearly the characteristics of the

Survey and a different sheet from the Discovery

typical ring fort and its location;

Series for ring forts in another area.

To practice the skills/learn how to use the

B) Learning how to use the following instruments:
• Surveyor's tape to measure diameters;
• Level and ranging poles to measure height;

instruments necessary for the investigation;
-

To find a ring fort suitable for study;

-

To examine locations using OS Discovery
Series maps;

-

1-, · I

To carry out the fieldwork and record
the findings.

• Clinometer to calculate height;
• Compass to read directions;

2.19 Study of a Ring Fort

c) Learning how co map a feature and co use

hatching for the slopes

d) Preparing a computer recording sheet
(Figure 54).

Typical ring fort

Findings for ring fort at -

1. Called Rath/Lios

No evidence of this

2. Earthen bank surround

Outside bank� 1.5,

characteristics

3. Decisions on location for the investigations

3. Fosse/ditch outside

Yes. 1.0 m. high

of ring forts

4. Diameter 25 to 50 metres

45 and 43 metres

1. Called rath/lios

5. N-E & S-W Diameters

N--S 45m, E-W 43m

2. Earthen bank surround

6. Number of banks

Two

3. Fosse/ditch outside

7. Causeway at SW

4 metres, SSW of fort.

4. Diameter 25 to 50 metres

8. Level inside

Fairly level

5. N-E & S-W diameters

9. Souterrain

Maybe; slab of stone

Characteristics typical

Findings for ring fort at -

inside � 3.2m

grass covered

6. Number of banks
7. Causeway at SW
8. Level inside
9. Souterrain
Figure 54. Recording sheer

A study of the maps showed the location of the

nearest ring fort and we got the landowner's

permission co visit it. The fore is in the cownland

of-----------, near--------- , Co.--------. Using the
OS map we calculated it is 2.1 km from the

school and accessed by a boreen off a third

class road.

Data collection
Using instruments

We used the Silva compass ro go to the north

side of the fort. I stood on top of the bank and
my partner pulled the rape to the top of the

southern bank. We recorded a N-S measurement

of 45 metres and E-W of 43 metres on the sheet
(Figure 55).

Approaching the fort we had to go over a 1.5

metre bank which we measured using a tape,

level and ranging pole. Inside this was a dip or

Figure 55. Ring for recording sheer

ditch, a fosse was less than lm at its deepest.

We used a level and metre stick and found it was

3m wide at the south side.

Next was a bank, 4.2 metres high from the

bottom of the ditch, making it 3.2 metres as the

dip was about 1 metre.

Walkin(J'
" around the ditch we came to a break in
the banks with a short 4 metre path from the

outer bank to the inside of the fort. Using the

compass and standing in the approximate centre

of the fort, the break in the banks was to the

south/south west of the fort.

We judged the fort to be fairly level inside with a

slight slope co the south and found a large scone

slab inside it.

Two older people in the area said they only

knew the name "fort"; no one in rhe class found

any local who used rath or lios. "Fairy fort" was
the most common.

, _,, i
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Map 19 Locations of ring forts.

Use of secondary sources

All the forts are on steep slopes between the

The Archaeological Survey of Cork (South West)

upland and lowland areas, with a commanding

was the main source of information as to

view of the surrounding lowlands where there

location, characteristics and explanation of the

are few ring forts.

feature and we also examined the locations of
ring forts on the following Discovery Series

Om research showed that Iron Age society was a

extract (Map 19).

tribal one with extended family groups living as
"clans" in close proximity to one another in

We drew a sketch of Map 19 showing the

suites of ring forts. The clusters on the map

following on it: ring forts, standing stones and

indicate there were possibly two clans, one on

the 150 and 200 metre contours.

the western slopes of Slievereagh and another on
the northern slopes. The standing srones may

I-···I

There are 28 ring forts on this map, most in

well have been boundary stones between clans or

clusters. There is a large cluster or suite on the

signposts showing the way between settlements.

western and north-western slopes of Slievereagh

It would have been easy to communicate as they

hill with 13 in this suite and smaller suites north

were all at the same altirude roughly so

of Carraignacaubeen. All of these are above 150

routeways could follow the hill contours.

metres and some are above 200 metres, well

Our research also showed that the steep hillside

above the 180 metre limit of modern settlement.

location may have been chosen for defence and

2.19 Study of a Ring Fort

ro demonstrate presence and power over the

The fosse is 1 m deep approx.

surrounding landscape. It could also be that the

There is a break in both banks at the SSW side

hillside soils are likely ro have been lighter and

with a 4111 wide path into the fort.

easier to work than lowland.

The inside is fairly level with a slab of stone

Discussion of problems encountered

The local name is "Fairy Fort".

Measurements were difficult in the field and we

The use of illustrations, graphs, maps, tables.

could not use the clinometer for height. I could

Sketch of ring fort

calculate the angle of elevation, bur the base of

OS map of area

the bank was uneven and I could nor get the

Survey photos

distance ro the base ro complete the right angle

Diagrams of measurement methods

partially exposed.

and so could not use the can rule.
Conclusion and evaluation
The banks were not the same height all the way

Analysis and interpretation of results/ drawing

round. I took four measurements and made out

valid conclusions

the average. The same was true for the depth of

The findings show this is the typical ring fort

the ditch.

with an earthen bank and fosse.
It falls within the normal EW and NS

It is hard to calculate the widest point for the

measurements of 25-50 metres.

diameters and we had to use the compass to find

There is a break resembling the typical causeway

N-S and E-W lines. Measuring with a level,

or entry point in the SSW.

ranging pole and tape needs patience and

The fort is fairly level inside.

co-operation.

There may be a souterrain in the form of a flat,
partially covered stone slab.

Preparation of the report

It is a bivallate or double-ringed fort, one of the

The organisation of the data

more unusual types.

The findings are as follows:

The location is typical, on rop of a hill with

The ring fort is in the townland of ---------, in the

views of the surrounding area.

parish of--------, Co.-------. The grid reference is

The location of ring forts on another map
extract also supported what we had learned in

It is on the south facing slope of a hill between

our research about locations.

80-90 metres above sea level..
The NS and EW measurements are 45 and 43

The comparison with established theo,y

metres respectively.

Findings are broadly in line with the official

There are two banks separated by a fosse.

description of ring forts in the Archaeological

The outer bank is approx. 1.5m and the

Survey and their location.

inner 3.2m.

l:·�

2.19 Study of a Ring Fort

Examination of the validity of the investigation
and suggestions fo1- improvement
We believe the investigation was successful.
It involved researching archaeological literature
and OS maps, fieldwork in observation,
measurements, mapping and sketching.
The results are in keeping with descriptions
of ring forts.
A more accurate method of measuring heights
/depths of irregular objects would be an
improvement. There are so many variations in
the heights of the banks that it would be better
to take readings at regular intervals and then
get an average. We cook a few, but not in a
planned way.
le would be interesting co find out more about
the soucerrain.

I �. ., I

2.20 Study of a Monastic Site

This fieldwork could apply to the site and

Planning

functions of any local historic monument.

Methods, tools and sources for collecting and

The site criteria will vary depending on the type
of monument chosen as would the functions.

gathering information
• Soil fertility - soil test kit

We could have applied the same data collection

• Elevation of the site - 1:50,000 OS Map

methods to the castle in ruins across the river
from the Friary.

Introduction

Sheet Number 24 and obtaining the angle
of the site.
• Sketch map
• Relation co other objects - detailed site

Selecting a topic for investigation Topic:

measurement using measuring rape, trundle

Historic settlement in rural areas - by studying

wheel or land chain

the site and functions of Rosserk Friary on the
estuary of the River Moy, near Ballina,
Co. Mayo.
Hypothesis or Aim or Objectives
• To identify the factors which influence
the choice of location of a named
historic monument;
• To examine the past and present functions
of a hist0ric building;
• To practice a range of geographical skills
Map interpretation (grid references,
measuring, and sketching)
-

Photograph analysis

-

Data collection

-

Report planning

-

Analysis and presentation of results
and conclusions

• Photograph analysis and taking local
photographs
• Historic sources from local library
• Interview with a local historian
Students will use a wide variety of skills to
integrate subjects across the curriculum.
• Map reading
• Mathematical calculations
• Constructing charts and graphs
• Fieldwork equipment
• IT skills (word processing, data bases,
spreadsheets, internet)
• Photograph interpretation (satellite, aerial
phoro, weather)
• Interviewing skills

Exemplar
"I located the site of the Friary on the 1:50,000

Types of information needed
• Soil fertility
• Elevation of the site
• Relation of site co other objects in
the local area
• Accessibility of the site
• History of the Friary

Map Sheet Number 24. The grid reference was
G 254 252 and l calculated the distance from the
school to the site using a piece of paper and a
ruler and the map scale. It is 7.7 kilometres. T his
was not coo far and it was easily accessible with
a third class road running up

tO

the Friary.

• Functions of the Friary

EJ

2.20 Study of a Monastic Site
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We invited a local historian to our class and
prepared questions to ask him. We felt that he
might have a lot of the local oral history and
traditions associated with the Friary."
I borrowed the soil test kit from the geography
room and did a practice test on some of the soil
on the school grounds. Our teacher had
previously shown us how to use it. I also
practiced using the measuring tape and

ll•lap 20. Rosserk Friary area

I looked up the history of the Friary in Dear Old
Ballina by Terry Reilly. It was in chapter 14,
page 135. I noted a photograph of the Friary on
page 133. It showed me that the site was very
close to the River Moy.

1-., , I

Photo 45. Rosscrk Friar)'

land chain.
We divided up into class groups to prepare the
fieldwork. My group was responsible for
preparing the worksheets. I helped design some
of the worksheets we would be using on the clay
e.g. the sketch map sheet .

2.20 Study of a Monastic Site
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Figure 56. Rosserk FriMy

I made up a clinometer from a protractor and a
weight on a string and using some ranging poles
I prncrised using it in the school grounds."

Soil Sample
"I used a small spade to get a little sample of
soil from close to the river side of the Friary. I
put a little of it into one of the syringes which

Collection of Data:

came with the kit and I placed a piece of filter

Exemplar

paper in it. I added a special chemical

Angle of the Site

(universal indicator) to the syringe and pressed

"I placed three ranging poles 20 metres apart

the plunger down to get the liquid to pass

along the front of the Friary. I used the

through the sample of soil. I collected the

measuring tape to get the correct distance

solution as ir left the syringe and noted its

between them. I pointed a clinometer from one

colour. I compared it with a colour chart in rhe

pole to another using the colour ed stripes as a

kit which gave me the value for rhe pH of

guide. I looked where the weight and string fell

the soil."

along the clinometer and I noted the angle on
my work sheets. I did this at two poles to get an

Records of field observations

average. I repeated this task at a little hill west of

Relation of rhe sire to other aspects of rhe local

the Friary and wrote down rhe angles on my

landscape.

work sheets."

I �. , , I

2.20 Study of a Monastic Site

"I drew a derailed sketch map of rhe sire noting the position of the Friary in relation ro other aspects of
the landscape and I took some photographs of the site with a digital camera."

WORKSHEET

Here is an example of a simple worksheet appropriate ro rhis type of fieldwork.

Equipment: ranging poles, clinomete1� measuring tape, and worksheet.
• Place the ranging poles at intervals of 20 metres
• Using the clinometer work our rhe angles between the poles
•

·
·
·
t
Record the angles

Angle A

••••

r•••••
Angle B

••• ••

•'

Figure 57. Using a clinometer

Angle A
Angle B
A+B=
A + B -e- 2 = Angle of slope

"I visited the local library and consulted the local history file and the local history books already
mentioned. I also searched the internet for the information on Rosserk Friary and was surprised it was
referred to on so many sires. It soon became clear that the Friary was considered to be important. A very
useful sire I found was the American Franciscans' at www.franciscanfriarsror.com.
The visit of the local historian was very interesting as he brought rhe history of the Friary to life telling
many stories from the local oral tradition that did nor appear in the books.
We learned a lot from this activity about how to organise a visit by someone from outside the school and
the importance of the oral tradition stored in people's memories."

I�. .,. I

2.20 Study of a Monastic Site

"We rook the angle of the hill for comparison. It
was 5° and 7° making a total of 12° giving an
average of 6° . This is a much steeper slope and
would have made construction very difficult. It
does provide shelter from westerly winds during
the winter making the site more comfortable."
Soil Sample
"The chemical from the syringe turned a reddish
pink colour, indicating the soil was slightly acid
and probably fertile. I also observed that the
river was very close by and this would make the
Photo 46. Hill beside Friary

Conclusion and Evaluation
Exemplars

Angle of the Site
"The angles of the sire close to the Friary were 2"
and 1 ". This gives a total of 3°. I divided this by
2 to get the average which worked out at 1.5°.
This is very small and I concluded that the friars
picked this part of the site, as it was very flat
and ideal for building.

Photo 47. View of River Moy from the top of the Fri�r y

soil alluvium, which is very fertile.
I concluded that the friars needed to grow their
own food and that this site would be ideal
because of the fertile soiI."

Relation of the site to other aspects of the local
landscape.
"I noted how carefully they had chosen their site
from my observations, sketch map and
photographs. My conclusion was that the
proximity of the site to the river was crucial for
transport, agriculture and fishing. The Moy is

1-. �I

2.20 Study of a Monastic Site

Photo 48. Latrine

Photo 49. Latrine outflow

still a very famous salmon river. The friars would

The Friary was burnt in 1590 by the Governor

easily have been able to trap large numbers of

of Connacht, Richard Bingham, and was never

salmon close by. They would also have been able

restored to its former use. Today the main

to use the river for transport. The presence of the

function of the friary is tourism. It is one of the

castle in ruins on a headland on the opposite

most important antiquities in Co. Mayo and is

bank demonstrated that transport must have

advertised as one of the county's major tourist

been important on the river in historic times as it

attractions."

needed the protection of a castle. Another reason
could be the presence of latrines on the river side
of the Friary the water from the river could be
used to wash the waste away."

History and functions of the Friary
"From my research I found out the following.
The Friary was built in the Gothic style by the
Joyce family for the Franciscan friars around
1460. It is one of the most famous and best
preserved Franciscan friaries in Ireland. The
friars looked after the poor and sick. They also
provided education and are believed to have
kept Irish culture alive through this aspect of
their work."
"The functions of the Friary were religious,
health, education and charity. The friars would

l�. . . I

also have been farmers and fishermen.
Phoro 50. Gorhic wmdow

2.20 Study of a Monastic Site
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2.21 A Building Age and Condition Survey of a Local Urban Area

The growth and development of any town or

•

(tourist information offices).

city is clearly seen in its building styles. The
many aspects of a building, e.g. differing

•

architectural styles, numbers of chimney pots,
size of glass panes and the use of handmade or

Great Houses and Gardens Guide 2004
The Irish landscape in Photographs and
Maps, Patrick O' Dwyer

•

Old photographs of the study area from

industrially produced bricks reflect

books, local newspapers or privately owned

craftsmanship, technology and wealth of an era.

materials, Lawrence Collection of old
photographs in the National Library.

Aims

•

1. To identify age of buildings in the survey area
or catchment area of the school;

Buildings of Irish Towns, Treasures of
Everyday Architecture, P. & M. Shaffrey

•

Revise Junior Certificate Hisrory books and
Junior Certificate and Leaving Certificate Art

2. To record and draw characteristic

History textbooks

architectural features;
3. To identify changes in building styles and
building materials through time;
4. To record the physical condition of buildings

Methods of investigation
•

in different eras through a building

on changes they have seen and any memories

quality survey;

they have on the building types/owners and
that of their parents. Do they have old

5. To observe, draw and calculate the most

photographs of the area?

common fan light design in the study area.
•

distinct i.e. differences in doors, windows,

• Town plan map, 1:1,000 of survey area
• Archival material on demesnes/land
holding system
Research architecture and building styles for

Brainstorm students on which characteristics
make building styles/ architecture look

Information needed to complete
the investigation

•

Interview older members of the community

roofs, walls/fences in their locality etc. What
are the differences in house styles where
students live?
• Are there large houses houses surrounded by

the different eras in Ireland's past; ENFO

farms/parkland or more recent housing

briefing sheets on Georgian, Victorian, and

developments in the local area?

modern towns; 18, 19 and 20 cover Georgian
Dublin, Victorian Dublin and Modern
Dublin. Architecture is similar throughout the
country but the greatest variety is in Dublin.

•

Become familiar with house types: detached,
semi-detached, terraced, villa

• The main primary source will be direct
observation in the field.

• Library books charting the buildings of the
local area

Planning and Preparation

•

Heritage Council guides to the local area

1. Identify a suitable area for study. Is it easily

•

Photographs and drawings in this book to
help in identification

1-"U
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accessible, safe and close ro the school?
2. Are the students familiar with the study area?

2.21 A Building Age and Condition Survey of a Local Urban Area

3. Purchase a Town Plan (1:1,000) map of the
smvey area. Draw a sketch map of the main
features on the Town Plan. Make three copies
for each group, two for the field and one for
follow up in class.

• Survey Sheets lA-10 need two people ro
record building age characteristics.
• Another 2 people record building quality for
the same building on Survey Sheet 2.
• The fifth member will identify fanlight type,

4. Research primary and secondary sources, as

recorded onto Survey Sheet 3 (Figure 65),
describing and drawing any unlisted fanlight

outlined above, on architecture styles.
5. Teachers need to inform students of the most
common and expected building designs in

designs onto the remaining space.
•

Fifth and sixth members draw sketches of

each of the study areas on the Town Plan

some buildings to show differences in

map. Only survey a limited number of houses

building styles with age and take a photo of

if in an esrate/developmenr.

each building drawn. They should also

6. Use Smvey Sheets lA-lD (Figures 59, 61, 63,
64) to identity specific characteristic features

photograph different fanlights.
• The last group member marks the rown plan

for each era in the field, modify where

map for each building, with the pre-selected

necessary to suit your survey area.

code for the bL1ilding era agreed. This will

7. Familiarise yourself with building design
using picture and photo guides to record
building age.
8. Ask your art teacher for help with building

later have a colour code ro match the number
code for the base map in the classroom.
• Organise pencils, paper, clipboard, camera
and plastic covers for survey sheers.

styles most commonly found in the
study area.
9. Discuss indicators which will help in
recognising the condition/quality of buildings.
Use or modify Survey Sheet 2 (Figme 63) as
a guide.
10.Use building and fanlight
photographs/drawings in field investigation
pack to help with identification.

Building Codes for Use with Sketch of
Town Plan Map
l. Georgian Buildings = G
Green
2. Vicrorian/Edwardian Buildings = V
Red
3. Post-War Buildings= 1950 -1980 W
Yellow
4. Present Day Buildings= 1980 - 2004 P

Survey and record sheet for the field
investigation

Purple

Survey sheers lA-1D and 2 can be used ro
quickly record all aspects of building age, quality
and fan lights.
• The investigation will work more effectively
with at least 8 to a group, working as a ream.
Each group needs to survey at least 30
buildings.

I�-· � I

2.22 Building Characteristics

Phoro 52. Nco-classical sr)'lc of building

1. GEORGIAN ARCHITECTURE 1770's - 1840's
This is a neo-classical style inspired by classical Greek and Roman buildings. The architects looked ro
classical antiquities and archaeological discoveries of Rome and Pompeii for inspiration.
Earliest fanlights were made from timber but soon elaborate curved patterns and designs emerged with
strong slender metal glazing bars
Later Georgian buildings inspired by discoveries in Greece became fashionable in the early 19th century.
Shallow pediments, less segmented and plain fanlights, windows sef in shallow arched recesses were
characteristics of this period. Door cases/,vays were free standing with Doric or Ionic columns.

1-,ul

2.22 Building Characteristics

Classic Georgian
Sash Windows

Brick Front

Granite Steps

Iron Railings

I Georgian Door
Panelled Door

Fanlight

Column or Pillar

Foot Scrape

Figure 58. Cla,sic Georgian hou,c

Sidelight

1-·�J

2.22 Building Characteristics

SURVEY SHEET 1 (A) GEORGIAN
BUILDING NUMBER
Ornamental fanlight above front door
Plain fanlight above door
Ionic or doric pillars/columns either side of front door
Panelled solid front door
No porch
Terrace of buildings
Detached
Basement
Hand-made red brick and cut granite
Windows: small panes with thin glazing bar
Three stories with large windows
Top floor with small windows
Iron balcony railings
Wide granite steps
Overlooking a green square/park enclosed in iron railings
Iron railings to front
Wide street to the front
Sculptures/statues (usually on public buildings)
Ornate plasterwork on high ceilings (if visible from the street)
Marble fireplaces (if visible from the street)
Slate roof
Large chimney stack.
Count number of chimney pots
Total Number of buildings in survey area
Figure 59.
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3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

2.22 Building Characteristics

Phoro 53. A Victorian ,rylc hou,c

VICTORIAN 1840 - 1890 AND EDWARDIAN 1890 - 1918.

Victorian architecture is a mixture of different historic architectural styles, including Gothic, Tudor,

Elizabethan and Classical. The Gothic style was very popular in Ireland's Vicrorian era. Bay and sash
windows with larger panes of glass distinguish this era from the Georgian.

t
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2.22 Building Characteristics

Photo 54. An Edwardian srylc house

EDWARDIAN ARCHITECTURE 1890 - 1918

Edwardian style was a revolt against the mass production and pomp of the Victorian era.

The Edwardian era still continued ro use some Victorian ideas bur is different in its use of timber
boarded doors, leaded casement windows, some small paned sash windows, porches, verandas, tiled
roofs with wide overhanging eves and late Georgian style plain fanlights.

r:9. 134'

2.22 Building Characteristics

Victorian House

Chimney Pot
Finial

J. .I.

Crest on the
RidgeTile
.........

Bow Window

Ventilation Brick

l•I I

♦ ◄o

Figure 60. A Victorian house

-l
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2.22 Building Characteristics

SURVEY SHEET l(B) VICTORIAN/EDWARDIAN
Building number
Square or round doorway
Square or round plain fanlight
Solid front door - Victorian
Upper panel of front door in ornate glass and ornate glass
- panels either side of door - Edwardian
No porch - Victorian
Porch - Edwardian
Yellow brick above windows - Victorian
Granite window sills and lintels - Edwardian
Bay window
Sash Windows. Wooden frames around large panes of glass
Some windows leaded.
Two storey
Terraced
Detached
Semi-detached
Villa
Basement
Red/yellow terracotta tiles in moulded detail or as ornamental
- panels on brick facades, often above windows
Decorative bri ckwork where roof meets walls
Industrial red brick
Painted cement
Wooden beams attached to fa,;:ade to fill space of high
- pointed eves
Small front garden with iron railings
No driveway/path to front door
Modern built driveway taking all of narrow front garden
Large front garden with parking for many cars, iron railings
Garage accessed by lane behind house.
Tiled roof.
Decorative ridge tile on roof top
Count number of chimney pots

[�. , , I

Cast iron fireplaces (if accessible)
Total number of buildings in survey area
Figure 61
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3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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2.22 Building Characteristics

Photo 55. A post-war house
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2.22 Building Characteristics

Modern House

Tiles
Casement Window

. ; r----------

Garage
Sunrise Door

I . . , .l

Figure 62. A modern house

Ventilator

I

2.22 Building Characteristics

BUILDING NUMBER
Half glass panel front door

SURVEY SHEET 1(C) POST - WAR
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Large single pane, metal/wooden window frames,
- with side openings; many PVC replacement windows
Two storey
Garage {perhaps converted into another room but record as garage)
Driveway parking for 2 cars
Walled front garden {1960's}
Redbrick
Pebbledash
Painted cement
Half redbrick/cement/pebbledash
Semi-detached
Detached
Terraced
Otten a row of shops incorporated into terrace of houses
Built facing a main road {1950/60's)
Large back garden
Housing estate of uniform building design (1970/80's)
Open plan gardens with fences or few garden
- walls {1970/80's)
Lack of landscaping
Large residents playing green nearby (1970/80's)
Small chimney stack perhaps 2
Count number of chimney pots
Total number buildings in survey area
Figure 63
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2.22 Building Characteristics

Photo 56. A new hou�c

LATE 1980's - PRESENT
With the connection of most of the country to natural gas many newer houses do not have fireplaces
for solid fuel, therefore no need for a chimney, only a vent in the roof for natural gas ventilation.
Some have chimneys bur are purely decorative or as a vent for natural gas boilers which may be built
into the fireplace.
Many new houses copy designs from previous eras and the majority are in housing developments.

[-.,·�
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SURVEY SHEET 1(D) LATE 1980's - PRESENT
BUILDING NUMBER
Solid wood/PVC front door
PVC, wooden. windows, leaded, panelled, plain
Housing development
Individual detached house
Varying house design, many Neo-Georgian, Victorian
- and Edwardian influences in design
Red brick
Painted cement
Pebble dash
Semi-detached
Detached
Driveway with parking for one car
No garage
Open plan gardens with fences rather than garden walls
Well landscaped paths and grounds
Older trees maintained
Less rigid street design with many side streets and
- houses at different angles
Cul de sac
Large playing green.
One narrow chimney stack
Small vent/pipe type chimney
Count number of chimney pots
Total number of buildings in survey area
Figure 64
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6
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2.22 Building Characteristics

SURVEY SHEET 2: BUILDING QUALITY/CONDITION

This survey sheet is to be used for the same buildings used for Building Age Survey Sheets.
Look carefully at each building and give it a value for each of the items in the table below.
None

Little

Some

Much

Deterioration of walls

0

3

5

Paint peeling

0

2

3

Displaced roof material

0

5

9

Broken glass in windows

0

3

7

Broken gutters/drainpipes

0

3

7

Structural damage, e.g. cracks in walls

O

3

6

11

Rotting timber

O

2

4

8

Sagging roof

O

2

6

10

Figure 65. Building condition sheer

After the work is completed in the field formulate results for quality/condition by adding together the
points awarded for each building and subtract the total from 60. The following general points can be
made from your results.
Score

Condition of building

5o-60

Good/ excellent

4()-49

Satisfactory

30-39

Unsatisfactory

20-29

Action needed to improve structure

Below20

Need to demolish or rebuild

Figure 66. Recording sheer

SURVEY SHEET 3: FANLIGHT DESIGN

Fanlights and rectangular overlights are one of the most attractive elements of historic houses and many
and varied range of designs can be seen throughout the country. The decorative yet practical openings
were placed above solid unglazed front doors to allow light inro the hallway. Sidelights were used later
to provide additional lighting in wide entrance halls and often glazed in a similar style to the fanlight.
The earliest fanlights were made from wood but by the Georgian period metal compounds of iron and
lead were replacing timber glazing bars. These strong metals could be manipulated into intricate curved

1-.,., I

patterns while additional decoration could be added using soldered pieces of lead to the design.

2.22 Building Characteristics

By the early 19th century the taste had changed to a plainer fanlight with simple curved design, rather
than radiating designs. The size of the fanlight also decreased as ceiling heights lowered. Between 1820
and 1850 the use of coloured, stained and painted glass was popular.
By the mid-19th century onwards, decorative fanlights were replaced with large single panes of glass in
all building designs.

M id-18th century

Henvy wooden spokes - S,h. fYedtrick Strut

Late 18th century

l'ttals - Firzu,il/uun Square

Straight lines - flrzwilliam Square

Amh�mirm - Humt Srru:

Uardrops - Hqusbury Str((t

Figure 67. Sryles of fonlighr in Dublin houses

Source: Period I louses, a Conscrvarion Guidance Manual, Dublin Civic Trusr, 200 I
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2.22 Building Characteristics

Fieldwork
• Ensure each group knows the tasks assigned
to them.
• Ensure each group knows the building eras
most commonly found in their study area.
• Ensure each group has enough copies of
survey sheers l, 2 and 3.
• Allow time for each group ro walk to the
survey area and assign more buildings to the
group closest to the school.
• Allow each group enough time tO survey their
allocated area.
• Carefully fill out the survey sheers working as
a ream.
• Discuss and record any problems
encountered.
• Draw and phorograph any fanlight designs
nor shown on the survey sheer.
Preparation of Report
• Each group member will transfer their

recordings from their section of rhe survey

area onto the complete Town Plan base map
in class.
• Onto this map, transfer building age letter
code as colour code. (Each building change
will be clearly seen with a colour change.)
• Calculate totals for each building age/era with
a bar graph showing this information.
• Draw up a pie chart tO show percentage of
each building age in the whole srudy area.
•

Looking at rhe colOLired building age map sec
is there a pattern relating to distance from the
rown centre.

• Present near drawings of different building
ages/eras alongside phoros from older sources
•

• Display coloured map, bar/pie charts, survey
sheer tables, drawings and photographs on
notice board.
• Discuss reasons for distinctive changes in
aspects of building design. For example,
fewer chimney pots, changing window size,
removal of fanlights from design, absence of
garages, change in garden size.
• Work our the quality/condition for each
building in the different survey areas. Use the
formula at the base of Survey Sheet 2
(Figure 65).
•

Draw a pie chart ro show building/condition
quality changes for the different survey areas.

• Docs building quality/condition correlate with
irs age?
• Display phoros and drawings of the most
commonly occurring fanlight design.

Conclusions and Evaluation
Each group should formulate the percentage of
each bl1ilding era in their specific study area.
• Docs building age/sryle change with distance
from town centre?
• What was the most common fanlight design?
• Why were particular building eras/styles
absent from an area?
• Did any buildings seem misplaced?
• Why is a particular style of architecture or
building present/absent in rhc study area?
• Is the study area an old or modern
urban area?
• Which aspects of the study would you
change and why?
• Do aspects of the topic require further study?
• Is there any need to conserve our old

and from field trips.

buildings and look after the derails and

Identify rhe most common building era type

changes in townscape?

in each group study area and in the area
as a whole.

2.23 A Study of a Landed Estate

Photo 57. A typical landed esrare house

Geographical context
landed estates have played a major role in the

development of rural Ireland for centuries.

Examples of these houses and parklands can be
found in every part of the country. They form a
major part of our heritage. T hese estates were

• To survey the origins of the house's building
materials, furniture and fittings;
• To evaluate the role of a landed estate in
local touri m;
• To sample the impact of tourism on a
landed estate.

usually developed in association with a local
town or village and hence have greatly
influenced urban structures, patterns and
distribution in Ireland. Even today their impact
on local towns and villages through tourism and
recreation is notable. A study in this area will
help students to relate to material in elective unit
5 (Patterns and Processes in rhe Human
Environment) of the Revised leaving Certificate.

Planning : Preparation of work to be

carried out
• I :50,000 OS map of the area in question
(available in newsagenrs).
• I :5,000 Town Plan available from libraries or
the Town/County Council.
• Maps of the estate and town/village over rime
showing the gradual development of the area.
The local or county library usually keeps such

Aims and hypothesis
• To establish the reasons for rhe location of
the house and its relationship wirh rhe rown
by plotting in the main streets, buildings and
topography on a blank map along a
walking route;

records. In addition books derailing rhe
history of the esrare and rown ma)' be
available there.
• Opening rimes/seasons, booking
arrangemenrs, availability of a guide,
entry charge;

2.23 A Study of a Landed Estate

Map 2 I. Ballycastlc village

• Plan of walking route.
• Drafting an inventory sheer ro record origins of building materials, furniture and fittings.
• Drafting of traffic survey sheets to record car and pedestrian traffic entering the estate.
•

Drafting a questionnaire survey form to collect information from tourists and guidelines
for survey methods.

• Camera/ camcorder ro record evidence of economic/recreational activities on the estate.

Collection of Data
Activity 1 involves mapping out the major human and physical features of the town/village to try and
establish the reasons for the location of the house and the layout of the town/village. On our A3 size
blank map of the area we marked in all the important buildings and topographical features along our
planned walking route. Heights at various points are marked on the rown plan or OS map.
Activity 2 involves sampling the building materials, furniture and fittings of the house ro try and
establish their local, national or international origins which we felt was important in heritage
appreciation. This activity is undertaken on a tour of the interiors of the house. Using an inventory
sheet (sample below) and information from a guide, record the origins of items.
Before beginning, make sure you have the permission of the estate owner/manager. You will need their
help t◊ complete the inventory sheet

1-•W·
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INVENTORY SHEET

Source of stone

Local

Elsewhere in Ireland

11111

1111111

Foreign

Carpets

11111

Tables

1111111

1111

1111111

11111

11111111

111111111

Cabinets

II

Chairs/couches
Paintings

111111

1111111111

Wallpaper/
wall silks

111111

1111

Ornaments
e.g. ceramics
clocks

111111111111

11111111111

111111111111111111

Total

26

63

44

Average

20%

47%

33%

Figure 68. Sample inventory sheet of hou e materials, furniture and fittings

Activity 3 involves collecting information from tourists/visitors to the estate in the form of a
questionnaire survey. The survey has two parts. The first section simply records origin, age and sex. The
second pan is a bi-polar analysis where the interviewer reads a statement and asks the respondent if they
agree or disagree on the scale provided. A sample survey is provided below but the scope for questions
is much larger.

I -�.,., I
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SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY
Origin

local
Other Irish
EU
Other

Sex

Male
Female

Age

-25
25-65
65+

Transport

On foot
Bike
Car
Coach

Did you purchase anything in the local town?

yes

Best thing about the estate.
Worst thing about the estate.

gardens
Traffic

011

ave1111e

Bi-polar Analysis (Positive answers denote the importance of the estate)
(Disagree -1, -2 Agree 1, 2 )
Mark the number which reflects the direct ion and strength of your opinion.

I often visit estates/castles.

-2 -1 0'\2

I would pay €5 admission to visit an estate/castle.

-2 -1 tl_ 1 2

This estate is the most important tourist attraction in this area.

-2 -1 0 1 '&_

I only visited the area to see the house/castle.

-2 -1 0 '\2

Score = +4, for this respondent the estate is an important reason for visiting this area. Calculate the score for
each sheet and then find the average. Is it + or -.
Figure 69.
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Activity 4 involves raking a traffic census of all vehicles and pedestrians entering the estate at the entry
gate to the estate. This data can be used to estimate the tourism value of the estate and also as a measure
of the impact of tourism on the quality of the experience.

TRAFFIC COUNT 1: 11-11.30 AM
Traffic Type

Motorcycles/Scooters

Cars

Vans/Minibuses

Tally

1111

111111111111

11111

1111111

Total

4

12

5

7

Lorries/Buses Tractors

Pedestrians

Figure 70.

TRAFFIC COUNT 2: 3-3.30 PM
Traffic Type

Motorcycles/Scooters

Cars

Vans/Minibuses

Lorries/Buses Tractors

Pedestrians

Tally

1111111

111111111111111

II

Ill

11111111111

Total

7

15

2

3

11

Average

5.5

13.5

3.5

2

9

%

16%

40%

10%

6%

26%

Figure 71.

Figure 72.

Activity 5 involves assessing the economic and recreational activities within the estate. On a blank
outline map of the estate the students mark in the different land use areas and the activities associated
with each land use. Photographic evidence is also t1seful as it gives a clear record of the diversity of the
estate's grounds.
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Map 22. Estate economic and recreational activities

Total employment on the estate is -11..._.

The house is an important repository of Irish

From our mapping exercise on the location of

from a heritage perspective and with 20% made

Results / Conclusions

known, were made in Ireland. This is important

buildings and t◊pography we concluded that the

locally the house is a valuable showcase of crafts

beside the river. The site is on the floodplain but

From our questionnaire survey we estimated that

location for the house was chosen for scenic

reasons. It is located to the west of the t◊wn

sits on a higher contour than the rest of the

area. The town was laid out on the other side of

the river in a north westerly direction away from
the estate. This was probably to prevent the

now lost to the area.

31 % of visit◊rs were local people showing the

role the estate plays as an amenity and 43%

were from other parts of Ireland. This clearly

shows the value of the estate for tourism. 25%

setting of the house being compromised t◊ other

were from the other EU states. In our bi-polar

the estate residents. The other main buildings

that the estate is an important draw on t◊urists.

buildings. The church was located at the top of

main street close to the estate for easy access by

were located along the main street. The NW end

E3

crafts. 67% of all items, whose origins were

of the town is much plainer indicating that
poorer people lived there. Most new

development is at this end of the town.

analysis when we averaged the score of all

respondents we got a value of +4. This indicates

It shows that tourists place a high priority on the

estate as part of their holiday. 60% of those who

arrived on foot were from other EU states.

2.23 A Study of a Landed Estate

65% of respondents named traffic disturbance as

the worst thing about the estate.

Fishing, gaming, and golf add to the attractions

as well as the walks and gardens of the estate.
Employment is provided by all as well as the

Every 30 minutes, on average 13 cars, 3

coffee shop and plant shop. Total employment

important part of the estate's recreational value

80% of visitors made purchases in rhe

vans/minibuses, and 2 lorries/coaches pass up
the avenue to the estate. T he avenue is an

but is an unpleasant aspect for a majority of

visitors. A car/coach park outside the entrance
is needed.

was found to be 32 people all of which is

supported by tourism and recreational visitors.
local town.
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2.24 A LANDED ESTATE [STUDENT WORKBOOK]

Activity 1 Relationship between town and house
In the box provided below plot the main streets of the town/village (like Map 2'1 ), Then as you follow a
walking route around the town/village mark in the important buildings and topographical features

Map 23: Main streets and buildings of the town

2.24 A LANDED ESTATE [STUDENT WORKBOOK]

Activity 2 Survey of materials and furnishings
In the spaces provided place a tick for each item for which the origin has been identified.
Local

Elsewhere in Ireland

Foreign

Source of stone
Carpets
Tables
Cabinets
Chairs/couches
Paintings
Wallpaper
wall silks
Ornaments
eg ceramics,
clocks
Total
Average
Figure 73. Sample inventory sheet of house marerials, furniture and firrings
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Activity 3 Sample questionnaire survey on role of the house in rourism

The students should draw up a list of questions and draft a questionnaire survey.
Each student in the class should conduct one questionnaire survey. The results are later collated across
the whole class and percentages for each category are calculated. The sample below and Figure 66 may

help to guide this process.

Origin

QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY

Local
Other Irish
EU
Other

Sex

Male
Female

Age

-2 5
25-65
65+

Transport

On foot
Bike
Car
Coach

Did you purchase anything in the local town?
Best thing about the estate.
Worst thing about the estate.

Bi-polar Analysis (Positive answers denote the importance of the estate)
(Disagree -1, -2 Agree 1, 2 )
Mark the number which reflects the direction and strength of your opinion.

I�. .� I

I often visit estates/ castles.

-2 -1 0 1 2

I would pay €5 admission to visit an estate/castle.

-2 -1 0 1 2

This estate is the most important tourist attraction in this area.

-2 -1 0 1 2

I only visited the area to see the house/castle.

-2 -1 0 1 2

Figure 74

2.24 A LANDED ESTATE [STUDENT WORKBOOK]

Activity 4 Traffic count

Use the rabies below to conduct two half hour traffic surveys.

TRAFFIC COUNT 1: 11-11 .30 AM

Traffic Type

Motorcycles/Scooters

Cars

Vans/Minibuses

Lorries/Buses Tractors

Pedestrians

Tally

Total

TRAFFIC COU T 2: 3-3.30 PM
Traffic Type

Motorcycles/Scooters

Cars

Vans/Minibuses

Lorries/Buses Tractors

Pedestrians

Tally

Total

Average
%
Figur� 75.
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2.24 A LANDED ESTATE [STUDENT WORKBOOK]

Activity 5 Land use
Draw in an outline map of the estate grounds similar to Map 22. On this map mark in the location of all
forms of economic and recreational activity discovered on the estate

Map 24. EsttltC economic and recreational activities.

I�. . . I

What is the total em ployment on the estate? _____

2.25 Industrial Change

There is a grear wealth of indusrrial archaeology

To rest rhis hypothesis a study is made of an old

in rhe Irish landscape. Many of rhese old mills

industrial building and irs site. A study is also

and facrories are prorecred srrucrures with some

made of a modern industrial sire . Then the rwo

finding a new lease of life as apartments,

are compared. This study is based on old maps,

shopping malls, heritage centres ere. They are

planning maps, photographs, directories and any

good indicators of change and ofren exemplify

orhcr available resources such as local history

how sertlements are continuously developing.

books. The fieldwork involves visiting borh sires
ro examine the buildings and their sires.

Geographical Context
Indusrry is an important copic in economic

Planning

geography as is rhe concept of urban growth and

• Students visit the local branch library in

development. Industry also can have major
impacts on the quality of the environment both

search of resources on local manufacturing

in terms of physical and visual pollution.

industry roday and in the past.
• Students choose an old and a modern

Sources

industrial building to study.
• They draw a base map which shows the old

Various editions of the 1:10,560 (six inch)

industrial buildings and the area as it was ar

map (Maps 25 and 26). Planning maps showing

the rime the map \Vas drawn. The srudenrs'

the present functional zones

job will be to update the map in the field

Planning Acts 1963 & 2000

showing which buildings have been removed

Local history files and books in branch libraries

and classifying the ones that remain.

Protected Structures,
Heritage Council Briefing Paper
Aerial phorographs
Old directories such as Piggott's and Thom's.

• They will also try ro dace the building by
looking at its style and building marerials
and comparing these with handouts on
industrial architecture.
• They will determine rhe sources of power.

Introduction

For this they will be looking for the remains

Ir is important ro ensure students had a good

of mill wheels, millraces, railraces, weirs and

knowledge of the factors which influence the

large indusrrial chimneys, borh on rhe map

location of manufacturing industry such as: site,
labour supply, power supply, transport,
government legislarion etc. One could also revise
the changes in the location of the British iron
and steel industry covered in rhe Junior
Certificate Geography Syllabus

and in the field.
• They will draw up record sheets for a sire
survey from which they will derermine the
relief of rhe sire.
• They will draw up questionnaires for rhe
owners of the modern indusrry rhey will visir
to find out why they located on rhis

Hypothesis
"As manufacturing industry develops it needs
different site characrerisrics so ir is forced ro
change location."

particular sire.

2.25 Industrial Change

Photo 58. Old mdu,tnal '1tC hc,1<k nvcr
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2.25 Industrial Change

Photo 59. Congested sire of mill and brewery
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2.25 Industrial Change

Photo 60. Old mill converted to offic.,,

Photo 61. :'\IO(krn 111du,trial "I<'
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2.25 Industrial Change

GATHERING INFORMATION
Site 1: An Old Industrial Building

• Teacher shows students how ro orient rhe

Site 2 Modern Industry

• Base maps can be drawn from planning maps
or I: 1000 OS maps.

base map in the field using local landmarks.

•

The teacher ensures that each srudenr is able

• Students draw rhe modern factory raking nore
of building materials, number of sroreys,

ro relate the map ro the landscape.
• The students first examine rhe site carefully
up-daring rhe map as they go. They cross our

Land use can be shaded on the base map.

sources of power, ere.
• They take photographs ro record the

buildings that have disappeared and fill in

building materials (see Photograph 61).

those which have been added (see Maps 27

• They rake a slope transect across the sire.

and 28).

• Students complete their questionnaires.

• Students look for evidence of power sources

Questions should include sources of power,

such as millraces. Students mark and name

sources of labour, transport, markers and the

these on the map indicating whether they are

reasons for choosing this location.

111

use or not.

• Students complete a slope transect across the
site to determine the slope of the land and ro

RESULTS AND CO CLUSIONS

help identify physical features.
• Students draw rhe buildings identifying rhe
materials the buildings are made from and

Site 1: An old industrial building
•

and land uses. List the changes in buildings

noting these on their drawings.
• Using a checklist or an annotated diagram of
the common features on 18th and 19th

and land uses shown by the maps.
• Using the field drawings, maps and
photographs as evidence students discuss how

century industrial buildings the students can
try ro dare rhe building.
Checklisr might include the following:
-

they think the industry functioned.
• Dare the buildings using evidence from rhe
drawings and the photographs.

Slated roof
Steeply pitching roof

•

Many small windows

•

buildings on another base map.
• Students do a phorographic survey to record
all the main elements of the buildings and
the sire (see Photographs 58, 59 and 60).

Draw up a profile of rhe sire noting the major
features on it such as flood plain, bluffs ere.

Local srone or brick built

• Students fill in the present uses of the

Redraw the diagrams annorating them with
key features

Four or five sroreys
-

Redraw and analyse base maps on changes

•

Draw conclusions about the facrors affecting
rhe location of rhe old industry.

2.25 Industrial Change

Site 2: Modern industry

•

Redraw rhe land LJSe map.

• Draw rhe slope rransecr and name any
physical fearmes on ir.
• Process rhe questionnaires and prescnr rhe
reslllrs in graph form
• Describe the modern indusrry LJsing evidence
from rhe maps, and rhe quesrionnaires.
• Draw conclusions abour rhe locarion of
modern factories.
• SLJggesr topics for furrher srudy.

Presentation
• Draw a large base map which includes borh
the study sires.
• Mark each sire on rhe map and insert the
drawings, graphs and photographs onto
the map.
• Use the informarion on this map to draw the
overall conclusion abour rhe changing
locarion of manufacruring indusrries.

E]

2.26 Urban Land Use

Introduction:
Within cities recognisable land use zones develop over rime.
The objecrive was to rest this hypothesis abstracted from Burgess' Concentric Zone theory.
The information needed is the specific land use of each building in selected zones and the street frontage
occupied by each.
The zones selected were the central business district (CBD) and the transition zone (TZ).
The CBD is the centre of commercial, social and civic life in the city of town. The ZT is often an area of
deterioration according to Burgess.

Planning
Land Use studies are best carried our with a recognised category lisr. In our class we discussed the
various types of buildings and other land uses we would find. We then examined the R I C E P O T S
system with each letter standing for a broad range of different but related uses.
R = Residential; I = Industrial; C = Commercial; E = Educational; P = Public Buildings; 0 = Open Space;
T = Transport; S = Services.
We then discussed the streets we would pick to represent rhe zones. We decided on ____ Street and
___ Street as possible examples of TZ and CBD respectively.
As a number of derelict buildings are found on ___ Street and as rhar was not fairly reflected in the
RICEPOTS system we decided to acid a D for derelict. The clanger is that too many categories can
develop so we voted to drop the 'S' for services as most of these are either commercial C or public
services and could be put under P.
Measuring the street frontage of each use could be done with rapes, trundle wheel or by pacing.
We decided on pacing.
Data Collection

I started with my partner on rhe footpath leading ro ___ Street. I paced the footpath. It was 3 paces
wide. My partner recorded the findings and we agreed on rhe category. The nexr unit was a paint shop
with a front 7 paces wide.
Unit

Use

Category

Colour Code

Paces

path

transport

yellow

3

2

paint sh.

commercial

red

7

3

arch

comm

red

3

Metres

Comment

onto shop

etc
Figure 76. Urban land use recording sheer

After 10 units my partner did the pacing and calling while I recorded the information.
We completed the survey of the rwo srreers.
We each had a different pace length so ro ensure we could use borh, we each rook ren paces and then
measured that distance using a surveyor's rape.
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If ten paces equalled 7 metres 50 cm.s then each pace = .75 metres. We called this our 'metre equivalent'
and multiplying our paces by this figure we could convert paces to metres.

Sources
I studied Socio-Economic Geography by Gilmore for a detailed account of urban models. We selected the
concentric zone theory as the one best suited co the area easiest for us to survey.
Blond's Geography in the Field gave ideas on how to carry out urban surveys.

Problems
The main problem was fitting unusual sires into categories. An arch presented difficulties, but we had
noted this on our survey sheer. We then discussed it in class and we all agreed on the same category.
Some felt pubs were public buildings, but the general agreement was that they were commercial.

Preparation of report
We totalled the different uses for each of the streets we surveyed. We added together all the paces for
residential land use on the left-hand side of the street. Then we did the same for the right hand side and
added both. This method was repeated for each use. When we had the total (834m) and worked out the
percentage of the street taken up by each land use, e.g. residential = 365 I 834 X 100.
Left(L) side

Right(R)side

Total

Category

157

208

365

R

15

15

64

219

C

26

0

78

E

9

0

0

D

0

0

55

55

p

7

0

0

0

0

10

35

67

102

T

12

425

409

834

[o

fro

�

[ 0

---

m

44
2

Figure 77. Frontage in metres (paces X metre equivalcnr __ Street, TZ
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%

Method
365/834 X 100

2.26 Urban Land Use

left side

right side

total

Category

5

4

9

R

0

0

0

359

340

699

C

89

0

0

0

E

0

0

0

0

D

0

0

0

0

p

0

0

0

0

0

0

41

38

79

T

10

405

382

787

%

Method
9/787 x100

0

Figure 78. Metres per land use, ___ Street (CBD section)

Transition zone

%

L

50
40
30
20
10
0

C

E

D

p

0

T

Figure 79. Transition zone

CBD

%

100
80
60
40
20

CBD

C

E

Figure 80. Central business <limier

D

p

0

T
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Land Use Contrast

100

■ Tran
CBD

90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20

-

10
0

Figure 81. Central business district

Map/diagram
CBD section

Transition Zone section

Commercial
Residential
Derelict
Transport

■
■

Figure 82. Central business district
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Conclusions and Evaluation

We can conclude from rhe survey thar land use

There is a clear contrast between rhe land use in

zones exist in ____ in accordance with

the TZ and rhe CBD. In the TZ residential land

Burgess' concentric zone theory. The % of

use is much higher. This is an area of small, old

different land use prove this.

houses mostly joined in terraced fashion with no
front gardens. They were possibly the homes of

The urban models arc a useful rool for

workers in rhe CBD or in older industries.

examining urban areas. The surveys can show

The residents would nor have had transport and

up issues that need arrenrion. In the case of rhis

so lived near work and services.

study the absence of any people-friendly spaces
in either zone shows the need for planning by

The TZ has a number of businesses. These were

urban authorities. Commercial and private

mostly public houses and fasr food outlets. This

interesrs will not provide amenity areas free of

is to be expected and rhe popularion would be

charge yet the urban environment need such

quire high hence the demand. Small workshops

spaces to enhance rhe quality of life for

make up the industrial component.

city dwellers.

The transport percentage includes all road/lane
and footpath access.

The study was valid. The merhod of measuring
was not precise, bur gave a very good

The CBD section is only 1 % residential. Here

approximation of street frontage occupied by

properry is roo valL1able (high rent value) and so

each use. Quanrif )1ing rhc uses was berrer than

owners have sold to businesses seeking a good

counting rhe unirs as rhey can vary grearly in

location for trade. Buildings in the CBD are

size. It would be useful ro do a building

higher in general and it would be too expensive

condirion survey of the areas, especially the TZ

to use this land for ordinary housing.

ro determine the truth of rhe suggesrion rhar

Commercial is 89% thereby proving rhc

building qualiry is poor in TZs.

hypothesis that zonation follows a parrern in
urban areas. This is a highly accessible area ideal
for a variety of businesses. The area would be
unsuitable for ordinary residences because of
noise, traffic congestion and lack of parking.
There is no open space in either area. This may
indicate a lack of planning as people need areas
to relax and recreare. This land use is non-profir
making and so seems ro have losr our ro
commercial uses. Both zones would benefit from
open areas such as water features or plazas.
Areas of green belt would enhance rhe qualit)'
of life in both zones and make them more
people-friendly.

2.27 Street Study

The Heritage Aspect of Streets

Possible Aims

The street is the basic unit of most urban

• To identify changes in the buildings and

settlements. Long established streets are often a
microcosm of developments within the greater
urban area and society as a whole. They often
contain within the fabric of their buildings and
the experiences of their inhabitants the heritage
of a settlement and arc suitable topics for study.

Sources of Information
Secondary Sources
• Street directories such as Thom's Directory,
usually available from the local library, give
detailed information on the occupations
of people.
• Maps, including old editions of the
1:10,560, 1:2,500 series and the 1:1,000
series, show each street in great detail
including each building.
• The census enumerator forms for the 1901
and 191 l Censuses which give information
011

the population and also on the quality of

buildings, educational status and occupations.
• The Small Area Population Statistics (SAPS)
are produced by the Central Statistics Office
(CSO) for every district electoral division of
the country after each Census. These statistics
include information on population and a
range of socio -economic topics.
• The local authority's development plans show
what is planned for the street over the next
5 years.
• Local history books.
• The Lawrence Collection of old photographs.

Primary Sources
• The main primary source will be direct
observation through fieldwork.

1-•ro I

functions of the street since the beginning of
the 20th century;
• To identify the changes in the population of
the street since 190 l;
• To identify the ages of the buildings;
• To identify how building materials
have changed;
• To identify how the quality of buildings
has changed.

Hypotheses to Test
• That building styles change.
• That streets develop through time.
• That the age/sex structure of the population
of a street changes through time.

Planning and Preparation
• Identify the study area by walking it and by
studying local maps. Choose an area which
has a diversity of buildings both with regard
to age and type.
• Source the 1901 census forms from the
ational Archives, Bishop Street, Dublin 8.
• Source the SAPS for the study area from the
CSO. To do this you will need the number
of the district electoral division of the
study area.
• Draw up questionnaires and record sheets.
• Discuss land use classifications and decide on
the classification you will use. The following
can act as a stimulus to )'Our discussion:
- Residential - houses, flats apartments.
Retail - shops
-

Commercial - banks, offices
Industrial - factories

2.27 Street Study

-

Amenities - parks
Educational - schools, colleges etc.

• Draw up a questionnaire tO determine the occupations of the residents on the street. Test the
questionnaire in the classroom before you use it to make sure that it gives the information you
require. You could discuss the suitability of the following questions in class before you decide on the
questions.

SAMPLE QUESTIONS
1. How many people in this house work outside the home?

2. In which of the following jobs do they work?
Farming, Fishing, Forestry, Mining
Manufacturing
Services

• Form groups for the fieldwork.
• Decide responsibilities for each group.

WORK IN THE FIELD
Land Use Mapping
In your groups plot the present land use of the street onto the 1:1,000 map. Use differenr colours to
represent the different functions such as residential etc.

Occupations Questionnaire

Try to have at least 30 questionnaires filled out. Each group can be responsible for a given number of
houses.

Building Quality Survey

Do a quality survey of at least 30 buildings. Look carefully at each building and give it a value for each

of the items in the table below. For example, if paint was peeling on windows and doors the house
would score 3 under the heading "paint peeling".

I �•"" I
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Index of decay
None

Little

Some

Much
5

Deterioration of walls

0

3

Paint peeling

0

2

Displaced roof material

0

Broken glass in windows

0

5

3

7

Broken gutters/downpipes

0

3

7

Structural damage, e.g. settling cracks

0

3

6

11

Rotting timber

0

2

4

8

Sagging roof

0

2

6

10

3

9

Figure 83

Add together the points for each house and subtract the total from 60. The following general points can
be made from your results.
Score

Condition of buildings

50-60

good/excellent

40-49

satisfactory

30-39

unsatisfactory

20-29

action needed to improve structure

Below20

Need to demolish or rebuild

School Based Work

Functions

Redraw the land use maps you completed in the field. Examine the early 20th century map of the area

and shade in the land use on it. Use the same classification that you did for the work in the field and
contrast the two maps when you are finished.
"The 1910 maps shows that the main type of land use in the area at the time was agriculture. There
were a number of small houses and a few large ones Iike Glenmore House. The area seemed ro be
mainly a rural one with some linear settlement. The present day land use map shows that the area now
has a number of functions including residential, retail, industrial, commercial and amenity. It no longer
has any agricultural function and is now an urban settlement. So this area has changed from being a
rural to an urban settlement over the last century."

r. ,nl
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Occupations
Process the questionnaires and work out the rotal of people working in each secror of the economy.

Occupations 2004

,

■ Primary

Secondary

Tertiary

Figure 84. Occupations, 2004

"An examination of the 1901 census shows that the occupations outside of the home for men were
labouring, gardening, dairy men, farmer, coachman and car man. The occupations for women outside
the home were dressmaker, laundress, cook, shopkeeper and housemaid."

Occupations 1901

Primary
Tertiary

Figure 85. Occupations, 190 I

"In 1901 the vast majority of people were employed in the service secror. Mosr of these jobs were as
domestic servants ro the wealthier residents who lived in the large houses spread around. There was no
employment in manufacturing indicating the rural nature of the area and the lack of industrial
development at the time.
Although there is still a large percentage of people working in the service sector roday they arc nor
working as domestic servants. Modern services include education, health, transport and retailing.
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There is also a significant number of people working in manufacturing industry which shows that it has
developed in the area."

Building Condition

r

The 1901 census classifies houses into 4 classes.

�

House Classes 1901

12

E
::,
z

I

10

8

■

House class

6

4
2

0

Class1

Class2

Class 3

Class4

Figure 86. House classes, 190 I

The results of our building condition survey are as follows.

�
E

Housing Condilion 2004

25

■ Housing Condition 2004

20

15

10

5

0

Excellent

Satisfactory unsatisfactory Needs to be
demolished

Figure 87. Housing condition, 2004

"These graphs show that in 1901 most of the houses were second class. There were no houses in the
highest or the lowest classes. In 2004 most of the houses in the area were in excellent or satisfactory
condition. This shows that the standard of housing improved greatly over the 20th Century.
The improvement was due to the rising standard of living caused by economic development.
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Population change
"We studied the 1901 census and extracted the information from it to enable us to draw a population

pyramid for the early 20th century. We also used the 1996 SAPS to construct a pyramid for that date.

The pyramids show that the population of the area has grown a lot over the last century. They show that
people are living longer and this is probably due to the better housing, higher standard of living, better

diet and better medical services."

Conclusions

"Our study shows chat our road has changed a lot in the last hundred years. It has become an urban

area with a greater number of people in excellent houses and in a better state of health than people had
a century ago."

I�. ., I

2.28 Our Local Church

Churches of various denominations continue ro

• Old OS maps

be key focal points in the cultural and religious
life of many Irish communities. ThC) serve the

• Phorographs both aerial and ground level
• Parish history books

spiritual needs of people in a particular

• A Companion Guide to Architecture in

1

geographical area. They were often built in a
grand style ro demonstrate the respect rhat the
people had for their religion. The earliest
surviving churches date from the early Christian
period when the first stone churches were built.
Since then churches have been built in all
historical periods but most surviving Irish
churches date from the 18th, 19th and 20th
centuries.

Ireland 1837-1921, Jeremy \X/illiams, 1994
• A Field Guide to the Buildings of Ireland,
Sean Rothery, L997
• The Shaping of Space, RIAi, TYO
Support Team

Introduction
\Xie decided to do a geographical investigation
based on the local church and its parishioners as

The suitability of a church as a subject for
geographical investigations
• There is a church in every community.
• Churches play an important role in the
cultural lives of many people.
• They often have a long history.
• Churches are important buildings in

it was very old and had served the local people
for centuries. It was a key element in rhe lives of
the people but none of us had ever studied it and
we knew little about it. Also many of the class
arc parishioners of the church so we would have
contacts ro help us. \Xie could find our about the
human geography by questioning the
parishioners and we could find our about

the urban streerscape ofren acting as a

the site and the building itself through map

focal point.

and fieldwork.

• Churches are often buildings of architectural
significance.
• Churches serve clearly defined and
mapped parishes.
• Churches have catchment areas which may
nor be coterminous with the parish.
• Religious practice changes through time.
• Churches integrate human and physical
geography.
• They are easily accessible from mosr schools.

Sources
• Parish maps and records in the parish office
• Sacred Places, Royal Irish Architectural

[-o•�
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Institute (RlAI), 200 I

Aims

To find out the origin and history of the church;
To examine the sire and rhe location of
the church;
To map the catchment area of the church and
compare it with the map of the parish;
To find our if rhe frequency of visits varies
with age;
To identify the building materials and
rhcir sourcc;
To identify the architectural style of rhc building.

Planning
\Xie decided ro do the following to gather rhe
data we needed for our study:

2.28 Our Local Church

• Draw up a questionnaire ro gather

at the end of different masses to get a

information from the parishioners on where

representative sample of parishioners. Also

they live, their age and sex and the frequency

we did nor want to overpower the

of their church visits. We discussed che

parishioners with a large group asking

questions in groups, then we tried our the
questions on one another.
• We needed a variety of maps to assist us in
our study. We got a 1: 1,000 map from the

questions.
• We got the rock collection box from the
geography room and familiarised ourselves
with the common rock types it contained.

geography room and used it to draw a base
map for our site study and Sheet 50 of the
1 :50,000 Discovery Series from the local
bookshop. We used this co examine the
location of the church. We also decided we
needed old maps of the town co trace the
history of the church through the maps. For
this we needed the l: 10,560 or six inch

WORK IN THE FIELD
Questionnaire

"We did our questionnaires on a Sunday.

My partner and I were allocated the ·1 l AM
Mass/Service. We completed questionnaires for
10 parishioners. I asked five people the questions

maps, the earliest of which was 1837, revised

while my partner recorded their answers then we

in 1937. We found these maps in the local

reversed roles. We made our choice of subjects

history file of the local library.

random by looking at the ground, then looking

• One group invited the local clergyman to

up and choosing the first person we saw. People

visit the school so we could interview him

were very helpful and curious about what we

about the extent of the parish and its history.

were doing bur we were very rushed as people

This group drew up a series of questions for

were hurrying off after Mass. We found it

the interview and decided co record the

difficult to get our 10 questionnaires filled in

interview if allowed.

before everybody was gone.

• We made viewfinders from cardboard and
twine to help us with our fieldsketching
and photography.
• I learned how to use the clinometer and the
digital camera.
• I researched different styles of church

Site and Location Survey
ln school we drew a sketch map of the location
of the church showing rhe main roads, the
urban area and the main physical features.
We used the l :50,000 OS map as the source for
our location sketch map. We decided this would

building using a book called Sacred Places

be a base map for showing the boundaries of the

and the textbook on art history l was using

parish and to show the catchment area of rhe

in my art class. The arr teacher was very

church. We decided we would use this map when

helpful and agreed to help us with the

the priest came to talk to us.

architectural styles.

The sketch map we drew from the I :50,000

• We administered the questionnaires in pairs

map showed the church is located on high

2.28 Our Local Church

Primary Road
Secondary Road
Regional Road
Built up area
Countours
River
Church

+

Map 29. Location Sketch Map

ground at the eastern end of the built up area
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onto the sketch map as points X and Y

close to the intersection of two important roads.

We used the l:1,000 map to help draw a sketch

It overlooks the town on a commanding

map of the site of the church for use in the site

position. To test this OL1t we decided to go to

survey. As this is such a large scale it gave very

two points in the town to see if the church was

good detail of the plan of the church and its

visible from them. We used a digital camera to

surrounding grounds."

record what we saw and marked these points

2.28 Our Local Church

C

---

B

Figure 88. Skerch of cross section

Map 30. Site Sketch Map

Site Survey

Building materials

We did a slope transect across the site, shown as

We observed and recorded the building materials

a blue line on Map 28. First we identified the

in each part of the church including the roof, the

break of slope points A, B, C, D and E. We

windows, the doors and the walls. We made a

found there were four sections of slope and we

note of these on the drawing we did of the

made a sketch of them as above.

church. We used the digital camera to record the
materials for identification purposes afterwards.

We measured and recorded the foresight and
backsight angles of each of the slope on our

Interview with the priest

record sheet. We then measured the length of

We invited the priest t0 come to our school so

each slope section and found the aspect of the

that the whole class could participate. We sent

slope transect by laying a magnetic compass

him a letter explaining we were investigating our

down along the transect.

local church as we felt we knew very little about
certain aspects of it. We enclosed a list of the

Building Style

questions we would like him to answer.

We observed the building closely and made

On the day we sat in a circle and sent a

three drawings, the first was of the whole

welcoming committee t0 greet the priest at the

church. We found a good viewpoint on a small

door. We each took responsibility for asking a

hill across the road from the church. Then we

question. We noted the answers he gave. We also

used our viewfinders to draw the outline of the

recorded the interview. At the end we thanked

church in landscape view. There is a copy of the

him for assisting us in our investigation

worksheet we used in the student workbook. We
also drew a typical window and the main door
in portrait format.
We rook phoros of the different pares of the
church with the school's digital camera.
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Presentation of results

played a role in people travelling to our parish

Catchment area of the church

for Mass. \Xie felt that Mass times might be

(25) came from four locations outside the parish.

a new questionnaire.

\Xie interviewed 130 parishioners. The majority

of these (105) were from the parish. The rest

\Xie redrew the location map to show the parish

and the locations outside the parish from which

the churchgoers came.

\Xie found the majority of those who were not

from the parish came from the western side of

the Owenmore river, with a few from the south
and east of the parish. \Xie noted that people

from outside the parish were all located close to

road links with the church so we felt accessibility

another factor in attracting people to our parish
but we felt this needed further investigation with

Primary Road
Secondary Road
Regional Road
Parish
Countours
River

+

Church

♦
N4

N37

1-., 1
00

3
Map 3 I. Parish location
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Photo 62. Church location from poim X

Location

prominent location was probably chosen so that

The church is located on the eastern edge of the

the parishioners would be reminded constanrly

town. It is on the side of a hill at a height of 80

of the place of God in their lives.

metres (see map 29) above sea level. It is in a

Phorographs 62 and 63 show how the church

commanding position overlooking the town and

is visible from the points X and Y on the

can be seen from most parts of the town. This

location map.

Photo 63. Church locarion from point Y
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They ceased to be used in the early part of the
20th century when cheaper roofing materials

C

..

B

Figure 89. Cross section of church site

Site Survey
We used the information from our slope transect

to draw a cross section of the site onto graph

paper.

The site was located on the side of a hill and this

seemed to have created difficulties. It seems the
side of the hill between B and C was excavated

were introduced.

The walls were made from cut grey limestone.
We found quarries on the 1937 map of our

area. We then consulted a geological map of the
area and found that these must have been

limestone quarries. We concluded from this that

the limestone was local in origin.

The rock surrounding the doors and windows
was a red sandstone with a lot of carved

decorations. We felt it was used for its colour

and because it is easy to carve. The nearest red

sandstone is thirty miles away so we assumed

to create a level platforn, on ·which the church

that it was quarried there and brought into

to take to build an impressive church. The slope

The columns on either side of the doors were

was built. This would have been an expensive

job but it shows the trouble people were willing
between C and D was steep and could be liable

to mass movements. We noticed there was a

large reinforcing wall at the bottom of the slope

to stabilise it.

We found that the church had a south westerly

aspect. This is a sunny aspect but has no

religious significance. We felt that the aspect was

probably more determined by the attempt to

maximize the church's visibility rather than by

any wish to align it along the usual religious east
west axis.

Building materials

We used our photographs a,1d sketches we

drew the day we visited the church to help us
identify the building materials and the style
of architecture.

The roof was slated with pur ple slates. Our

research showed that these slates were produced
in Bangor Wales and imported into Ireland.

our area.

made from polished red granite which is found

in Galway.

The doors were made from was hard, heavy
wood and bright in colour. We felt it was

probably oak and local in origin and the

woodwork teacher confirmed this was correct.

The building materials were a mixture of local

and imported ones. They were all high quality

and it was obvious that no expense was spared

on the building. They were also traditional in

type so they indicated that the church wasn't a

very modern one.

We felt that the people who built the church

must have been very skilful in the use of stone,

wood and metal. We wondered whether the

craftspeople were locals or whether they were

brought inro the area specially for this job.

2.28 Our Local Church

We also wondered whether these skills still

Churchgoers

existed in today's world. We decided that this

We gave questionnaires tO 130 churchgoers.

could be a topic to investigate in the future.

We plotted the frequency of church visits by 10
year age groups using Microsoft Excel. The chart

Architectural Styles

we produced is shown below.

We examined the photographs and drawings we

We noted a frequency of "once a week" was by

made on our fieldtrip. We noted that the doors

far the most common frequency except in the

and windows had pointed arches. There were

over 60s where "more than once a week" was

large windows in the side walls which were

most frequent. We noted also that "less than

supported by buttresses. There was a large rose

once a week" was most common in the under 40

window over the main door. We knew from our

age group. Considering the above we conclude

interview with the priest and from reading a

that older people were more frequent

local history book that the church was built in

churchgoers than younger ones and we felt that

the 1860s. From all these facts we concluded

this was a sign of cultural change in our area.

Frequency of Church Visits

Conclusions
We concluded from our study that our church is

80 - 89

nearly 150 years old and was built in a dominant
position overlooking the town. This reflected the

60 - 69

imponance of the church in the life of the people
at the that time. The information from our
questionnaires showed that religious practices

40 - 49

were changing and people were visiting their
church less frequently.

20 - 29

The church building is a neo-Gothic structure of

0 - 9

some architectural value. Its beauty enhances the
0

■
■
■

5

10

15

20

appearance of the town and it should be
maintained and conserved.

Less than onceaweek
More than onceaweek

Evaluation

Onceaweek

We achieved our aims although we felt the
questionnaires were roo rnshed and we should
have had another interview with the priest after

Figure 90. Frequency of church visits

the fieldwork to see if he could answer some of

that the church was neo-Gothic in style. A style

the questions arising from it.

which was very popular in the 19th century.
Most of us felt that the style was pleasant for a

We felt the investigation raised a number of

church. Everything seemed to point to the sky

copies which would require further study bur we

and tO raise one's thoughts tO higher things.

simply did not have rhe rime ro investigate them.
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Photo 64. Nimccth ccmury barn church
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Phoro 65. N�o Gothic Church

2.28 Our Local Church

Phoro 66. Gothic door
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Photo 67. Romanesque doorwa)'

2.28 Our Local Church

Photo 68. Gothic and Romanesque windows
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Photo 69. Modern Church

2.29 Our Local Church [student workbook]
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Figure 9 I. Sketch of Church

Figure 92. Sketch of window

Figure 93. Sketch of Church door
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QUESTIONS FOR INTERVIEWING THE LOCAL CLERGYMAN

What is the origin of the name of the parish?
When was the parish founded?
When was the church built?
Which architect designed the church?
Who built the church?
How much did it cost to build the church?
How was the money raised?
Where did the building materials come from?
What changes have been made to the church since it was built?
How much does it cost to maintain the church per year?
Can we have a map of the parish?
Have the boundaries of the parish changed down through the years?
What changes have you noticed in religious practice in your time in this parish?

I�. ., I
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SAMPLE PARISHIONERS QUESTIONNAIRE
Date

Location

Service time

1. Do you live in this parish?
Yes
No

7

2. if your answer to the avove is 'no' where do you live?

3. Do you attend Mass/Service

4. to which of the following age groups do you belong?
0-9

10-19

20-29

30-39

40-49

50-59

60-69

70-79

80-89

90+

Questionnaire number

Slope Section

Foresight

Backsight

Length

A-B
B-C
C-D
D-E
Figure 94. Slope Transect Record Sheer
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2.30 Weathering of Old Buildings (Graveyard Study)

A study of flora, weathering, headstone design

• Decide on equipment necessary and make

and the condition of old graveyards in your

sure you know how to use it: compass, ruler,

local area.

callipers, ranging poles, rape measure, survey

Aims

sheets, pencils, and clipboard.
• Organise into groups, randomly selecting at

1. To identify most common flora found at these

least 50 headstones or 100 srones in dry srone

old sites (i.e. along paths, near gravesrones

wall or monuments taking samples from all

and ar hedgerows;

around the site, north, south, east and west,

2. To measure size of lichen relative ro age of

or at different plots in the graveyard to give a

rhe wa II/tombsrone;

wide ranging age sample.

3. To measure the degree of weathering on sire;

• Contact ENFO for a copy of the lichen

4. To identify the most common rock type used

poster/chart.
• Read Duchas publication The Care and

in tombstones and/or dry stone walls;
5. To work our if the rare of weathering favours
a particular rock type and if it is influenced

Conservation of Graveyards.
• Revise mechanical, chemical and biological
weathering; rain, frosr, hear/cold, plant acids,

by age;
6. To evaluate condition of graveyard relative ro
age of plots;
7. To investigate the presence of the yew tree in

man, flora and fauna all cause weathering.
Mechanical/physical weathering- rocks break up
into small pieces.

graveyards and why they are called

Chemical weathering- rocks tend ro decompose

"sacred groves";

Biological weathering- the effect of plants,

8. To investigate the headstone design most
commonly found in rhe study site typical of

animals and man in disrurbing soil and exposing
rock to the weathering agents.

different eras/decades.
•

of weathering on such old sites. Lichens are

• Ensure you have permission to enter grounds

tiny white, orange or green flat plants which,

of ancient monuments or the old graveyard.
• Please respect rhe area where you are
working.
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Biological weathering will be the main cause

Preparation

grow on the surface of rocks (see ENFO
poster). Once attached to the rock they
release acids which, react with the rock and

• Familiarise yourself with the most common

weather it. \Xlhere the lichens grow they make

rock in the area.
• Enquire from cemetery stonemasons about

the rock decompose so a small hollow/dimple
forms in the rock. This hollow fills with

the most common rock used for

water and so the reaction continues eating

tomb/headstones (usually granite, limestone

away at rhe rock. (Some lichens are leafy and

and marble). Also enquire into headsronc

form beautiful rosettes on rocks and tree

design particularly changes through rime.

trunks. Lichens grow on almost any type of

Make drawings of these. Ask your art teacher

surface bur bark, soil, rocks and stones are

for help with designs common to ancient

the most common habitats. Few lichen grow

Ireland and still in use today.

near cities and industrial areas because of

2.30 Weathering of Old Buildings [Graveyard Study]

extreme dryness and air pollution.)

monument/graveyard was built.
•

The most common type of mechanical

Enquire into folklore, customs and

weathering will be freeze thaw action,

legends/myths regarding the presence of Yew

unloading and vandalism; as these break up

trees in graveyards, (perhaps of use to special

the rock causing it to disinregrate.
• Draw up survey sheets or customise enclosed

needs students).
• Ask your science teacher for help in

sheets on which ro record all aspects of aims

recognising different flora. The list below are

in the field. Many different studies can be

the most commonly found flora in such study

undertaken and not all aspects included need

sites but if they were shown in reality before

to be recorded.

the study it would make recognition easier

• Enquire inro local history/annals/parish

and quicker. Use 5 bar gate system for quick

records to find out when
Flora

Location

Type

Beside wall

recording in the field (see Part 3).
Aspect
Hedgerow

Yew
Oak
Birch
Ash
Moss
Fern
Ivy
Holly
Wall flower
Grass
Daisy
Dandelion
Nettles
Buttercup
Clover
Lesser Celandine
Figure 95. Survey sheer I: Flora type and location

Along path

Beside grave

North

South

East

West
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Rock type, lichen size, age and degree of weathering.
Date

Age

Rock Type Lichen

Size

Mech

11850

154

granite

2mm

X

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8
9.

10.
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19

20
Figure 96. Survey sheet 2
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yes

Chem

Biol
X

Little

Some
X

Bad

2.30 Weathering of Old Buildings [Graveyard Study]

Headstone design with age
Number Date

Cross

Headstone

Crypt

Artwork Celtic

Artwork plain

Artwork Bible stories

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Figure 97. Su rvcy sheet 3
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Condition of graveyard
Use the numbers below to assess the condition of sections of the graveyard.
Overgrown =1
Headstone tilting =2
Headstone fallen completely over =3
Headstone cracked =4
Headstone unreadable = 5
Grave No. Date
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

11.
12.

13.
Figure 98. Survey sheer 4
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Age

Overgrown

Tilting headstone

Completely flat

Unreadable

TOTAL

2.30 Weathering of Old Buildings [Graveyard Study]

Analysis of Results and Conclusions

• Identify the rock-type which weathers

With these sheets filled out in the field, students

the fastest.
• Construct a rose diagram showing the most

can analyse and present their results and
formulate relevant conclusions.

common size of lichen.
• Add up totals for graveyard condition and
identify area/age of graveyard in best/worst

• Display on a pie chart the flora found in the

condition. Formulate conclusions/reasons

study area and match with photographs taken

why, i.e. aspect/shelter/age/rocktype/ relatives

in the field and drawings. What is the most

to maintain grave/Co. Council maintenance.

commonly occurring species?
• Draw bar charts to show the aspect and
location of the most commonly occurring
plant species.
• Identify degree of weathering relevant to age
of headstone.

• Briefly summarise folklore and suspicion
regarding the yew tree. One of the oldest
trees in Ireland, longevity, sacred grove,
pagan use to ward off evil spirits,
Christianity's use of yew tree as palms which
are later burned for Ash Wednesday.

[�. . . I

3.1 Introduction to Fieldstudy Skills

The field investigations in this book have two

There are a number of measuring techniques

broad aims. The first is to develop an

explained in this section. Measurement involves

understanding and appreciation of the unique

hands on experience of what is being measured.

physical and cultural heritage we have in Ireland

For example, measuring beaches, rivers or

through a variety of fieldwork activities. The

anriqL1ities brings students into close contact

second aim is ro facilitate developing skills which

with the phenomena being measured. This often

will enable students ro interact with their

helps ro understand abstract concepts such

heritage in an active and interesting way.

as eurrophicarion.

Most of the investigations involve observation of

Administering questionnaires and conducting

one type or another. Activities such as field

interviews can create an awareness that much

sketching and photography develop powers of

valid information about heritage is available

observation, critical skills in understanding and

from people if you ask the right question .

appreciating the physical landscape around us.

Processing the data collected, presenting your

It is also fundamental to the development of

results and drawing conclusions develops logical

critical skills to identify different elements of our

capacity and ability to present and argue a

architectural heritage and a visual sense of taste.

case on an issue.

Too often visual skills and taste are seen as the
responsibility of the art teacher alone. This

The following section is designed ro help

narrow subject-based view is confining for

students develop key generic investigative skills.

students and may lead to the misconception that

Each skill is described in derail so students have

visual awareness is of little importance outside

a handy reference to which they can return

rhe classroom.

if necessary.
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3.2 Investigation Skills

Introduction

landscape then transfer the key elements of the

Geographical investigations require a number of

scene such as rhe horizon onto the grid on

skills including:

the paper.

• Observation
• Recording

Taking photographs

• Classifying

There are two basic rules in raking photographs.

• Presentation

First look through the viewfinder of rhe camera

• Analysing

very carefully making sure rhar what you want

• Evaluating.

to photograph can be seen in the viewfinder.
Take your time doing this . Second hold the

Observing can be done with a viewfinder like the

camera steady by keeping your elbows pressed

one below.

in against rhe sides of your chesr. Then squeeze
the shutter.

Viewfinder

Finding direction
Silva compasses are very useful as they are
sturdy. They are transparent and so you
can demonstrate how to use them on an
overhead projecror.
To find rhe direction place the compass flar on

A4 piece of Cardboard

your outstretched hand. The red needle on rhe
compass always poinrs ro north.
Orienting a map in the field

Figure 99. Viewfinder

The viewfinder can be made by cutting our a
piece of hard cardboard and raping pieces of
string across ir to make the foreground,
middleground etc. Looking through the
viewfinder ar the landscape or at a building helps
to observe it more carefully as ir breaks it up
into foreground ere.

Fieldsketching

hgurc I 00. Silv,t comp,ts,

Using a viewfinder helps to draw fieldsketches.
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First draw the foreground, middleground ere.

Put a copy of the map onro a clipboard and

grid onro an A4 sheet of paper and put ir onto a
clipboard. Sir down and resr the clipboard on

place it on the ground. Get the students in a
group around the map. Place a compass on rhe

your knee. Use the viewfinder ro observe the

map and let rhe needle settle on north.

3.2 Investigation Skills

Measuring depth
Q

Depth is usually measured with a metre stick.

0

Students often put the wrong end of rhe metre
stick on the bed of the river and give an

t

incorrect measurement. Students should learn ro
identify zero on the metre stick and co measure
from there. Some metre sticks have metric and
imperial measurements so again they must use
metric measurements. The units of measurements
are often centimetres. These may have to be
converted to metres as when measuring
discharge so 6cm would be recorded as 0.06m
and 28cm would be recorded as 0.28m.

Measuring the particle or grain
size of sediments
A pebbleomerer can be made by cutting 2 sides
our of a shoe box and drawing in scales as
shown. Place the particle to be measured into rhe
corner so that it toL1ches all three sides then one
can read off its length, width and height. It is a
good way of determining the longest axis of
a particle.
l'igurc IOI. Orienting ,1 m.ip

Rotate the map and line up the north poinc on

0 1

the map with north on the compass. The map is

2 3 4 5 6cm

r

r

now oriented correctly.
0cm

Measuring Distance
Place markers such as ranging poles or people ar
the end of the section co be measured. Measure
with a cape. Make sure students are familiar
with the rape being used. Often rape measures

5

3

1

cm

have metric units on one side and imperial units
on the other. It is important that all
measurement are in metric units. Impress this on
the students when practising measuring in class

Callipers and micrometers can be used ro

before the fieldwork.

measure small particles.

3.2 Investigation Skills

Random sampling
When sampling load from a river or beach material it is important that students choose particles at
random. Otherwise they may only choose scones of a cenain size or colour and this could distort
the result.
A quadrat can be used to get a random sample of particles from a beach or river bed. Metal quadrats are
the best in rivers as they do not float away when thrown onto the river bed. To get random samples
throw the quadrat onto the river bed or beach and pick the stones at the corners for measurement.
I Quadrat

Stone 1

Stone 3

Figure J 03. Pebblcomcrcr

Measuring angles
Being able to measure angles allows one co survey slopes and work out the heights of cliffs and buildings
etc. T he clinometer is an instrument used to measure angles. A clinometer can be made with a protractor
and a plumbline as shown below:

i

Line of sight

--►

Protractor

Plumbline

Figure I 04. Clinomcrcr showing 0° angle
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3.2 Investigation Skills

To measure an angle, look along the line of sighr and wair until the plumbline comes ro rest, then read
°

°

off the angle. In Figure 99 the angle is 0 . In Figure 100 the angle is 45 .

Line of sight
45

45 °

Figure I 05. Clinomete,· showing 45° angle

Working out the height of cliffs or buildings
Using a clinometer sight the rop of the cliff and measure the angle A. Then measure the distance from

where you are standing to the base of the cliff.

- -1
-

I

A�-::.::_ _________ _,

Height 2
B

C

Distance

Figure I 06. Measuring height using a clinometer

Figure I 07. Calculatlll)I height using the Graph Paper

The height of the cliff can be calculated by applying the Tan rule or by drawing the information onro

graph paper as shown in Fig 107. Decide on a scal.e, for example, 2mm represenrs lm. So one small box

on the graph paper will represent 1111. Draw a horizontal line BC ro represent the distance from you ro

the base of the cliff. Construct the angle ABC. Construct a verrical line AC. The poinr of inrersecrion of

AC with the line AB represents height 2. Heighr 2 can then be read off rhe scale and added ro your own
height (height 1) to give the height of the cliff.

I•-'" I

3.2 Investigation Skills

If you do not want to use a clinometer you can use an isosceles triangle i.e. is a triangle with two sides of
equal length. Make a large isosceles triangle our of a sheet of cardboard or use one which is used for
blackboard drawing.
B

A

C

figure 108. :-.teasuring height using

Put the triangle up to your eye and look along the side which is opposite the right angle. Keep the
bottom of the triangle horizontal. Then move in or out from the cliff until you can sight rhe rop of the
cliff along the side of the triangle. Measure the distance from yourself to the edge of rhe cliff -AC in the
diagram. This distance is equal to BC because AC and BC are the two equal sides of the triangle. So BC
plus your own height is the height of the cliff.
Measuring slope

Identify two students with the same height. Position one of them at rhe top of rhe slope and rhe other at
the bottom. Using rhe clinometer rhe person at the bottom sights the eyes of rhe person at rhe top.
The helper reads the angle of slope using the clinomerer. This measurement is called the foresight. Then
the person at rhe top of the slope sights the eyes of the person ar rhe bottom of the slope and this angle
is read off. This measurement is called the backsight. The foresight and backsighr arc then added
together and divided by 2. This gives the average angle for rhe slope. Measure the distance between the
two students. Instead of people you can use ranging rods.

Transects
A transect is a survey along a line and can be used in physical and human geography.

Slope transects
A slope transect allows you to determine how slope changes along a line in the landscape. This technique
can be used to survey landforms such as valleys, beaches, moraines ere. This information can then be

I �.. I
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used to draw cross or long profiles of the surveyed larndforms.

3.2 Investigation Skills

To complete a slope transect do the following:
• Identify the line of the transect
• Observe the slope and identify the "break of slope points", that is the points where the slope changes.
The slope can then be broken up into sections for srudy.
• Measure and record the length and angle of each of the slope sections.
• The slope profile is then constructed by plotting the length and angle of each slope section onto graph
paper.
• The profile is analysed

Vegetation transects
Transects can be used to see how vegetation changes along a line. The transect line could be from the
floor of a valley up the valley sides or across a dune belt or series of glacial deposits.
A transect line is chosen which may follow a compass bearing to keep it straight. At regular intervals
along the transect line, maybe every 10 metres if it is a long transect, place the quadrat on the ground
and count the number of different species within it. One can then try to explain any differences.

Urban transects
Transects can be used in urban settlements to examine their structure in terms of landuse and age of
buildings.

Landuse transect
Landuse transects can demonstrate funtional zonation within urban settlements. Streets are obvious
choices as transect lines. The land use on a street ea n be recorded in a number of ways as follows:
1. Record land use onto a large scale map such as a 1:1,000 map. This scale is large enough to show
each individual building. The student can record the landuse directly onto the map by writing words
such as shop, pub, church etc. onto the map. Back in school the class can list all the different
landuses recorded. The class can then discuss how they will classify the land uses into functional
categories.
The following categories can be a basis for discussion.
Function

Land use

Colour

Residential

Houses, apartments etc.

Red

Industrial

Factories

Blue

Educational

Schools, colleges etc

Green

Commercial

Banks, offices etc.

Yellow

Public services

Libraries,

Pink

Vacant

Empty, unused buildings and spaces

Grey

Retail

Shops

Dark yellow

Recreational

Parks, swimming pools

Turquoise

Figure 109. land u,e categoric�

■
■
■
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2. Students can also calculate the percentage of
Chemists
Bookmakers
House Furnishers
Drapers
Insurance Brokers
Men's Outfitters
Radio and TV sales

an area used for each function. First students
record the landuse of each building. Then
they measure the width of the building by

Middle Order Functions

pacing its frontage. When all this information
has been gathered and recorded, each student
works out the metre equivalent of their paces.
To do this a 10 metre line is measured out

Carpet Retailers
Jewellers
Libraries
Opticians
Department Stores
Cinemas
Furriers

and each student paces it counting their paces
as they go. Then they divide 10m by rhe
number of paces to find our how long their

Higher Order Functions

pace is in metres. Each student can calculate
the total length of street surveyed and the
roral length of street devoted to each
function. Then the percentage of the study
area devoted to each function can be

The above classification can be used to compare

calculated and analysed.

urban settlements with one another or to work

3. Land use can also be recorded on graph
paper if suitable maps are not available. Let a

out the position of a settlement on the hierarchy
of settlements.

centimetre on the graph paper represent one
building of average size and when you come

Ordering stream networks

across a larger building estimate how many

Stream networks can also be ordered. First order

centimetres would represent it.

streams are streams with no tributary joining

I I••••••
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High Street

Ordering services
Urban functions can be classified into higher
order, middle order and lower order ones. The
table below shows such a classification.

Low Order Functions

I I
�••W•

General Stores
Grocers
Post Offices
Butchers
Newsagents
Greengrocers
Banks

them. When 2 first order streams join up, they
form a second order stream. Two second order
streams joining up form a third order stream and
so on.

>

First order

Second°'®' __

......__...

Third order

Sea

hgurc l I 0. Orckrmg �rrl·am 11<..'rwork,

3.2 Investigation Skills

Ordering streams allows one to idenrify differenr
streams for study or comparison purposes

Measuring speed
To measure the speed of a river there are low
technology and high technology approaches.
Oranges are timed over a known distance. First
the 10 metres are measured out on the bank of
the river then the orange is thrown into the river
and timed over the distance. An orange is used
because it is easy to see and it floats with most
of its mass below the surface so it is not affected
by the wind. If there are a lot of boulders on the
bed of the river the orange may get obstructed
by them. A dye called flouresceine can be used
instead of an orange as it will not get trapped by
obstructions. The high technology method of
measuring speed is the flowmeter. This expensive
instrument is inserted into the stream and it gives
a readout of the speed.

Counting
When doing a pedestrian or traffic count
numbers can be recorded by using a tallying
system. This is often called the 'five bar gate'
method. Each unit is recorded by a stroke as
shown below.
2

3

4

II

Ill

1111

5

Wl

Figure 111. Tally system to measure traffic

At the end of the tallying one counts each of
the five bar gates and multiplies by five to get
the total.
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3.2 Investigation Skills

QUESTIONNAIRES
Questionnaires are important techniques for gathering socio-economic information. Drawing up effective questions is an
important skill. Below there a few guidelines and examples to help you construct questionnaires.
• Be clear about what you want to find out.
• Design questions so they get answers which will provide the target information.
• Questions can be open or closed.
Open questions allow the person completing the questionnaire to express their views whereas closed questions direct the
interviewee's answer. Some examples of different question types are given below.
Multiple choice
Which type of transport did you use to get here?
Walk
Bicycle
Motorbike
Car
Bus
Train
Other
Open ended
How could the facilities for tourists be improved?

Rating questions
How would you rate the variety of services in the town?
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
When drawing up questions keep in mind how you will process the answers you get.

Soil test
In the field gather soil samples and put them in plastic bags labelling them carefully. Back in school
empty the soil samples onto saucers and leave them to dry for a few days. When the samples are dry
place a teaspoonful of soil into a rest tube and add some barium sulphate. Add distilled warer and pur a
stopper in the rest tube. Shake the test tube and allow the soil to settle, then compare the colour of the
water with the colour key. This will give you the pH of the soil sample.

l
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Useful sources of information

The following agencies produce a variety of educational resources many of which can be of use to
anyone embarking on a geographical investigation in the heritage field:

t�.,00]
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Address

Telephone

Web sile

The Heritage Council

Rothe House, Kilkenny,

056 - 7770777

http://www.heritagecouncil.ie

The Curriculum Development Unit

Sundrive Rd., Crumlin, Dublin 12.

01 · 4535487

http://www.curiculum.ie

ENFO

17 Andrews St., Dublin 2.

01 · 8882001

http://www.enfo.ie

Ordnance Survey Ireland

The Phoenix Park, Dublin 8.

01 · 8025349

http://www.osi.ie

The National Archives

Bishop St., Dublin 8.

01 - 4072300

http:/ /www.nationalarchives.ie

The Central Statistics Office

Ardee Rd., Rathmines, Dublin 6

01 • 4984000

http://www.cso.ie

The Irish Peatland
Conservation Council

Bog of Allen Nature Centre,
Lullymore, Rathangan, Co. Kildare.

045 - 860133

http://www.ipcc.ie

The Marine Institute

80 Harcourt St., Dublin 2.

01 · 4766500

http://www.marine.ie

Scoilnet

http://www.scoilnet.ie/geography

Association of Geography
Teachers of Ireland (AGTI)

Web site is being upgraded.
It can be accessed through the
Scoilnet web site.

Geographical Association

160 Solly St., Sheffield
S 1 4BF, England.

Geological Survey of Ireland

Haddington Rd., Dublin 4.

http://geography.org.uk
01 - 6782000

http://gsi.ie/
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A GUIDE TO HABITATS IN IRELAND CD ROM
The attached CD ROM is an inventory of Ireland's various habitats. It is an invaluable
resource for teachers and students embarking on heritage investigations.

